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Unenforceab e contracts
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The elements required to form a contract have now been considered
Where they are all present, the parties are entitled to a oiiic that tOe
expectations reasonably raised by their conducrwill be sanctioned by the
courts. It will be necessary hereafter to examine the circumstances in
which this assumption ma y be defeated in greater or in lesser degree h
the presence of other factors—b mistake, for exampic. which at common
law urav make the contract 'void, or by misrepresentation. which maY
make it 'voidable'. But the English law has not been content to classify
contracts as 'valid' on the one hand and as 'void or 'voidable on the
other. It has allowed an intermediate position, where a contract, though
valid, may vet, be 'unenforceable' b y an action at law unless and unici
certain technical requirements are saLisuied. The 'unenforceable contract
is clearly a creature of procedural rather than of substantive law: and the
origin of so peculiar a position is to he found in the passage. as long age
as 1677, of the Statute ofFi-auds. It isnecessarv, therefore. to examine the
hisuot-v of this sta uue and to observe its surviving effects in the modern
la
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History and policy of the Statute of Frauds

Of the twenty-live sections of this Statute, two have been important in the
history of contract, section 4 and section 17.

Section 4:

No action shall be brought whereb y to charge an y executor or administrator
upon any special promise to answer damages out of his own estate: or whereby
to charge the defendant upon an y special promise to answti for the debt, default
or miscarriage of another person: or to charge any person upon any agreement
made upon consideration of marriage: or upon any contract or sale of lands,
tenements or hereditarnents, or aiiv interest in or concerning them: or upon any
agreement that is not to he performed within the space of one year from the
making thereof: unless the agreement upon which such action shall he brought,
or some memorandum or note thereof, shall be in writing and signed b y the party
to be charged therewith or some other person thereunto by him lawfully
a titho nsed.

Section 17:

No contract for the sale of goods, wares or merchandises for the price of £10
sterling or upwards shall be allowed to be good except the bu yer shall accept part
of the goods so sold and actuall y receive the same, or give something in earnest
to hind the bargain or in part payment, or that some note or memorandum in
writing of the said bargain be made and signed by the parties to he charged by
such contract or their agents thereunto lawfully authorised.

The raison d'etre of the statute is to he found partly in the condition of
seventeenth-century litigation and partly in the background of social and
political uncertainty :ainst which it must be 'ocused. On the one hand, the
difficulty of finding the facts in i common law action was considerable. Not
only were j uries entitled to decide from their own knowledge and apart from
the evidence, but no proper control could be exercised over their verdicts.
Moreover, until the middle of the nineteenth centur y , a ludicrous rule of the
common law forbade a person to testify in an y proceedings in which he was
iritetested, antI the parties to a contract might have to stiffer in silence the
ignorant or wanton misconstruction of facts which the y alone could have set
in a proper light. The mischief had been aggravated by the acceptance in the
sixteenth century of the validity of mutual promises unaccompanied by
formality or by the proof of a juid pro quo, or, in other words, by the adoption
of the principle of purely consensual contracts. On the other hand, the
confusion attending the rapid succession of Civil War, Cromwellian
dictatorship and Restoration had encouraged unscrupulous li(igants to
pursue false or groundless claims with the help of manufactured evidence.
The statute, therefore, avowed as its object 'prevention of man y fraudulent
practices which are commonly endeavoured to he upheld by petjtirv and
subornation ofperju'.

Contemporary conditions, while they suggest the necessity for some
Parliamentary intervention, do not explain the particular form which it took.
To modern eyes the choice of contracts in sections 4 and 17 appears quite

Readers of Pickwick Papers will remember diat. in the case of Bardell v PckwwA. neither
the plaintiff nor the defendant entered ihe witness-box ch 34). On the history ot
the Statute. see t(oldsworth HLcroi-ç of En1ii4 Law vol VI. pp 379-397: Simpson Hucars
ch XIII.
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arbiti-ar. It has to be remembered. however. th ,t these form but, a sm:!l part
of the statute, the bulk of which is devoted to tue protection 01 prop ietars
interests in genera: Writing was thus required to support the conve yance oi
land, the creation of leases, the proof of wills and declaration of tru s

t:' and.
in 1677, the adolescent law of contract was itself regarded as but a Si)cC}ts of
the law of propert y ! On this assum p tion it might be supposed iliat all
contractswould have been includedwithin the scope of the Statute, and such.
indeed, was apparentl y the original unienuots.' The reasons for the rejection
of this draftand the substitution of s pecified types ofcon tract remain a matter
of speculation. Of the six selected, the close association with the con vevance
of property doubtless explains the presence of contracts for the sale ofgoods,
for the sale ofinterestsun land. an (,; . perhaps. with the growing importance of
settlements, of agreements in consideration of marriage. A naive reluctance
to reb upon belated recollection app.rentiv prornc)ted the inclusion of
agreements not to be pf'rfcrrned Within a sear. Of guarantees and pritnises
by representatives [(j meet debts out of their own })OCCts i is onl y pii 'ible to
say that. as the language of the set tion suggests, the y were regarded bs
contemporary lawyers as ofa 'special character, either because they appeared
strangel y disinterested or offered peculiar opportunities to the perlurer. It
is interesting, and perhaps significant, that these nsular reasons for legislative
intervention found a counterpart in parallel action on the Continent, where
the acceptance of liability based on promise raised siinilai difficultie s . It has.
indeed, been suggested that a French Ordorinance of 1566. and possibly a
later Ordonnance of 1667, offered the model orsupphed the impetus to the
English Statute of 1577.'

Upon the foundations thus darkl y laid a sst structure of case law has been
erected. Its extent may be gauged from thf space accorded to it in standard
textbooks, not only in England but in America, where the provisions of the
Staruie iave been generall y accepted t Through this maze of litigation it is
difficult to trace an y guiding principle. But it is possible to suggest some clues
LO the underl ying, and sometimes unconscious, aspirations of the judges, in
the firstplace, the language of the statute was more than usuall y obscure. This
fault has been judicially emphasised for at least two hundred sears and is not
confined to an y one section. Of sections 5 and b. relating to wills. Lord
Mansfield declared the draftsmanship to be 'very bad. He could not believe
Lord Hale lobe icc author 'an y utirt.herthan perhaps leaving some loose notes
behind him whicf'i were afterwarQs unskilfullv digested') Sir lames Stephen.
in his analysis of section 17. concluded that the draftsman failed to understand
thewords he used and had but an lmperfectappreciaLion ofhisown intentions.
Lord Wright in 1939 summansed the cases on sections 4 and 17 as 'all devoted

Ss 1 . 3 5-9.
Thus Blackstone described the Statute as 'a great and necessary secuntv to private
propern": Comm is. p 432
See the onginai th-ai! set out in Holdsworth Hmon o.fEn rtmh Lax' vol VI. appendix I
See kabel 65 LQR 174
Tnus. of inc 344 paoes which comprise toe first edition of BLathburst on Sai_ pubithd
ir, 1845. 11 are oc'vciec to the inierpreunun of s 1 7 . and even in the righin edinor
of benjamt, on So.t (1950,. 140 pages are re q uired to deal with the same sCcuor. lit

on Con:roii 3rc edn. tile Qlscu.ssion ot s 4 and 17 occuotes six chaiers and
ovet 80( pages
Wvudnzim	 C,niionn 11757 1 Will 81 95

LQ9	 1885
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to construing badl y-drawn and ill-planned sections of a statute, which was an
extemporaneous excrescence on the common law' . '

In the second place. the literal application of so imperfect a statute was
likely to defeat us cardinal aim and to convert it into a potent instrument of
iraud. The honest man disdained, the rogue coveted, its assistance. Lord
Manstieid said that the very ode and the ground on which the statute was
made have been the reason of many exceptions against its letter' . arid his
colleague. WilmotJ, declared that. had it alwa ys been carried into execution
according to the letter. itwouid have done ten times more mischief than it has
done good, b y protecting, rather than preventing, frauds'. A hundred years
later Sir James Stephen expressed himself even more stronglY. The special
peculiarity of the 17th section of the Statute of Frauds is that it is in the nature
oi things impossible that it ever should have an y operation, except that of
enabling a man to escape from the discussion of the question whether he has
or has not been guilty ofadeliberate fr-audin breaking his word.'i In the third
place, the statute, it has been seen, was the product of a particular social and
professional environment, and, when conditions changed, the statute itself
lost its raison d 'êfre After the Evidence Act 1851 had permitted litigants to offer
oral evidence in courts ofcornmon law, it became a conspicuous anachronism.
Once more to quoteSir James Stephen, it is a relic of times when the best
evidence on such subjects was excluded on a principle now exploded' .

It is not surprising that the judges, Impelled by these considerations,
should have attempted to avoid the worst effects of the statute by it-strained
onstruction at' its language. But the process, while often serving ,justice, more

often made confusion worse confounded; and, by the end of the nineteenth
century , practitioner and student alike had to pick their way through a tangle
of case law behind which the original words of the statute were barely
perceptible. In 1893, section 17 was repealed and replaced b y section 4 of the
Sa.leof Goods Act Sir MD Chalmers, when he drafted this section, did so with
obvious reluctance, observing wistfully that the Statute of Frauds had 'never
applied to Scotland and Scotsmen never appear to have felt the want of it';'
but it could not well have been omitted in an Act designed as a measure of
codification. in 1925 the provisions in section 4 of the Statute of Frauds
governing contracts for the sale of interests in land was repealed and re-
enacted with slight modifications by section 40 of the Law of PropertyAct 1925;
and this re-enactment may bejustified by the relative complexity of the land
law and the consequent need to secure ample time for investigation and
reflection.

While these portions of the Statute of Frauds were being reprpduced in
modern legislation, criticism of the statute itself became ever more prevalent
and evermore vocal. It was condemned by Sir Frederick Pollock in 1913" and

) Legal Essays and Addresses at p 226. The uniform tenor cfjudicial criticism is interrupted
by inc lone voice 01 Lord Ken yon, who declared the Statute to be very beneficial' and
to be one of the wisest laws in our Statute Rook'. See Chater a Beckett (1797) 7 Term
Reø 201 at 204. and Chaplin a Rogers (1800) 1 East 192 at 194. The approval of Lord
Nottingham, as a part-author of the Statute, may be dismissed as ex pane.

10 .-kno,i ( 17 73) Loift 330.
Ii Simon a Mecstner or Monsnsi I 1766) 1 Wm RI 599 at 601.
12 1 LQR 1.
13 Ibid.
14 See Chalmers Sale of Goods Act 12th edn. 1945) p 26.
15 29 LQR 247.
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be Sir William Holdsworth in I 924. and in 1932 Professor Williams ended
his studs' of section 4 with the words the case for the repeal of the Statute
seems unanswerable'.' t The Law Revision Committee recommended in 1937
that both section 4 of the Statute of Frauds and section 4 of the Sale of Goods
Act should be repealed. But their repon was not accepted, and in 1952 the
question was remitted to the LawReform Committee. Thevalsorecomniended
repeal, but with one modification. Contracts of guarantee, in their opinion.
were traps for the unwary and required special treatment inexperienced
people might be led into undertaking obligations which they did not fully
understand, and unscrupulous persons might 'assert that credit had been
given on the faith of a guarantee which in fact the alleged surety had no
intention of giving'. ` They thought, therefore, that this particular class of
con tract should retain the protection which it had long enjoyed. The proposals
of the Committee were this time accepted. B y the Law Reform (Enforcement
of Contracts) Act 1954, section 4 of the Sale of Goods Act was repealed and
all section 4 of the Statute of Frauds save in so far as it concerned 'anti' special
promise to answerfor the debt, default or miscarriage ofanotherperson'. The
Statute has been an unconscionable time dving and even now is not quite
dead. To the surviving aspects of its long and dismal stor y it is now necessary,
to turn.

2 Statute of Frauds, section 4, and Law of Property Act 1925.
section 40

It is necessary to discuss in turn the two types of contract which may still bu
unenforceable under these Acts and their interpretation h the ':ourts. the
manner in which their technical requirements may be satisfied. and the eflect.
of non- -ompliance. Section 40.of the Law of Property Act 1925 was repealed
bvsection 2 of the Law ofProperrv (Miscellaneous Provisions i Act 1989- This
Act came into force on 27 September 1989 but its provisions are not
retrospective. For the moment therefore both the 1925 and 1989 Act need to
be understood 'The Act of 1989 is discussed in section 3.

A THE TWO TYPES OF CONTRACT AND THEIR INTERPRETATION

1 SPECIAL PROMISE TO ANSWER FOR THE DEBT, DEFAC) T OR
MISCfSRRLkGE OF ANOTHER PERSON

When the LawRevision Committee first reported in 1937, a minoritv thought
that contracts of guarantee should be void unless the terms were embodied in
a written document. The later Committee, while sharing the view that such
contracts offered peculiar perils to the unsophisticated, preferred to retain
the old, if scarcel y hallowed. language familiar to generations of lawyers, and

J.(. Holdsworth Hzsior, o' Engiut Low, volVI. p
Wtiiiaint Tne Siaiuir ot Fraud.,. S,c:,or P. p 25

IF Set Lass Reform Committee F,rst Re p ort. Cmd 8809 A minorit\ of the earhe
Committee in I9 had fet an equa l sohcituoe for the vicums of spunou s gu2rantee
but had suggested a d i fferent remedt
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with it the special quality of 'uner'torceabtlitv' rhe words quoted above were
therefore saved from the general wreck of section 4 of the 5tatute of Frauds;
and. they have still to he applied, encrusted as they are with neatly three

centuries at judicial interpretations.
It seems tolerably clear that the Parliament of 1677 designed b y these

worth to cover promises by one person to guarantee the liability of another.

But the determination of their exact scope has proved an arduous and
compticaced task. An obvious difficulty is the significance of the three tCtTUS.
debt, default or miscarriage'. unless, indeed, the y are vnonYmOUS The

question was raised in 1819 in Kirk-ham u Marten`
The defendant's son had, without the plaintiff s permission, ridden the

plaintiff's horse and killed him, and he was therefore guilty of a tort against
the plaintiff. The plaintiff threatened to sue him, and, in consequence of this
threat, the defendant orall y promised the plaintiff to pa y to him the agreed
value of the horse if the plaintiff would forbear his suit.

The defendant_ when sued on this promise, pleaded the Statute of Frauds,
and the plaintiff argued that the statute applied only where the liahilit
guaranteed arose outofa pre-existent debL.The argumentwaS rejected. Chief
Justice Abbott said:

The word 'miscarriage' has not the same meaning as the word debt' or 'default';
it seems to me to comprehend that species of wrongful act, for the consequences
of which the law would make the party civilly responsible.!'

The words of the statute were not confined to cases of contract; and, as the son
had been guilty of a tort for which he might be sued, the father's undertaking
was a 'promise to answer for the miscarriage of another person'. Itwould seem,
therefore, that the guarantee in the case of a contractual liability is covered
by the word 'debt' and, perhaps, by ihat of 'default', and the guarantee of a
tortious liability by the word 'rniscarnage'

This conclusion may be accepted as a reasonable interpretation of terms
which had no precise legal meaning- it is more difficult to justify the
construction placed b y the judges on the requirement that the liability
guaranteed must be that 'ofanother person - The y decided that the legislatur

intended b y these words to confine the statute to cases where the defendant
had made a direct promise to the plaintiff to guarantee him against the default
of some third parr y . It was thus held in Eastwood i- Kenyon' that, if the promise
was made, not to the creditor, but to the debtor himself, the statute did not
apply.

Lord Denman said;
The facts were that the plainuff was liable to a Mr Blackburn on a promissory
note; and the defendant, for a consideration,... promised the plainuti to pa y and
discharge the note to Blackburn. If the promise had been made to Blackburn.
doubtless the statute would have applied: tt would then have been strictl y a
promise to answer for the debt of another; and the argument on the part of the
defendant is, that it is not less the debt of another. because the promise is made
to that other, viz, the debtor, and not to the creditor, the statute riot basing in
terms stated to whom the promise, contemplated b y it, is to he made. Rut upon
consideration we are of opinion that the statute applies onl y to promises made
to the person to whom another is answerable.

19 (1819) 2 B & kid 613
20 Ibid at 616.

11\i k El
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B y a mote comprehensive process ofinterpretauon it has also been ruied that
the use of the words of another person assumes the continued existence 01

some p rimar' liability owed b a third party to the plaintiff. :o a'mch [he
defendants guarantee is suhsidiari and collateral. .\ disuncuon tas thus
been taken between an arrangement whereb y the original debtor continues
liable and one in which he is discharged. In other words, a contract is i'iot a
guarantee within the statute unless there are three parties—the creditor. the
principal debtor and the secondary debtor or guarantor. The essence of the
contract is that cite guarantor agrees, not todischarge the Iiabilitvinanvevent.
but to do so only if the principal debtor fails in this duty . There are thus two
cases in which a contract is excluded front the statute on the ground that the
proniisor is not in fact answering	 rfor anothe person'.

The first case is where the result ot'a contract is to eliminate alonnerdcbtor
and to substitute a new debtor in his place. Here it is idle to speak of
guaranteeing the debt of another since that other has been released from all
liability . As was said in all earlN case, if two come to a shop and one bu ys, and

Ole other sa ys to the seller:

'let him have rhe goods, I will he wont pavma.ster'. or 'twill see you paid'. tin-s is

an undertake •g as tor himself, and he shaLt he intended to be the very buyer and
the other to act but as his servant.t

These words, though striking and often quoted, must be taken. not as an
infallible test for the operation of the statute. but as an indicanon of the
parties intention. Whatever the language used, the question must he whether
they intended that the promisor should assume sole or subsidiat liability.
Even thestarkphrase. 'Let him have the goods, I will seevocipaid',when thus
read in the light of the cont-'xt, may mean no more than, 'lf . he does not. pay.

1 will'.
Again, suppose that a seller is unwilling to accept further orders Loin c

hover unless pavritent is made or security given for goods already supplied.
If there is an oral agreement by which the creditor agrees to suppv further
goods to the debtor in consideration that X will assume sole responsibility tot'

the existing debt, the statute does not appl y . X's undertakiug releases the
Original debtor fr o m the liabilities so tar incurred, And it is thus absolute ,tiot
not in an y was' conch tional upon non-pa yment bv a third par tv.

Se'ondl. a contract is riot within the statute if there has never at aits I huie

been another person s Ito can properl y be described as the principal debtor.
[his is well illustrated b y .Vlountstephen ir Litherniin.

The defendant was chairman of the Rrixnam Local Board of Health. The
surveyor to the hoard proposed to the plausuft, a builder, that he should
construct the connection between the drains of certain houses and the
main sewer. The plaintiff desired to know how lie was to he paid. and
following conversation took place:

Defendant: 'What objection have von to utaking the connection?'
Plaintiff: - ! have lone, if 'ou or the hoard aili order 'he work or become

espotisible br t he iavin-n I. -

Defendant:	 Go u ....\ tountstepnen. and do he work, and I t. dl ce 00 patti.

-'	 /a;krny, vD,uuol I 70'Ii	 a.tLL
18181 1 15 & Aid

I	 'Isl: t.RJB Iri:.ittdt,R7lt.I7
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The plaintiff, did the work and debited the hoard. which disclaimed
liability on the ground that the had never directly or indirecdv made am
agreement with him. The plaintiff then sued the defendant, who pleaded
the statute.

The court had to considcr the purpose and effect of the conversation between
the parties. Did it mean that the defendant guaranteed a liabihtv that
primarily rested upon the board, or that he himself assumed an original arid
soleabiiit-v Onl y in the former case could there he a contract to answer for
the debt of another person'. Since the board had not ordered the work to be
done and therefore was not a debtor in any sense of the word, it was held that
the defendant was h;rnself the only debtor and that his promise was outside
the statute.

The co;;t in this case sought to emphasise the distinct(-;n b y suggesting
appropriate nomenclature. If the undertaking was collateral and within the
statute, it was to he described as a 'guarantee', if original and outside it. as an
'lndernnitv'. t Such terminology is doubtless of service in clarifying the issues
to be faced. But contracting parties cannot be expected to use words as legal
terms of art, and it remains for the court to interpret the sense of their
agreement rather than to accept their language at its face value. if its purpose
is to support the pnmai-v liability of a third parry% it is caught by the statute,
whatever the words b' WuiCh this intention is expressed. if there is no third
party primarily liable, the statute does not applv.

These variauons upon the theme 'of another person', if somewhat artificiai.
ma y he allowed to rest upon the inherentambiguiwof the language. A further
distinction cart be regarded onl y as a deliberate evasion of the statute. E'en
though the defendant's promise is undoubtedl y a 'guarantee' and not an
'indemnity ', it will still be outside the statute, if it is merel y an incident in a
largertransacuon. To come within the statute the guaraniee mustbe the main
object of the transaction ofwhich it forms a part. The courts have act pied this
argument in two types of case.

The first is where the defendant has given a guarantee in his capacity as
a del credere agent. A del credere agent is one who, for an extra commission,
undertakes responsibility for the due performance of their contracts b
persons whom he introduces to his principal. Thus in Coutuner v Hastie' the
plaintiffs orall y employed the ddeii dan is as del credereagents to sell a cargo of
corn. The defend.ants sold it to a Mr Gal-lender in Ignorance of the fact that.
at the time of the sale, it had ceased to exist as a commercial entit y . Mr
Callander. when he learned the truth. re pudiated liability and the plaintiffs

Sec' man- 29 MLR 522: Sievn 90 LQR 246
See Guild & Cc v Conrad [1894) 2 QB 885, and compare the language of Vaughan
Williams Lj in Ear6urg India Rubber Comb Co i. Marttr. [1902] 3 KB 778 at 784-785 The'
(IO.UTICUOO between guarantee and indernnirs has passed from the Statute of Frauds
nun the general conceptual equipment of tht English hawser. See i is apphcauor intoe' field of lnfdno cofltr 	 in )eomrj, C,red;: Lid z Lazier 11961 2 Al; ER 294 [1961;
I WLR 826; 6w-muon 24 MLR 646: Siadjun, Finance Co Lid v Heirs (1965 109 So [c
471. Scevn 90 LQR 246 at 251 .254; and in the field of recourse agreement berwen
finance companies and dealers Unth Finance Lid r i-toodcock [1963 2 All ER 270, 11963I WLR 455; Goitht0 D;.ccütusi Cc Lid v Clark 11967 2 QB 493. 1967	 AL' ER 61 Scm
aism> Sie,c g ,,,> Creth: Lie .4lbrr,-. [1964 2 .AL ER 936 [14W I WLR 945
See the remarks of Lord .5 rigne in Legal Esa ' o 'ie .4adee.cse at pp 226.M
H$52 6 E,cr 4"
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sued the defendants on their implied guarantee. The defendants pleaded.
inter alia.' the Statute of Frauds. and the court rejected the plea. A higher
reward had been paid to them. said Parke B. in consideration

it their assuming a greater share oiresponsibiiitv [hall agents. tamely,
responsibility for the solvency and performance of their contracts b y their
vcndees. This is the main nh1ect of the reward being given to them: and, though
it may terminate in a liability to pay the dcbtof another, thai is not the immediate
object for which the considerauon is given.

This language was adopted and applied b y the (ourt ot Ap peal :n .'Iut)n cr

Co z, C,rpv.' The defendants had undertaken to introduce clients to a drrn of
stockbrokers. It was orall y agreed that the defendants should receive half the
commission earned from the resulting transactions and that the y should he

liable for half the tosses caused b y the default ot the clients. It was held that

this last liability , though in essence a guarantee, was but part of a wider
agreement and outside the statute.

The second type of case is where the defendant enjo ys legai rights over

properuvwhich is subject to all liabilit y due to a third party . If, in

order to relieve the Dropertv from the :ncumbrance. he guarantees the
discharge of the liabilit y , his p romise is excluded from the statute and is

binding even though made otallv. Iii Fitzgerald u Dressler`

A sold linseed to B, who resold it at a higher price to C. A. as the seller, was
entitled to a lien over the goads: he was free, that is to say. to keep them in

his possession until he had received pa yment from B. C was anxious to
obtain immediate possession. and A agreed to make deliver y to C before

he had been paid b y B, its return for C's oral promise to accept liability for

It is payment.

It was argued that this promise was a guarantee within the meaning of the
statute oil ground that, since B remained liable to A. C had in effect
promised to discharge B'sliabilitv onl y if  himself failed to do so. the court

rejected he argument and held C bound h' his promise.

Al. the time the promise was made, the defendant was substantiall y the owner of
the linseed in question, which was subject to the lien of t he onginal vendors for

the contract price. The effect of the promise was neither more nor less Lhan tht,
to get rid of the incuitibrance. or, in other words, to bu y oil the plaintiff's lieu.

That being so. it seems to inc that the authorities cleativ establish that such :i cue
is sum within the statute.

The result of such cases, however convenient, is so manifest a gloss upon the

statute as, in more recent years, to disturb the judicial conscience. It has

therefore been ruled that their reasoning will appl y only where the defendant

was the substantial owner of the propert y for the protection of which the
guarantee was given. If lie has no more than a personal Interest in its sectlmitv.
he will be within the ambh of the statute. Thus in I-Iarb-urglndia RubberComb Co

v Martin:"

9 The case also raised vital questions upon the ttect of tnistake ee p 255. below.

10 .8 Each 40 it 55.
11 [1894) I QB 285.
12 f 1859) 7 CBNS :374
13 Ibid at 394. See .150 Williams u' L,'tipr 17661 3 Burr 1886.
14 (19021 1 KB 775. Sec ali) fThini	 8is.sw4l f [913) 2 KB 17
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The defendant was the (Itrectot of and a shareholder in the Crowdits
Accumulator Ss ndicate Ltd which he had in fact financed I he plaintiffs
wet-c udgnient creditors of the svndcate and had sought h\ a \rit of/icr
(arias to lcvr exec nhon upon its property . The defendant or;dh uromsed
the plaintiffs that he 'vould indorse bills for the amoittit of the QCbt. if tes
would wi thicirau their writ.

The Court of Appcl hell that the promise was a guarantee, not an inclemriirt
and that it did not fall within either of the exceptions discussed above. The
defendant was not a debenture-holder but a shareholdet and he had no
propert y in the goods upon which the plaintiffs sought to levs execunon. His
interest, thit-'i-efore. was personal rather than ptoprietarv. Vaughan Williams
U sought to rationalise and to delimit the scope of the exceptions.

Whether von look at the properrv cases or at the 'del crderr cases'. it seems to
me that it each of iherii the concIoicn arrived at really was that the contract
in nuesticc did not fail within the sec ion because of the object of the contract.
In each of these case':here was if) LT11th a main contract—' 2 larger contract—
and the obligation to pa y the debt of another was merel y an incident of the
larer contract. ... If the subtect-niattu'r of the conti act was the purchase of
propern the teliefol properr from	 abili iv. the getting rid of inctumbrances.
the securiug greater dili g ence in tc erfoi-mance of the dun Of a factor, or
the introduction of business into a stock-brokers office—in all those cases
there was a larger matter which was the object of the contract. That being the
oblect of the contract, the mere fact that as an incident to it—not as the
immediate ohject, but induu-ectls—thc debt of another to a third ]-'T-son will be
paid, doc not bring the case withiut tue section. This definition or rule for
ascertaining the kind of cases outside the section covers both 'propcu'rv cases'
and 'del credere cases ' .	 -

The courts, in applying this part of the section, ma y thus be confronted with
two separate questions. Is the contract a guarantee Or an indemnity, and, even
if an undoubted guar-an tee, was it the main object(.: theparties' solicitude or
i. mere incident in a larger transaction' The answe -s given b y generations of
judges to these questions produce a result which tsould have astonished the
draftsr,tcn of the statute. It also suggests serious doubts as to the wisdom of
retaining the old language and its unwield y accumulation of case law. If it
must be assumed that contracts of guarantee require special treatment, it
would surel y have been better to adopt the minoritvviewof 1937 and declare
such contracts void unless their terms were embodied in a written document.
The slate would at 1.-ast have been wiped clean and the judges enabled to
approach their probiems afresh unhampered b y the subtleties and evasions
of the past.

2 AJx'Y CONTRACT FOR THE SALE OR OTHER DISPOSITION OF
LAND OR ANT INTEREST IN LAND

These words, now to be found in section 40(1 of the Law of Propert; Act
19T-1, replace the old wording of secuori - of the Statute of Frauds. 'ant
contract 0, sale oflant-js. tenements or hereditament-,, or ant interest in oz
concerning them - The differences ate purel y iinguistic: no substaiitia
alteration in the law seems to have been intended or effected, and the old
decisions still aPpis

T'neword ' all y Interest in Land' are c 'tn p rehensit'e and cover Leasesaswe'
as sales. The y ha	 thus been held to comprise agreements to take or let
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furnished lodgings or to shoot over land or to take water front a well.
contract will fall within section 40) 1) if it has as one term a sale or 'ther
dis position of land, even though there are man y other terms.' A unilateral
contract in which the owner of land agrees to enter into a bilateral contract of
sale if a potential purchaser does certain acts s within the section. -

The main diff'icultv, however, has been concerned with the classification
of the p roduce ol the soil. Are such products to he regarded as interests in land
ora.s Interests in goods The latterwere originall y governed. notbv section 4.
but by section 17 of  the Statute of Frauds, and afterwards b y section 4 of the
Sale of Goods Act 1593. If the products at the soil are interests in [and. section
40(1) of the Law of Propert y Act 1925. contemplates a written memorandum
as the sole rnethocloisi-ttisfving the procedural requirements. while. ifchev are
goods, the Sale of Goods Act admitted other possibilities .Now thatsecuon 4
of the Sale of Goods Act has been re pealed, they either fall within section
40(1') ')f the Law at Propert y Act 1925, or they are exempt from an y special
statutory form.

The problem has in the past provoked the courts to a displa y or learning
which may he described. according to taste, as nice or pedantic and most of
Which, tortLinatelv, ma y now he discarded. The prinran'distirscuouatconsmon
law was between Jntcsus incluatnates andJruct us naturales. Fructu.s indusinales have
been defined as coin and other growths of tire earth produced not
spontaneously , bin by 'lahourand industry ' :jhici s naturaleias the spontaneous
Product of the soil, such as grass and even planted trees, where the labour
emplo yed in their planting bears o small a proportion to their natural
growth'. The antithesis, it must he confessed, is somewhat unreal: the
cultivation of fit; .t trees requires as much skill arid industr y a the cultivation
ofu heat and barle y . But the idea underlying the distniction WOLLICI seem to be
the con Fast between seeds that requite to be planted afresh each year and the
perennial produce at the soil, even if. as in the case of fruit trees. [lie par ent
stock has been originally planted by the hand of iriati.

Eniclus ,ndtisirtales have always been regarded as goods. The classtficauon
ofjructu.i rin(urale,c has caused more difflcu1t. .-t cunituon law it. appeared to
dc:petu.l Lipon the inonient contemplated lit the contract of atc for t,t'I r
severance trorn the soil. If the' were to tetnairi unse\ ereci tot So iotu 1 tnue
ili:tt the bu yer wnitld derive a substantial benefit from dicii cuiitinnuc'd
:itiachtncnt to the soil, thesalt' was alan interest iii land; ifriosuch hutnefitwas
contem plated, it was a sale of goods.

But the ward oods' was defined :itresh h section 62 of the Sale of Goods
Act 1593.

include emblements and things attached to or forming part of the land.
which a ic agreed to be severed before iaie or under the contract at sale,

15 lnrnan a Stamp 1815 I Stark 12: 11'ebhpr Lee 1 1882) 9 QISt) 315: rvfrr a fh'n,iett 19361
3 Ad & El 177 See :i)o !aver P,5,I1 11388) 39 Ch[) 05. where it wa held that the
aic ,t a huti',e 1111101 ,m.o;ded that the house 'sa to ire rterrtilied itrid We 'miate:iaI
reliined w,o [lie 'oilr' ol .0 ilierl'st in IntO. tno a iiwre noitipreliensitc liusi,n. we
Farrannl (.'a,urar( q ro) Co ',r 'rvartte '3rd edO 1 ,p 32-35.
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Emblements in turn have been defined as such vegetable products as are the
annual result of agricultural labour' ,2n' and are to be identified with fruciu.c
zndu.sfnale.c. These. as has already been stated, have alwa ys been regarded as
goods, and the rest of the statutory definition may thus be taken to include
[rictus nahirales. But as a purchaser, save in the most unlikel y case, buys the
produce of the soil with a view to its ultimate severance, and as severance, at
whatever date it is effected, must be effected 'under the contract of sale', the
apparent result of the statutory definition is to make every sale of fructus
nazurales a sale of goods. It has been suggested, however, that the definition
is confined to the purposes of the Sale of Goods Act and that outside the ambit
of this Act the older learning ma y still prevail. On this assumption an
agreement to se]lfrti.ctus naiuralesmav be (a) a contract for the sale of goods
within the Sale of Goods Act, and (b) a contract for the sale of an interest in
land within the Law of Propert y Act. If it is thus h ying a double life, the
nquirernents of section 40 of the latter Act must still he met. I Support for this
'ie'w rnavhc found in dicta of the Court of Appeal in Saunders vPik-her. l In this
case a fruit grower had bought a cherry orchard 'inclusive of this year's fruit
crop'. The decision itself turned upon the meaning and application of the
Income Tax Act 1915; but counsel for the taxpayer had pressed the Court with
the definition of 'goods' in the Sale of Goods Act. The court declined to
consider it. 'The short answer', said Singleton U, 'is that the Act has no
application to a sale of land. ' The statement was admittedl y obiter, and the
point seems still open to argument.'

B THE STAT TORY REQUIREMENTS

The agreement upon which such actio shall he brought, or some memorandum
or note thereof, shall he in writing and signed by the party Lobe charged therewith
or some other person thereunto b' him lawfully authorised.

Such was the language applied bvsection 4 of i.e Statute of Frauds to all the
contracts within its scope and which still applies to the 'special promise to
answer for the debt, default or miscarriage ofanotherperson'. It is substantially
repeated by section 40(1) of the Law ofPropei-rvAct 1925, and ma' be assumed
to govern both contracts of guarantee and contracts affecting interests in land.
The efforts of the courts to interpret these words have provoked a wilderness
of cases through which it is possible onl y to indicate the hazardous and
inconsequent paths trodden by the unwilling feet of litigants.

I THE CONTENTS OF THE 'NOTE OR MEMORANDUM'

The agreement itself need not be in writing. A 'note or memorandum' of it
is sufficient, provided that it contains all the material terms of the contract.

20 Sec Chalmers Safr of Goods Ac 1979 (15th edo. 1981 pp 265.
I Megaro and Wade the Lair' of R,al Property (Stir edo. 1984 pp 474 -475. Thc dcfiniuor

of land' in s 205 (lxi of the Law of Propero Act 1925. is uncloubtedl% wide.
2	 11949 2 All ER 1097.

Ibid at 1I0
4 See Hudson 22 Con', (NSi 137. Benjamin'5 Sal. of Goods (4th edo. 192 pyi 727

Mar. ' problem' were nccsanJv worked our on the parts of the SLatute now repealed
bm inese case ' s'iII suP appl 	 par, irassu. to the srir.vlvint' fragments
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Such facts as the names or adequate idenuficatiori of the parties, the
descri p tion ot'the subject matter, the nature of the consideration.' comprise
what may he called the inininium requirements. Elut the circumstances of each
case need to he examined to discover ifanv individual term has been deemed
material by the parties: and, if so, it must he included in the memo rand urn.

There are however a number of qualifications to this principle. First, it
appears that a term which will iii an y case be implied need not be expressed.
So. if the parties have agreed that vacant possession should be given on
completion, the memorandum will not be defective if it omits this term, since
it would in :mv case be implied. Secondl y , tithe omitted term is entirely for
his favour, a olaintiff ma y enforce the contract as evidenced by the memorandum
and waive the benefit of the omitted term. Cunverseiv, it has been argued
that if an omitted term is entirely for the defendants benefit, a plaintiff
should be entitled to submit to the term, that is, to enforce the contract as
evidenced in the memorandum plus the omitted term. This exception was
a pplied in Martin v kcroj.' denied in Burgess u Cox 2 and is now apparendv
reinstated b y Scott ci Bradley.

Puovtded, how.ver, that the tiocunient relied on b y the plaintiff does
contain all the material terms, it need not have been deliberatel y prepared
as a uicrnoraticlurn. The courts have accepted as sufficient a telegram, recital
iii a wn[, a letter wricten to a third pariv, 4 a wi tittzi offer. 5 and even a letter
writtert by the defendant with the object of repudiating his liabilities," All
that is required is 1 -iat the 'mensioranduri should havc come into existence
betnie the commencement of the action brought toenforce the contract. Thus
in /hrr.S truth &• Co v Messers Ltd an action was starterl against the defendants
rn the natnie of certain plaintiffs. and It statement of defence was filed which
set out the terms of :ne agreement in question. Leave was then given to amnc,.d
the writ and state!sletlt ot' c situ b y strik ig out the originaL plaintiffs and
substituting the plaintiff compan y . It was held that this new step was in effect
the commencement of a now action and that the original statement of
defence, signed by counsel as the defendants agent, could therefore be
regarded as a sufficient ifieniorandUln to satisf y the statute.

A dcictsmcmit which denies that there is a contract cannot in geuerai be a
ufficieimt memorandum. ' Flicre is uric clear exception to this rule. A written

6	 Co nt1are Potter i. lMi1t i?d (187 4)  I.R 15 Eq 1. and Rciszirr & tidier 1878) :1 App C,ts 1121.
pct 1.. rd Cairns an 11 90-1 141.

7 Compare Cad,tiek v Skainto,, t 15571 2 Dc G i J 52, arid Plant v Boar-n" i 18971 2 Ch 281.
3 As a ipci1 snatunor exception. he consideration need not he stared in a document

offered in support id in a-rceivsent to ans'ser :or the debt. tienun or miscarriage of
;iii>mher person'- Merc.iittile Law Amendment Act 1856. s 3.

Li	 Tzc'ddell v [!id.riori 19751 2 All ER 1096	 19751 1 \VLR 1496.
10 .Vroi/i v Loa,ne.i [19191 I Ch 378. in Hawkins u Pnr, t917] Ch 645. 19471 I Alt ER

689. Evershed J said obiter that ,i plaintiff could not waive a 'material term hut it is
not clear why not if it is ritirrlv for his himtjt. No doubt 111051 mamermal' terms will
usuall y be Ion the benemit of both parties aria therefore otimsirte the exception.

11 (1852) 2 De CM k C 785.
12 195I. I' 'A.$ .	 0 50 1 2 kit ER	 2. rmticmsed Megarn 87 LQR 299.
13	 1 ,471 I Ch .850. l97l1 1 All ER 38$.
14 Sec Codi ' :n r, F,onrzc 115701 ER 3 CF 295: Re Ilosm,, Host, ni Ho'de 18931 1 Ch $4: Cthsoii

!f' fiarmd i I bbSi 1K i CF
15 T'.-irr'v 	 Chick 19601 1 kIt ER 95. ii 9'0	 I 'iV[.R 286,_
lb Buxton	 Runt 172) ER 7 Ectm 279
17 I9281 1 KB 397 See also Crmitd4i ,.' Bass : 1920j 2 Ch 187.
is Thirkelt v (:,h [1919] 2 Kit 590.
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offer will suffice even though it shnwsori its face that at the time itwas written
there was no contract ' In :i morc recent group of cases the Court of Appeal
has been concerned with a second possible exception. In Grzfftths t
the agreement Was originally siibject to contract' and the ineinoranduni so
stated. t Suieqiientiv the parties agreed that the agreement should hrcomc
binding at once. It was held that the memorandum was snfficient even though
it a ppeared to state that there was no contract on the ground that the phrase
subject to con tract was a suspensive condition which had been lifted. In Lao
vJo the Court of Appeal (Russell Li dissenting) took this decision a stage
further. In this case the parties made an unconditional oral contract for the
sale of land but the solicitors' letters which constituted the onl y possible
memorandum were all marked subject to contrac. The maorin' accepted
that a document which detneci the existence of a contract would not do but
thought that a document marked subject to contract' did not so much deny
the existence of  contract as contemplate that a contract would in the ftitttre
conic into existence. The ';tlid t iv of this distinction was denied b y a rliffcrentiv
constituicr.l Court of Appei ill 7'sttprt.on Estate.s Lid v Vi"earwell Ltd' where on
substantially similar facts it was held that there was no sufficient memorandum.
mis decision was generall y welcomed since it had been widel' thought that
Ill' decision in Law v/ones would inhibit the progression of normal subject
to c nti'act' correspondence between convevancing solicitors.' However in
vet a fourth Court of Appeal decision L)astha Lid vFourMillbank Nondnre Ltd,
Buckles' and Orr 1jJ, who had constituted the majorit y in Law v
sit ggested that tht decision had been misunderstood    in Tiverion Fistate.c Lid
i %'earsziel! 1.14' and that Lan ii Jones turned on a new unconditional oral
contract coming into existence afterthe excbnge of the 'subject to contract'
correspondence. of which the correspondence might in appropriate cases
constitute a memorandum.'

2 THE SIGNATURE

only the person whom it is sought to hold liable on the agreement, or his
agent. need sign the memorandum. A pi:dntiffwho has not signed can sue a
defendant who has.

19 Warne, WiUingfon fl856 S Drew 523 at 532: Rrucs c P,ckck (18661 LR I Exch 342
at 350

20 119701 Ch 675. 11970) 3 All ER 601 The man y difficulties in this case are exposed by
Prichard 90 LQR 55
Made u' by the combination of letters exchanged by the parties solicitors. joined
logethet under the rules riucucced: pp 236-235 hetm

2	 1)74] Ch 112, 11973 1 2 A ER 437.
3 [)975 Ch 146. [1974) 1 AU ER 209. The Court of Appeal held that it was not bourn

b' the decision jr Lan v juuei since that decision was inconsistent with the earlier
decision of the Court of Appeal in Thir*ell t' Cambi 11919] 2 KB 590. Cf Emerc 11974)
CI.1 42 The Court of Appeal aic ' thought the rottcc dec,d,ndt of Grtfuirks s Young
tncorrec, though the case might or correct]; decided because of further facts not sr-i
ou: in nbc text -above.
Since it would o pen the door to allerattons that there was an oral contract
1I97 1, Ch 231 1)978] 2 All ER 557.

C N 2. above.
7 N 5, above

1: u not easy to reconcile these clr'c-tsiorit with each other hut for a c'ahant attempt see
Wilkinson95 LQR 6 5ee aici Cgthrr, i Newinie Lic? I19S2 2 AU ER 97

9	 Lu!hoorr	 h'-aii: iS'j?.:rt'_ NC 735
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The cord signature has been ver' loosely intel preted. In the first place.
it need not be a subsenpuon: iha: is iCi sax. ii need not be at the foot of the
III cinorandurn. but ri'iav appear in au part of it. from the bcgtnntng to the en6.
III the second p lace it need not. in the popular sense Of the word. he a
signature at ah .A rinnteci slip ma' stifiice. if it contains the name of the
defendant. This relaxation of the statutor\ language was wefl estblislied a
hundred years ago and offers a striking Instance of the way in wInch legislation
mar he civerlajo hvjudicial precedent. Blackburn j said in 1862:'I S62:

If the matter were r- tateerc I should doubt whether a name printed or \ritten
at the head of a bill of parcels was such 'a signe:tiie as the statute contemplated:
hut it is no too ate to discuss that question. If the name of the part , to be rharoed

is printed or written on a docurrien to tended to be menu randtim o the
contract, either by himself or his aitchonsed ;tent. it is his signature. whr'ihi-r it
is at the beginning or middie or i 'eco ol thr document.

A more niodern example of genern l iiiterpretatlOfl is offered hi' the e:se I

Leeman v SOCkI.°

The defendant itistru c ted an auctioneer to offet his husr fe
Before the sale the auctioneer partiall\ filled in a Printed fe: n. 0:

agreement of sale by Inserting the defendant's name as venclC;r 311(1 the
date fixed for cornpletiot:. The plaintiffwas the highest bidder, and after
the saie the auctioneer inserted in the form the plaintiff's nanir as
j,urchaser, the prier and a description of the premises. The plaintiff
signed the form. The defendant then refused to carr y out the conera(
and the plaintiff sued for specific per-loin-lance. The defendant pleaded
failure to satisfy section 40 (1) of the Law of Property Act 1923. and in
particular that he had ii ever signed an y 0 ucUmelit.

It was held that there was a-sufficient memorandum in satisfy -lie statute and
that the defendant was liable. It was trite that he had not signed it in the
ordinary sense of the word. But his agent, acting with his authono had
inserted his name as vendor into the printed form, and this form was dearly
designed to corisurutethefinal wrirten record of the conu'acc made between
the parties.°

In whatever position the 'signature' is found, however, it must be intended
to authenticate the whole of the document- ii it refers onl y to certain parties
or is a mere incidental or isolated poenomenOri, it cannot be relied 0:1 by the
plaintiff. So in Caton V Cnon:'

Mr Catoti proposed to man" Mrs Henier. He wrote out a document.
beginning: ' in the 'etic of a marriage bet-weer the under-rnenti'ined
parties, the following conditions as a basis for a marriage settlement are
rnutuall\'agreed on: Then followed several sentences. each in this fashion
Caton to do so and so, Hcniev to have so and s o. ' Neither pares signed toe

paper. either personall y or through agents. nor was a settlement ever
executed.

Di LiunrL' u Lvtpit 08621 I H	 C. 14 at 19..
)951] Ch 94 1 	 19 5 13 1 Al: ER 10.12

— 12 Pet tuaps illogucatis a more surintient Lest ha been adc.i:ed 'her( ii signed memor'anoun.
has i,'en altered after signature .\ro Hce buui&' Lit:	 h,i,idie', 1197 ,51 Cr 5342	 1 s7

1 All ER ]()(;7
1?.	 1867' LR 2 i-fl. l2
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Etwas held that the mere fact that the names a p peared in various parts of the
document did not make them signatures within the meaning of the statute.
for in no single instance did it appear that the y were intended to cover the
whole of the document.

Where the memorandum is alleged to he signed b y an agent. it must he
shown that the agent has actual or ostensible authority to sign a memorandum.
So. for instance, an estate agent. although undouhtedlv for some purposes an
agent of the vendor, does not necessarily have authority to sig-n a memorandum
on his hehalf. hl However. if the document has been signed b y an agent, it does
not matter whether he intends to tgn as agent or on his own hehalf.i

3 TI-LEJO[Nl)t.,R OF SEVERAl, DOCLMF.NTS

The framers of the Statute of Frauds clearl y contemplated !he inclusion ofall
the contractual terms in asingle document. But here again thejudges, in their
anxiety to protect honest Intentions from the undue pressure of technicality,
have departed '.videlv frum the ' iriginal severity of the statute. The reports
reveal a progressive laxity of interpretation.

It was alread y settled by the beginning of the nineteenth centur y that the
p laintiff might rel y on two or more documents to prove his case. But at this
period it was still necessary that the one document should specificall y , and on
its face, refer to the other. To introduce oral evidence so as to form a
connecting link between them would be to permit the ver y process which the
statute sought to exclude. Thus in Bo'vdeIl tr Drumetond the defendant had
agreed to take a number of Shakespearian engravings, to be published over
a course otvears. The terms of the agreement were contained in a prospectus
which was exhibited in the plaintitT's shop and which the defendant had seen.
The defendant, however, had signed onl y a hook, entitled 'Shakespeare
Subscribers. their Signatures', which did not refer to the prospectus and
which contained no terms at all. The court refused to allow the plaintiff to
prove by oral evidence that the book was intended to be read with the
prospectus arid so to satisfy the statute. Le Blanc J said :,7

If there had been invrhing in [hat book which had referred to the particular
p o.speetiis. that would have been sufficient. If the title to the book had been the
same with that of the prospectus. it might perhaps have dune. But as the signature
now stands, without reterence of an y sort no the prospectus, there was nothing
to prevent the plaintiff from substituting an y prospectus and saving that it was
the prospectus exhibited in his shop at the time, no which the signature related.
The case therefore halls directiv',cithjn this branch of the Statute of Frauds.

By insisting upon an internal and express reference in one doctinint to the
other, the courts, while abandoning the letter, might claim to be promoting
the spirit of the statute. But in the latter half of the nineteenth centur y they

nitooka more Uncompromising step. The y still excluded oral evidence designed
to introduce a second doe iment to which no reference at all was made in the
nirst. But if. without an y express reference, the language or form of the

14 Cavhan Edwards I9611 2 QB 220. 1161 2 All ER 477 criticised Alben' 78 [.QR
1781: Dyu v Sweet 19621 2 QB 300, 1962	 \11 ER 92. See zvi to a iolicitor siakeholdyr

George Snhet't ? Co B'.ithndos,' Ld 19831 I AC 646. 19821 3 All ER 801
15 Edns .tfa,-ijUnC Co Ltd	 .'.far Chart,rine (J', Lad, !Jie Mann D ' [19911 3 All ER 7
Ui ,lSO9	 l East 142.
17 Ibid an 158.
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document signed by the defendant indicated another document as relevant
to the contracLoral evidence was allowed to idenuiiv that other. Thus in Pearrs
t (ardne' an envelope and a letter, shown b y oral evidence to have been
enclosed in it, were allowed to form a joint memorandum within the meaning
of the statute. So. too, in Long v Mi1ia' the plaintiff was allowed to couple a
written agreement to bu y land, which lie had signed, with a receipt for thu
deposit, which the defendant had signed. The present state of the law is
illustrated by the case of Ttinrnnu Morcand Street Prtertr LtdY

At a meeting between the parties the defendants agreed to bu y the
plainrifTs freehold property for £39000. At this meeting the defendants
gavo to the plaintiff a cheque for £3,900 as deposit on the price. The
cheque was made out to X and Co. the plaintiffs solicitors. The plaintiff
then gave to the defendants a recei p t, which he signed, in which he
described the sum of £3,900 as deposit for putchase of [namrd
premises] which I agree to sell at £39,000. Later the defendants stopped
the cheque and repudiated the contract. The plaintiff sued for breach ol
contract. The defendants pleaded section 40 of the Law of Propert y Art
1925. The plaintiff sought to read together the che q ue which the
defendants had signed and the receipt which he himself had signed so as
to form a complete memorandum.

The Court ofA ppeaLwit.h some reluctance, gave judgment for the defendants.
The law was thus stated b y jenkins U:'

It is still indispensabl y necessary , in order tojustii the reading of documents
together for this purpose, that there should be a document signed by the part'
to be charged, which while not containing in itself all the necessary ingredients
of the required memorandum, does contain some reference, express or implied.
to some outer document or transaction. Where any such reference can be sr)( it
out of.a document so signed, then parol evidence nut be given to identif y the
other document referred to, or. as the case ma' be, to explain the other
transaction, and to identify an y document relating to it. if by this process a
document is brought to light which contains in writing all the terms of the bat in-on
so far as not contained in the document signed by the parr\' to he charged. tiu'n
the two document-s, car, he read together so as to constitute a sufficient
memorandum for the purposes of section 40.

A plaintiff, therefore, who wishes to use this means of escape from the strict
letter of the statute, must prove:

(I the existence of a document signed b y the defendant:
(2 a sufficient reference, express or im p lied, in that document to a second

document:
a sufficientIN complete memorandum formed b y the two when read
together.

In the present case there was a cheque signed b y the defendants, arid, if-this
could be read with the receipt. the two documents might have furnished the
required niernorandnn. But the cheque was made pa yable, not to the plaint;`..

-	 l]S97 I Qb t,tO'

(I S79 4 CPE) 4'Oi. Sc, aice St	 192C.	 C)' 4
19.S Cr I ] i.. Ise'' -. All 	 25 Sec also Eu.a t Geo7gr Sc,ot 	 (.i (brioa '.'. /Jd
] 95.:tI AC: ry{: 1B .— 	 .\ ER 901
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Out too tiI'm ofskflicuors. and iherewas nothing on it which served to con nect
:t with the p ro perty in question. The plaintiff accordingl y tailed tosatisfv the
second of the three conditions stated above. and could not overcome the
statutory detence.

C THE EFFECT OFNON-COMPLLNCE WITH THE
STATUTORY REQU[RE[ENTS

It is declared in section - of the Statute ot Frauds, and substantiall y repeated
in section -W( 1) at the Law of P-operiv Act, that no action shall he brought'
upon the agreements involved uniles.s the aeces.sai-v memorandum ts
forthcoming. The value to be placed upon these words has varied at different
periods and has been diversel y assessed at common law and in equity.

1 AT COMMON LAW

It was at first considered b y the common law judges that the effect of non-
compliance with the Statute of Frauds was to avoid the contract. Thus Blackstone
said that, in the live cases covered hvsecnon 4.'a mere verbal assumpsitis void';!
and this doctrine was applied with logical severity in 1837 in the case of
Camngcon u Roots-' The plaintiff had made-an oral agreement to buy a growing
crop of grass, with liberty to enter the land and to cut and remove it. He
accordingly hi ought a he rse and cart on co the field. [he seller removed the
horse and cart and the platntiffscied him in trespass. The court held that the
agreement was caught by the statute, and that theplaintiffcould notsue, even
in trespass, on any matter arising out of it, as this would he to 'charge' the
defendant upon it. In the words of Lord .\binger:

the meaning ot the statute is, not that the contract shall stand for all purposes
except that of being enforced by action, hut it means that the contract shall he
altogether void.4

Even at this date, however, Joubts were expressed at so rigorous an
iterpretation, and in 18.52. the rear after the passage of the Evidence Act,

it was abandoned in favour of a more liberal view. In Leroux v Bra u'ti:

An oral a greement was made in France whereby the defendant, resident
in England, agreed to emplo y the plaintiff, a British subject resident in
France, fora period exceeding one year. The p laintiff sued in England for
a breach of the contract.

The action, as it concerned a foreign contract, was subject to the rules of
private international law. Br the operation of these rules upon this particular
case, questions affecting the validity of the contractwerc governed by French
law, questions of procedure by English law. b y French law the contract. though
oral, was valid, If, therefore, i. I ie e(fectof the StatLite of Frauds was to invalidate
he oraL contracts enumerated in section 4. the plaintiff would succeed:

Cotton iii,
1837) 2 \[ & W 248.

[bid at 255.
Sc Bnsanqticn J ill 1.,i y ihoarp t , Brvant f 1836l 2 Ring NC 735 at 255.
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French lass' would t.'.Crn and the SI)) ole he ,i'eicv,iiit. litit if the slatull'
affected nrciur C UWV itwmi}d give':: the cast- and ii 	 plaintiff wruldf;if'
The court preteri-ccl 111C ((tOt' Vi1'Sd n I gave judgman 18)1 Ilir: dcteiidatu
J ervts C] said:

I am of opinion that the 1(1111th coon ipplies. 1101 10 the soleninitics of the
Cili)il'aCt. hIlt Ii) thI' l) )OCt' cIlrrl. and tltejefori' dlii II'.' contract in Qli(-sjjor
cannot br toted 1.11V in tide. 11IC coott act 111,iV ill. ci1.aihir of oCT1g iOJOI cr'd in
the coullin s'Inlre it was made, bui nit iii England. 'I he stattiti'. In ibis jOlt of
it. does 1101 Sue that. UflCSS tflOSc (CC illeiiit'Ot.s ate riiinpiir'd wtih, tIle contract
Shall be \'ui(, but lOilt'Ci\ that ne action shall be broi:iit un: i' . This mis be
a very good aercelnen:. titotigh. for want of a coot j:lhaiIce won the i r'quisutes 0
Or Statute, not enforceable in an Li:ghch court of jitsttcc.

1h' principle 01 LeiOlLl, I) /S'lllU1?( WIS rilttitited h' the I louse ofLorci tn
s' ,4aer.son iii 1883.' Lot  Jl11CkhltiLi 52nd,

I-, 0 111)1" tiIiaJI settled i hit the iC/li COtl't)'nCtiOi: of the Si,,tittt- I' .ib. hti
the 4th and the f,ili 'e:ttits. is not to render Thu coitlract'. oithji ,I,l''ttV(tl.Stiij
less illegal, hut ts /0 II:!, dec the- kind of e;ideiice rc'qwred iitnhisnuisahh when it
IS 5lstjit to enforce	 Clint ,st.r.

Failure to satisfy the recjltireoteiltsofillt.'Statsttcoflirattdsl)t ofsectioii 4°.'(l
of the Law of Property Ar. I does not, therefore, affect tli validity but onl the
enforceabilttv of We con tract. It should be observed, however that a plalntiii
Will be caught b y tite' statittorv provisions whetiever he is forced to rel y ut'trtn
the contract ffr SUCCeSS in a CotTttm)fl itiw action, even if he does not directly
claim damages for Its breach. This in I "loon v TP StaPh Lid:"

The plain tiff in April 1944. macic an oral agreement with the del ell danis
agett to become tenant 01 the defendants' house as soon as it had been
repaired. After rite agreement. and before the' rePairs were completed. the
defendants notifiednified the plaintiff that the y had decided to sell the house
to a third party . The plaintiff then 'macic a ciandesrinc entri into the
house and a week later was forcibl y ejected by the defendants. He sued
them in u-espass.

The Court ofAppeal held that his action must fail. As the defendants were
the owners of the house, the plaintiff had no locus stand against them
unless he could prove a reliance agreement. But this he could not do in the
absence ofa written memorandum. He was in effect bririgirig an etion on
a contract for the dis position of art interest in land', and he must, in the
words olWvnn-Part-vj:

sansf s 40 of the ILass uf Propet nJ Act or prove such part pert or'mancc a
will take the Cast out of the sect:on If this were not sp. ihieri it would tolit On
a pet - son in the uhainufi s position, who has nothing merle than an ora) agreemen:
to grant a Lenanes . upon wYlkh tlueicfct C he cannot bring an ac/wIll either for
specific performance r " aamags' y ma'. if he is able to effect a clancicsitie cntn.
on eviction successfull y bring trespass ,,. So to hold would be in m y vie/s to defeat
the section., -

-	 US5- 32 CB Iliat a; SY
-0	 Itori at 485
"
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From the premise that the effect of non-compliance with the statutory
requirements is procedural and not substantive three inferences have been
drawn.

In the rirst place, it is possible tojustifv the conclusion, alread y observed.5
that the memorandum required need not be contemporaneous with the
formauon of the agreement—a conclusion difficult to sustain if the agreement
were void ab inirzo.

It follows, in the second place, that the defendant may treat the statutory
requirements as designed to confer a privilege upon him, which he ma y waive
if he so please. The rules of court, indeed, have gone further, and have
declared that, if he wishes to avail himself of the privilege, he must expressly
?lead it.

In the third place, a contract, which fails to satisfy the statutory requirements,
while it may not he sued u pon at common law, may vet be used in certain
circumstances as a defence. If money has been paid or if property has passed
in pursuance of such a contract, the transferor will not he allowed to sue for
its recovery. As the contract, though unenforceable, is nevertheless valid, the
transferee has obtained a good title. Thus in Thomas v Brown 2 the parties made
an oral contract for the sale of land, under which the purchaser paid a deposit
to the vendor. The purchaser then decided not to go on with the transaction
and brought an action to recover the deposit. The action failed. The seller,
while he could not have sued on the contract, could use it to Justit the
retention of the deposit. For this purpose, the kevquestion is not whether the
person who seeks to rely on the oral agreement is the plaintiff or dt'Tendant
but whether he is in substance seeking to enforce the oral agreernctst.

IN EQUITY

When the majority ol common law judges so patently disapproved of the
Statute of Frauds and stigrnatised itas a potential instrumentoffraucl, it is not
surprising that equity should take the same view. Within ten years of its
enactmentsuccessive chancellors were prepared to interfere where it worked
manifest injustice. They could not, indeed, grant damages and defy the
common law, but they could and did appiv their peculiar remedy of specific
performance, .\searlvas lfiS3 such a ecrec was made to enforce the observance
of an unsigned agreement for the sale of land.' 4 This equitable intervention
was developed in the course of the next two centuries, and has come to be
known as the doctrine of part performance. Through its operation a modern
litigant, though he is unable to clai in damages for breach of  cctntrat,c which
is caught by section 40 of the Law of Propert y Act and which fails to satisfy its
provisions. may vet obtain from the Chancery Division a decree of specific

10 P 933, above.
11 RSC Ord 13, r 3 As to amendment. iec Re Gortipi 119791 Ch 16. 19771 2 All ER 720.
2 1376) 1 QB[) 714 at 723. The l irnits within which the oral contract ma y be used as a

defence are discussed by Williams in 50 LQR 532. See also lVauchepe v Maida 119721
1 OR 27. 22 DLR (3d) 142. An unenforceable contract will operate to sever an equit,ihle
Joint tenancy: 3ur'ess v RawnsL [1975] Ch 129. 19751 3 Jl ER 42.

13 Take Harvest Ltd ii Liu (19931 2 All ER 459.

14 Butcher :' tapel y 1685) I Vern .163; Simpson HLitors pp 613-616. It has been plausibly
suggested that the statute was onl y uuerscled to appl y at coniosori law but there is no
clear evidence for this view. See Yale 73 33 at ciii.
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P 'rforni;. jk , e. It is necessary 10 consul..' 1 ill turn the ujiderk-in g ba '.is of the
ec1tntabie doctrine, tire type ofcoiitr act LOW hich I it app hre and the conditions
required for its operation.

a (Jnderliin&r basis 01 equital,i dortuni
Equitvjudges have had con\.derablc dtfncuit in irstilvuig their intervention.
riot, iiidt'ed. jTl common sense, but as a mat icr of legal jjlmciple. The y were
content at first 10 interfere in obvious cases Of fraud without cxaminit) ,V 100
closel y the implicanons of their action. but even so the y were conscious of
some embarrassment, in reconciling the grant of decrees with the language
Of the SI,a'UitC. In 1 715 Lord Cow' 'ci' refe:red to the earlier case of ]i/'0prr10
vBal/et and said he remeinberect very well that the cause W2a heard Dci ore the
Master of die Rolls, and the plairiufI han a decree; hut he said, this was on tire
point offraud. whh Ii was proved in the cause. ant! I Ialfpn'nnvwalked backward'.
and forwards in the court arid bid the Mast or of the Rolls observe the statute.
which he humorouslvsaid, Ida, Ida.''" The task of reconciliation was somewhat
eased when non-compliance with the statute was understood to rendt.
agreements unenforceable arid riot void. in the words of Cotton Ii in Britozn

t' Ros.tr,ter.

To hold that this enactment makes void contracts falling within it.s provisions.
would be Inconsistent with the doctrine of the Courts of Equit y with regard to
part performance in suits concerning land. if such contracts had been rendered
void by the legislature, Courts ofEquitv ssould not have enforced them but their
dorLnne was that the statute did not render the contracts void. but reQuired
written evidence to be given of the'ri: and Courts of e q uity werc accustomed to
dispense with that evidence in certain instances

The view that equity simply fulfils the underl ying purpose of the statute b
replacing one type of evidence bi another eQuall\ cogent is erhaps as
convenient an explanation as it is possible to find: but it has not been accepted
without Question. Sir Frederick Pollock preferred to rest the equitable
intervention on the basis of estoppel and to assume that a defendant, who
plainl y intimated bs' his conduct the existence of a contract. could not he
allowed to shelter behind the statute." Lord Seihorne sought to evade the
difficulties by den ying that equits. whet', it apohied its doctrine of part
perfornian cc. was enforcing the contract a , alb it was regularising the situation
created by acts of the parties outside the contract.

In a suit founded on such part performance, the defendant i rralls charged
Upon the eoutues resulting from the acts dote iii execution of the contract, and
not(within the meaning of the statute) UOii the contract itself. if such equities
were excluded injustice of a kind winch tire Statute cannot be thought to have
had in contemplation would hollow

Lord Blackburn, on the other hand, abandoned the hope of reconciling the
doctrine with the statute and accepted it as a convenient jail accomfd:'

15 Halfpe'rin' i' hahn is i r'tortec in (169)' 2 em	 73, and Lord Cowper s remarks are I
be found in b'awae.c ,' .4mhrs' (1715 ' l'rcc Gh 402

It' (187Y ii QB[' 125 a: 1Sf
I " Pol,wc.c ot	 ,nyztroe: i 13i r. run ' p 5
Is In Mathiis,i,	 ,4laerio7, ii5S ' S Apr Ca' 467 a, 475
10 Ird a, 45')' The var,ou, views art se, ou, and discussed b' Ranier I in Rim'io.,io,,

1925	 fr tii' at 105.-' 1.
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In a sense this doctrinal dispute has been rendered academic b y section
'0(2) of the Law of Property Act 1925 which provides This section ... does no
affect the law relaung to part performance However though this gives
itatutorv recog-Ililion to the doctrine. Interpretation of the doctrine and its
scope may still he dependent on views as to its correct historical basis, as to
which the statute is wisely silent.

5 The tche ntthe doctrine
The opinion was expressed in Britain u Rossuer that the doctrine was
applicable only to cases concerning land, and the statement was repeated by
Lord Selbortie in .'addiion v Aldt"an. This restrictive view has not always
passed without question. In the words of KavJ:

The doctrine of part performance of a parot agreement ihough principally
applied in the case of contracts for the sale or purchase of land, or for the
acquisition of an interest in land, has not been confined to these cases. Probably
t would be more accurate to sa y it applies to all cases ill which a Court of Equity

would entertain a suit for specific performance if the alleged contract had been
in wr1tiflg.

This distinction was potentially important before 1954 since the doctrine
might have been applied, for instance, where a court would grant specific
performance of a contract for the sale of goods. Since 1954 the two tests lead
to the same result since a contract of guarantee is not one'ill which a court
of equitY would entertain a suit for specific performance'.

C The nattLie of the acts required by the doctrine
It is clear that it is not every act of part perforiiiuicc of the cc>r iict .hrch will
suffic& but even after nearly three hundred years it is far hum easy to state the
appropriate test. Discussion has been dominated. and perhaps bedevilled, by
the tests adumbrated b y Sir Edward Fry in his classic work on Specific Performcnce.4
Liifortuuatelv he propounded at least two different tests. Thus at one place
he states:

The acts of part performance must he such as not onl y to be referable to a
contract trch as diet alleged, but to he referable in	 title.rio other title.

While two pages later he savs:

TIre true principle of the opr''atton of acts of p° t performance serOis unIv to
require that the acts in question be such as must be referrcd to some coimit act.
and may he referred to the alleged one: that the y prove the existence of i'rmie
contract and are consistent with the contract alleged.

Both tests require the act of part performance to point to the existence of the
oral contract, thus arisin g naturally out ofthe theory that th y purpose of part
performance is to act as an alternative method of proof but clearl y the first
Formulation is much more demanding than the second.

O 1 15791 1 1 Q) B D 125.
151431 s .\p Cas 167 it 480.

\lc.1danus ,j iThokt . 18871 33 Ciii) tiI at 697
3 see eg .Vetc' Hart Builders Lie	 Brindles L19731 Cli 342. (1975] I All ER 1007.
4	 1st edit ilSSS): 6th cdii i1921i.
S	 6th edit. 1 3 276: the same definition occurs in the 1st cdii p 174.

'itO -dii	 i	 :-- .ne . tiisit i,ii'C iurs	 ii	 hi-	 51 'rj TI_ 0 175.
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The House of Lords seemed to look with favour on the first test LII Mwidrson

Elizabeth Niaddison had been the housekeeper of Thomas .-Uciersori br
ten years without being paid the wages due to her. She then told him that
she wished to ieave and get married. According to her evidence, he
promise( that if she would stay with him he would devise to her in his will
alife interest in his farm. She did in fact remain with him without payment
until his death. He left a will designed to fulfil his promise, but it was
unattested and void.

She sought specific performance of the alleged oral agreement, but failed.
Three of their Lord.shipssaid thatthe acts must be unequivocally referable to
some such contract as that alleged' but it may well be that the same result
would be n- ached on the second test for as was said per curiarn when the case
was before the Court of Appeal. it cannot with any show of reason be
contended that such continuance in his service was referable univ to an
agreement that he would leave her a life estate in his property, or indeed that
it was referable to ail y agreement at all'.?

In practice however the courts have adopted the more relaxed test and
indeed if the first test were strictl y applied :c woul I exclude almosL 4.11 cases
since though, no doubt, there are many acts which point iii the existence of
some contract, there are fewwhichwould notbe consistentwith two different
contracts. So most acts of part performance of a contract to sell a Freehold
interest its land would be equall y consistent with an a t ecoteti to g, i%e a long
lease. It is clear that this degree o equivocation is riot tatai.

So in Kinswood	 Co Ltd v

The plaintiffs were the landlords ota house sathui the Rent Restriction Arts. The
tenant was a widow with whom lived her invalid son. To i t posseSsion c,rthe house
the p laintiffs had to satisfy a court that there was 01rah1c alternative
accommodation for her. A flat was found, and it was oral!v agreed that, if she
would eave the house and become the tenant of the hat, that, tenanc y should
continue so long as she and her son lived. Accordingl y she moved with her soti

to rhe flat. Soon afterwards thplaintiffs gave her tour weeks' notice to quit and
then sued for possession.

The plaintiffs argued, inter shin, that there was tic suffirit-Tit act of nrt
performance since the cntrv;ntr possession, though it :nlht refer to sonic
contract, was equivocal: it was cr,nsisient, either with a life tenanc y or with a
weekly tenanc y . The Court of Appeal rejected the argument. Upjohn U
described the case as ' a complete text-hook case of part performance'.

Another example is Wakehain v Mackenzie."

X's wife died when he was 72 y ears id. The plaintiff, a widow aged 67. lived
near him ii a council flat and had long been -,I friend of both X and his wife.

7	 18831 8 App Cas 467. Se Williams Siam:, .f frauds, S,ctio,i 4 op b50-261.
Et Per Lord Selbourne C. who quoted Er'. ' first ckflnrnon with .sppro'.aI: 1 App Cas at

479; per Lord Ofla;mn at 485 and per Lord Eit.rrrald at 491. Lord ii1acburn at 490.

would have restricted the doctrine to changes in he possnioiort of land.
9	 18811 7 ()E1D 174 at 179.
II) [t9631	 8 169. 19621 3 UI ER 59:.
Ii ' tp6i'tl 1	 : : . i7 ,4 3	 19	 'A-TA See also 1?rzUS,'tr''7	 .t'rv'	 : 025I Ch O



Jr. November 19d4, X agreed oi-a]lv with the plain tiff that if she would move
tfllO}'ii'. house, look afieritand him and pavforhersiarc 011)00 and coal, he
woild in his will leave her die house and itsconients. lie plaintiff uicreupon
gave up her flat and moved into Xs house. She looked after N and the house
and paid her share of food and coal until N died n 19(d. N left h nothing
iii his will. She asked for specific performance of the oral cont., c

At fi USi sight these facts bear 1 resemblance in those in j'sladd:son vA But
the evidence offered b ilic plaintiff in Uakr,wrn v A1ocenZzt was more
('onipelli ig. 'The acts of part performance in this case—the giving up of the
plaintifFs borne, the ntoviii into a new home, the acts which the plainud
performed in looking aft(-'i ilie deceased and looking alter that home, and
putting £2 a week into the common pot—c]eai-lv raise an equit y in her. The
v. ere explicable onl y by reference to some contract and were consistent with
tie particular contract which the plaintiff alleged. The plaintiff was therefore
enticd to a decree of specific performance. The case is no doubt
clhtiiiuic]'jab]c from \I disnn t'A/dr,'son but it is probabl y better regarded a
evidence of a more rclaNcd view.

11 there is one prcpositiun on which all the books and cases have agreed
it is that, the pavinento: nioncyis not bvii.celfa sufficient act Dart performance.
Two reasons have been given for this: first, thatpavrncnt oft oney is completely
equivocal i 'ith as to whether there is a contract and a5 to its nature and
secondh' that the monc would berecovcrableifthecontractwas not performed.
So Lord Selbournc said in Madddon vAlderson:n

may be taken as now settled that part payment (ilpurcliase money is not enough;
and .judges of high authority have said the same even of payment in full.

This has nw been revealed as too simple a view by the decision of the House
of Lords in Stea47nan v Sleadrnar1."

The husband and wife werejoint owners of a house which had been the
famil y home. The wife left the husband and obtained maintenance orders
in favour of herself and the child of the marriage. The - husband fell into
arrears in pa"ing the wife's maintenance. An oral agreement was reached
bvwhich the wife was to transfer her interest in the house to the husband
for £1,500; the wife would agree to the discharge of the maintenance order
made in herfavour: the husband would pavf] 00 ofthe arrears and the wile
would consent to the discharge of the balance. The agreement was revealed
to thejusucesand the relevant parts of it approved by them. The husband
duly paid the £100 and his solicitors sent a .raft form of transfer to the
wife's solicitors but the wife refused to proceed.

The House of Lords held (Lord Morris of Rorth-v-Gest dissenting) that there
'were sufficient acts of part performance to renderthe contract enforceable. The
precise combination of circumstances in the case was unusual and we must ask
what general pnncioles can be derived from it. Unfortunatel y divergencies of
opinio: within the ma j orit make this question difficult to answer with
confidence. The one proposition that seems clearl y established is negative. viz
it can no longer be stated that mere pa yment of money is never a sufficient act

12 Ibid at 787-786. and 1181. respective1.
1	 (1885 S App Cas 467 at 479

)9761 AC 536. [1974] 2 All FR 977: Wade 91) LQk 433: Emen' I I974 CL] 20h: Waflare
21 NRQ 455
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or part perrormance.- but the case certainl y does not state the Converse. io that
the position of a purchaser's deposit or part pa yment is uncle-ar. Probabl y the
DaVTIient of money Will continue to he regarded as usLlalIv equivocal but as
capable of being rendered perstiasiv e b y the surrounding circumstances. Both
Lord ReiO and Lord Salmon 17 suggest that the vendor's inability to repay the
money, eg because of hankntptcv, may he relevant.'

On other quesuons there were important differences of opinion. Loi d
Reid' and Viscount Dilhorne thought it sufficient that the acts of part
performance should on the balance of probabilities establish that there was
some contract Oetss'een the parties but Lord Salmon thought the acts must
establish that [here wasa contractcoiicerning land. Lord Simon reserved his
Position on this question. Viscount Dilhorn& and Lord Simon' thought the
oral recital of theagreement before themagistrates an actof p art pertormance
but Lord Remit was very doubtful of this. 1 lord Reid, Viscount )ilhorn& and
Lord Simon4 all thought the sending of the draft deed cif transfer an act of part
perfurniance while LorciSalmorn regarded both the statement to the magistrates
and the sendingofthe deed ofu'ansferas part ofthestirroundingcircumstances
which explained the pa yment of the £lOO. It is no doubt a misLike however
to take too schematic a 'new of the pronouncements on individual acts since
it is the complete combination ot circumstances which forms the true basis of
the decision.

There are at least our reported decisions on the doctrine of pant
performance since Steadinan u St,"adinan, of which the most helpful is R,
Conitt- where Walton j held that in view of the divergence- of o p inion in the
I-louse ofLords ttwasperrnissihlc rofollowthe traditional cquitvjiirispnidence'
and hold that the act of part performance must be referable to sonte contract
concerning land)

IS Per lord Reid L l9761 AC. 536 it 511. [1974] 2 All ER 977 at 981; pci Lord Simon at
365. 1002, respecuveiv:	 r LOLd Salmon at 570, 10015, respectively.

lii Ibid at 541. 081. respecttvelv.
7 Ibid at 571 arid 1007. respectively.
S Ihti i,ud seem to flow from he second reason itiven for the pa%rnent rule. ibos e,

rather than the first.
19 Ibid ;it 341-542 and 981. respectively.
20 Ibid an 553 and 992. respectively
1	 Ibid ,sm St'S anti 1005. t1'-pi'i;ttvi2iv.
2	 Ibid at 5152 .563 and 11100. :rspccdvelv.
3	 [bid at 553 and 992. respectively.
4 [hid it 563 and 1000. respecdvelv.
5 Ibid at 540 and 980. respectielv.
o Ibid at 340 and 980. respecuseiv.
7 Ibid at 553 and 992. respectelv.
S	 Ibid at 563 and 1000, resnsectisclv.
9	 Ibid at 572 and 1007. respectivel y ; cf 373 arid 1005, respecdvelv.
10 [1979] Cli Id. (19771 2 All ER 720. See also Re Wi,id!.. [1975( 3 All ER 057. [19751 1

WLR 1028 is strong case similar in its combination ' .f several acts to 'de,uirnan i,
Steadman) Sutton v Sutton [1984] Lb 184, [1984] 1 All ER 168, and flaulia Lid t' Fuur

1111hri .\brninees Ltd [1078] Ch 231, l978] 2 All ER 557 ',here tilt .tileged acts 01
part performance were not referable no an y contract at all.

I I As stated in the 'ext. the maturity of the House of lords had taken the opposnre view
2:1 but Walton J an-aissed the .ipceclis as equally divided by counting 7 rr Lord Storms.
1111S raises the very difficult question i the extent to which it is ,t'rt:iis-bIe :n consider
dissctrtzng judgnnierits in at-salvsing the ratio of tile Court. It is also vr:5a1 that on
the facts of fir (Cain it is di,uhrfinl whether the alli-ged acts of p uart pet t ttiarice is nil
have satisOed .1 mire lernt'trt iCit or es-en if there ss'as a contract ai all
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3 Law of Property (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1989.
section 2

A fundamental change in tlt rules for the makmg of contracts for the sale of
interests i n land was made h'. suction 2 of the Lawol Property (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1989. \Vherea scr.tion 40 of the Law ofPropertyAct rer1uire
contracts for the sale .f interests in land to be et'idenced in witting, the 1939
Act requires contracts lot the sales of interests in land to be In ode in writing.

Section 2 provides as follows:

(1 A contract for the sale or otT r disposition of an interest in land can onl he
made to WTI ting and on IN h zi teorpurating all the tern iswhc: the parties have
expressl y agreed in one document or, when. contracts are exchanged, in

each.
(2) The terms mae be incorporated in a document either by being s et out in it

Of by r cic'rence to sons o'' er document.
(3 The document incorpoi 'dog the terms or. whrre contracts are exchanged.

one of the documents i n. or porating them (but not i,ecesari] :i)e same one)
omust be siarted be or n behalf of ea. 3 parr.- to the contract.

(4) WI-err a contract for the sale or other disposition of an interest in larni
satisfies the conditir......of this section by reason onl y of the rectification of
one or more doume on in pursuance of an order of a court, the contract
shall come into ocing. or he deemed to have come into being, at such time
as may i.e specified in thc order.

(5) This Section does not apple in relation to-
(a) Aontract to gram such a lease as o mentioned ri section 54(2) of the

Law of Property Act 1 J25 (short )eases):
(b) a contract made in the course of a public auction: or

p a coriract regulated under the Financial ServicesAct 1986: and nothing
in this section affern t i l e creation oi operation of resulting. implied or
csnstrucive trust'

(() In this section-
'ciisposiriort' has the satin. 'iieaning as in the Law of Property Act 1925:

'interest in land' means any esu e, i'tler..:st or charge in or over land or in
or over the proceeds Of sale of land.

(7) Nothing in this section shall appl y in relation to contracts made before this
section comes into force.

(8) Section 40 of tbc Law o f  Property Act 1925 (which is superseded b y this
section) shall cease to Iae effect,

It will he seen that this section replaces section 40 ofthe Law ofPropercvAct
but t.at it is not retrospective, it applies to contracts made oil or after 2
September 1989. This section was based on the recommendation of the Law
Commi SS ion . i ! The Law Commission thought the existing position under
section 40 to be unsatisfactcuw. There was a case for simply abolishing secuOil
40 and leaving it to the parties to decide whether to put the contract, in writing.
as no doubt the great majoni of them would do. However, the Law Commission
thought that the overriding consideration was that no change in the law
should increase the chances of parties entering into a binding contract forthe
sale or pu rchase ofland without first taking legal advice. This is a clear cut arid
understandabie policy but is obcious)v has a price. From time to time, courts
will be confronted with an oral agreement for the sale of an interest in land

2 Lay Corn Ni- 164 (1957e .Armand	 LQR 55
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accompanied by other conduct which makes the case forgiving one of the
parties a remedy very attractive. The doctrine of part performance could come
to the rescue here under section 40 but that doct1rine is dearly gone. However.
there will be cases in which a court can help b y cieplovtng some doctrine such
as collateral contract or estoppel-" A good example of a case where estoppel
arguments rnignt have been raised is McCausland ij Duncan Lawrte Ltd."

The parties had made a written agreement dated 26Januarv 1995 under
which the vendors agreed to sell and the purchasers agreed to buy a property
for E210.000. The purchasers agreed to pay a deposit of £1,000 and the
balance of £209,000 on completion. The contractual dare for completion was
26 March 1995.

26 March was aSundayand the vendor's solicitors wrote to the purchasers
solicitors suggesting that completion should take place on Friday 2 4 March.
This proposal was accepted bya letter from the purchaser's solicitors but there
was no document signed by or on behalf of both parties.

In due course the purchasers failed to complete on 24 March and on the
same day the vendor's solicitors sent a completion notice to the purchaser's
solicitors. The Court ofAppeal held that there had been no effective variation
of the original contract. This meant that the trial judge had been wrong to
strike out the purchaser's claim for specific performance. This did not
exclude arguments based on estoppel being considered at the trial but this
would require a careful anal ysis of the evidence.

It will be seen that the signatures of both parti.s (or an authorised agent)
are required. In the common case of exchange of contracts however, section
2(3) will mean that the contract can become bindingassoon as each party has
signed his copy. Presumabl y, however, where the p.rties hate arrange I for
exchange, the contract will not usuallycome into existence until the exchange
has tak: t place. Excharge of contracts is to be construed in a technical sense.
An exchange of letters each signed by one pat v will not do.'

Section 2(2) contemplates that the necessary documentation may consist
in adding documents together. Commentators took different views as to
whether the rules developed in relation to section 40 should be applied here
or not but the Court of Appeal held in First Post Homes Lldii/ohnson' that they
should not.

The requirement that the contract is signed by both parties has already
given rise to a livel y dispute in relation to he creation o options. In Spiro v
G1encrnun Properties Ltd" the plaintiff granted an option to the first defendant
to buy a property in Finchiev for £745,000. The purchaser gave a notice
exercising the option within the stipulated time limit but in due course failed
to complete. The second defendant was the guarantor of the first defendant.
Both defendants argued that although the option was granted in writing and
signed by both parties the requirements of the tatite had not been met
because the notice exercising (he 'union had only been signed b y one party.
Of course, atacomnion sense level, this argtlment has no appeal since it would

3 As ha ppened in Record u Bell 19911 4 Alt ER 471. P,niIs' and Coughlan 10 [ 325
14 . I9961 4 All ER 995.
15 Commasszon for the New 	 , C.—per 199 . 1 2 All ER 929.	 h,'rno,i [1994]

CA Transcript 1428.
16 See above. nn 12, 11
17 119951 4 All ER 353.
18 (1991] 1 UI ER 600.
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defeat the whole purpose of an option if the option grantor was required to
sign the document exercising the option as well as the option grantee.
Nevertheless, counsel for the defendants put forward a not unpersuasive
argument based on man" statements bvjudges which characterised an option
as an irrevocable offer, so that there would be no contract until the offer was
accepted. However }ioffmann j held that the irrevocable offer anal ysis was
metaphorical and not to he taken literall y . Accordingl y , he held that the
requirements of the section were satisfied.

4 Other rules about form

It may well be that the most widely held lay misapprehension about English
law is that a contract needs to be in writing and signed. In fact since the
SLXtecnth century the Common law has been signally free of any rules requiring
contracts to be made or evidenced in a particular way. The only common law
exception was that contracts made by corporations had to be made under seal
but that rule was first eroded by exceptions and finall y abolished by the
Corporate Bodies Contracts Act 1960.

There are however a considerable number of statutory rules about particular
tipes of CofltracL requiring them to be made or evidenced in a particular way.
A detailed account would be out of place here but we may notice that these
cases fell into a number of groups.

(1) The contract must be under seal. All leases for three years or more must
be under seal.' A contract to grant such a ]casc, however, need onl y be
evidenced in writing and will for many purposes create the same rights
between the parues.

(2) The contract must be in writing. A bill of exchange must be in writing
but this is perhaps not a true case sincc an oral agreement to the same effect
would sdfl be a contract but would not be a bill of exchange. In recent ycars
Parhainen t hasome to regard prescription offornial requirements as a iisrful
tool for consuer protection.' The mot important example is now the
Consumer Credit Act 1974. Under section 61(1) a regul:rted consumer credit
agrccmentmust bern the prescribed form and underse. tion 60 the Secretary
of State is required to make- regulations as to the form and content of
documents.' Under.section 65 an improperly executed regulated agreement
can be enforced against the debtor onl y on the order of the court but the court
is given a wide discretion under s 127 as to enforcement.

(3) The contract must be evidenced in writing. The provisions deving from
the Statute of Frauds are the main examples but another is provided by

19 The common law rules continue to appl y to coon-acts made before 29 Juit- 1960. A
statement of them mat be found in the 8th edn of thu. worl, at pp 414-417.

21i Law of Prope'rrr Act 1925. ss 52. 51(2
t nder thr lit of Properrt Act 1925	 40(1 discussed above
Bills of lLcchange Act 1882. s 3(1) As to whether it should be written on paper see
boor of Jntay,d Rr,to,nue, z Haddork Herbert Vncom,non Law (2nd cdii. )936) p 201.
}arucutarlv under the Hire Purchase Ace. of 193S. 1964 and 1965

4 Simicar powers under the Hire' Purchase Acts have been used Sc, require parucularh
impnrtarii information to be put in prominent boxes or special colours. Under the
(.onsurnCr (.rrdit Act a regulated consumer credit agreement not exempted bs s 74)
rnut imi otil' be ic wrIuni but also in prescribed form and signed.
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contracts ofmaritie insurance. herr a written polic y is iiorinallv issued and the
Marine Insurance Act 1906 rend.:rs a polkv 'inatiniissible in evidence
unless it is embodied in a polic y signed by the insLirer hut the policy is not
normall y the contract, which is completed when the slip which the broker
presents to the insurer is iniLiailed he the latter.'

4 There are jiscat r.n rruninal sanctions if thr contract is riot put into wnttn.
All policies of life i nsurance are in practice in writing bu there is no legal
requirement that the y should he. 1-lowever, an y insurer who clues not issue it
stamped polic y within a month of receiving the lust premium is liable to a

5 Writing, signature and electronic commerce

Aswe havealreadvsaid general English con tract law (toes not norniallvrequire
writing or signature. However English commercial practice has historically
relied heavily on the transfer of written (and usually signed) documents So
bills of lading stand at the centre of international sales transactions and
millions of cheques are being issued each nay to move mone y between
accounts.

Undoubtablv the advent ofco III puters and the development ot electronic
com III till Lcation represents a majorc'nallerigeand opportunit y in this respect.
In the UK the passing of the Electronic Communications Act 2000 gives the
'appropriate m i'inister' wide po ers to make orders cairving his process
forward.

5 See	 1. 2t. 21, and 24.
'	 Sec per Blackburn J in IoniLis	 P'uqi.- Fire 'tni .'1an,;, !,2.iuraa,:p Cu	 1k 6 QIt

'74 at 6$5.
7 Stamp Act lS1. as amended by Finance Act 1970. s 12.

S	 For ,i tiller account we Rowland and \lai. tktiald, Iu/uruiaiia ]rh71ai''s Law t 'nd cdri 1
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1 Introduction

The first fact to appreciate in this somewhat elusive branch of the law is that
the word mistake' bears a more restricted meaning in professional than in
popular speech. A layman ght well believe that no force whatever should
be allowed to an agreement based on an obvious misunderstand in g . The la

however, does not take the simple line of niling that a contract is void merely
because one or both of the parties would not have made it had the true facts

been realised. Many examples might be given of situations where a mistake
in the popular sense is denied legal significance and where a remedy if
available at all, is granted upon some other ground. if. for instance. A agrees

to buy from B a roadside garage abutting on a public highway and, unknown

to A but known to B. a bypass road is about to be constructed which will divert
not escape from the contract on the ground

the traffic from the garage. A can 

I	 Thr literature on rnistak' i extenns'i. Si eg Siohar Mi.siah and Mt,çrn1Oftr

- A Sua in CatroauaI 
FmrPI (1968): Slade 70 LQR 385: Auvab 73 LQR 34(1. Witson

17 MLR 515: Unger 18 MLR 259: Smith and Thomas 2f' MLR 38: Aush and Bennior.
24 MLR 423: Shatiell 33 Can BaT Re' 164. Auvah 2 Ottawa L Re' 337. GoIdbcig arid
Thomson j1978 JBL 3C. 147: crr1sTigh 103 LQR 594: Phang 9 LS 291. Smith 1)(

LQK 40(
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of mistake.- If he has been misled by the statement if B. he may be able to
obtain the rescission of the contract, but this will he on the ground.
mistake, but of a false representation. In the popular tense of the term,
indeed, all cases ot misrepresentation involve a m isunderstanding; but theyb y no means all raise the legal doctrine of mistake.

The narrowscope allowed to mistake in the English legal s ystem is a factto be not onl y noticed but welcomed. In the few cases in which it operates
the effect, at least at common law, is said to be that the whole transaction
is void from the very beginning. This drastic result ma y he unobjectionahle
as far as the pat ties thernseh es are concerned, but the reaction upon third
parties may be deplorable. From It complete nullity no rights cart be
derived. Goods may have been sold and delivered on credit b y A to B under
an apparent contract, anti ma y then he bonajidebought and paid for b y C.
If the original contract between A and B is now declared void for mistake,
B has obtained no title to the goods and can pass none. C. though he has
acted innocently and in the ordinary course of business, will in principle
be liable to A for the full value of the goods. If. indeed, the case can he
dealt with riot at common law but in equity, so unfortunate a result rreav be
averted. Ihe courts, ill the exercise of their equitable jurisdiction to grant
a decree in personam, may grant specific relief ag-dnsr the consequences of
mistake without declaring the contract a nullit y . In this way they irtavprotect not onl y tile innocent stranger who has become involved in the
sequence of events, bin. also one of the original parties if the demands of
substantial justrce ire to be satisfied. It folk's, therefore, that in any
discussion of mistake it will often he found Iiecessarv to fistinguish its
treatment at corninor law arid in equity. With the hope that thej uriscl ic Lion
of the latter will develop at the expense of the former. In United Scientific
Holdings Ltd v Burnley 8orou'h Council' the house of Lords were strongl y of
the opinion that common law and equity shot tI no longer be regarded as
distinct systems. These observations were not made in the context of
contractual mistake, but they were clearl y scicle enough io embrace thattopic. A lthough their [.ordships' observations received a less than ecstatic
welcome front distinguished equit y lawyers,' theic mae %'ell he much to he
said for consolidation of law and t'qui tv in this area. Lnfortunatelv in the
coiripleteihsence of any relevant authori iv, it is for tile n'Iornicnt quite
impossible to sa y with precision what foriti this consolidation would take
It aeerus riCCCSS:iiv, therefore, to continue, i'or the moment, to expound
common law arid equit y separately.

The classification adopted in this chapter must, now he explained. If
attention is fixed merely on the factual situations, there are three possible
t ypes of mistake corlimoji mutual and unilateral,

lii continion mistake, both parties make the same mistake. Each knows the
tOleiltion of the other and accepts it, but each is mistaken about some
underlying and fundanmental fact. The parties, for example, are unaware that
the subject matter of their contract has alread y perished.

EarnpIeivi. 0 by tool .•tktn in Bell v L'to'r Butt I 11J321 'C 11 at 224
There are. Ot -ourse, 1 <CeD(i011S to the applications Of rite doctrine iiino dill iuod ;tn
hab't; see Rpn 'a,ntn' Sale of ' Goodc 4th edit. 1992) paras 7-01)1.7-113.
(19781 AC 904, [1977] ? All ER 62.
Rak,r 93 LR 529: Pettit ! 'yuirv 'oid the Law of Tnisis b(tt edit) pp 9-10
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In mutual mistake. the parties misunderstand each other and are at cross
purposes A. for example, iritends to offer his Ford Sierra car for sale. but B
believes that the offer relates to the Ford Granada also owned b A.'

Ill mistake, cmlv one of the parties is mistaken. The other knows.
or must be taken to know, of his mistake. Suppose. for instance, that A agi ees
to bii' from B a specific picture which A believes to be a genuine Constable
but which in fact is a cop y . If  is ignorant of A's erroneous belief, the case' is
one of mutual mistake, but, if he knows of it. of unilateral mistake.

When, however, the cases provoked b these factual situations are analvseci.
they will he seen to fall, not into three, but onl y into two distinct legal
categoijes. Has an agreement been reached ornot Where common mistake
is pleaded, the presence of agreement is admitted. The rules of offer and
acceptance are satisfied and the parties are of one mind. What is urged is that.
owing to a coimnon error as to some fundamental fact, the agreement is robbed
Of ill efficacy. Where either mutual or unilateral mistake is pleaded, the very
eNistence of the agreement is denied, The argument i5 that, despite
appearances, there is no real correspondence of offer and acceptance and
that therefore the transaction must necessaril y be s'oid.

One type ofproh]eni is thus presented hs' common mistake, and asecond
bvmutual or unilateral misuike. But the distinction between these two latter
forms of mistake is stillimporiant. Though the problem they post- is the same.
the method of approach to it differs. Ifinutual mistake is pleaded. the judicial
approach, as is normali the case ill problems, is objective: the
court, looking at the evidence from the standpoint of a reasonable third part\.
will decide whether an y, and if so win-it, agreement must he taken to have been
reached. If unilateral mistake is pleaded, the approach is subjective: the
innocent part\' is allowed to show the effect upon his mind of the error ill the
hope of avoiding its consequences.

It is important to note that to have atis- effect a all, the mistake must. be one
which exists at the moment the contract is concluded. This is dramaticali
illustrated 1w the facts of Amalgarnatedlrtsiesimeiil andPropert'v Co Ltd vfohrt Wather
& Sons Ltd.

In this case the plaintiffs were negotiating to buy a commercial propert\
from the defendants. The defendants knew that the plaintiffs intended
to redevelop the property and ooth parties knew that planning
permission was needed for this purpose. In their pre-con tract enquiries.

6 The distinction between the epithets 'common and mutual, though surprisingi'
often confused both in and out of the reports, is clearls stated in the Oxford Erigiisi.
Dictionars. 'Common is there defined as 'possessed or shared alike by bosh or all the
persons or things in question. 'Mutual' was. indeed, at one period used as a svnonvre
for 'common', but according to the 0EV. this is 'now regarded as incorrect' and properis
mean ' 'possessed or entertained b y each of two persons towards or with regard to the
Other' See the more caustic words of Fouier in Moa,rs Engitt. Lsagf unoe 'rnutua
Aiihough the two probiems ate diflereni in principle, the dlffernc ha' often beer
forgotten. especiall y by those, pioneer Erigttsn writers on contract, Pcillcscl, and Armor.
who strove to include all types 01 mistake undet the general rubric of con,si.u,c. It ss'il,
be seen that the word 'mistake' is being used jr. two different senses In cnritmot
nitstake and unilateral mistake, mistake means error, but itu mutual mistake. mtstakt
means 'misunderstandittg the p arcter are at cros.purposes but mere is not necessarit'
an error which car, he corrected

1' 11976'	 All ER 5(0. IN7 , : Wl.R )o-i)o- broN,ris%orc 40 MLR 467
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the plaintiffs specifically asked the defendants whether the property
was designated as a building of special architectural or historic interest.
On 14 August 1973 the defendants replied in the negative. At that date,
the answer was both truthful and accurate but, unknown to the pai ties
(and, because of strange government procedures, without the possibility
of their knowledge) the Department of the Environment had it in mind
to list the building. On 25 September 1973 the parties signed a contract
in which the defendants agreed to sell the building to the plaintiffs for
£1,710,000. On 26 September 1973 the Department of the Environment
informed the defendants that the building had been included on the
statutory list ot buildings of special architectural or historic interest,
and the list was given legal effect on the following day when signed by
the Minister. The ev dence was that so listed the building was only worth
£210,000.

The plaintiffs claimed that the contract should be rescinded for common
mistake.' The Court of Appeal rejected this argument on the ground that.
for this purpose, the critical date was the date of the contract. At that date,
both parties believed the building not to be listed and that was in fact the
case.

At one ti'ie it was thought important whether the mistake was one of law
or of fact, but this distinctiot is no more.*

2 The two categories of cases

A WHERE AGREEMENT FIAS BEEN REACHED, BUT UPON THE
BASIS OFA COMMON MISTAKE

In this category there is no question of lack of agreement. The exact offer
made byAhas been accepted by B. It is clear, for instance, thatB has accepted
A's offer to sell a specific picture for1,000. It is admitted, however, that both
parties wrongly believed the artist to have been Constable, B now contends that
owing to this common mistake the agreement cannot be allowed to stand.
since the fundamental wismnprion upon which its very being is based has
proved to he false.

The task here is to ascertai it what attitude the courts have adopted towards
an agreement that neither party would have made had they realised the
untruth of what they both honestl y believed to be true, and not onv true but
essential to the making of the bargain. Equit y has partly followed the common
law in this matter, but has diverged from it iii important respects.

I AGREEMENTS THAT ARE VOID BOTH AT COMMON LAW AND
IN EQU ITY

The exact significance of the principle laid down at common law and shared
b y equity is no doubt somewhat controversial, but. if what thejudges have said

9	 Fhere was an alternarivc plea based on the doctrine of frustration which also faded.
10 See p 721. below.
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is inierpreed in the light of what the y have done it would a'pear that a
Common mistake has no effect whatsoever at common law nc ess it r' such as

to eitnimate the very subiect matter of the agreement: it, other wc' rns, unless

it empties tile agreeni,_iit of all content.
This principle has cc-ar1v been applied in it number of decisions dealing

with \cla i inav Con vcriienilv am hortiv he called cases o-'ies cxtmcte It \ W--11
established that if, unknown to 	 e Pa'ries. the specific stib1ect tiIttCr of the
agreement is in fact nor-ex)Slcn 110 contract whatever ensues. In the leadiii

case of Co iituner-Has1ie. 1 the question concerned the sale of a cargo of corn
supposed at the time of thecont.ract lobe in transtifrorn Salenica to the b tiitCd
Kingdom. but wi ii unknown to the parties had become fermented and had
already ,heen sold by the inasterofthe ship to a purchiaserat 1unis. it was heic
that the bu yer was not liable for the price of the cargo. The case was hearo 0'

the Court of Exchequer. the Court of Exchequer Chamber and finally. a ter
a consultation with nine of the judges, b y the house of Lords it was tie
iinanimousvicw of each CoOn I ilit evervuhing depcnoc'l upon the cottstruCl lii;
of the contract. Had the Plli mser agreed to bir , specific goods or had lie

agreed to bu y an advcn tore— iiarnelvthe benefit of the insinance that had
been eftcctcd io cover the possible failure of the goocs to arrivei The formes:
construction was lilt inatel' preferred. Once this had been dccniecl. It follower
as a matter of course that ihe contract was void, f or in the nature of things a
contract to sell and deliver specific gw..ls presupposes the existence of goods
ca able of deliver'. I5oth parties contemplated an existing snmethtng to be

bought and sold. it was not the mistake terse that o evetlted the formation cd
a contract in Couturier v Haste, and, indeed, the ward 'taisutke was never
mentioned in any of thejudi .ncnts. The crucial fact was the absence of the
contemplated subject matter. which necessaril y emptied the COIl tract oi all
content. Lord Crariworth said:

Looking to she contract itself alone. it app ars to me clearl y that what the particc
contem p lated those who bought and those who sold, was that there was ar
existing something to be sold and bought ... The contract plainly unporis tha:
there was something which was to be sold at the ume of the contract. and
something to be purchased. No such thing existing there muSt be!u]dgnen 1

for the drlendanLs)
The view adopted in Couturier t Hastfe had alread y been taken in tlie carlte:

case of Strickland v 'Jiarner.° where:

X had hr :ght and paid for an annuit y upon the life of a person who

unknown to the bu yer and seller, was alread y deac.

It was held that X had got nothing for his mone y and that the total failure o'
consideration entitled him to recover' in full.

Six vears after Couturier zi 1-lastie. the court in Pritchard i' Merchants' and

Trades man s Mutual Life Assurance Socmet'v. again dealt with the case of

ex0n.cta.

tt f18521 S Each 40. reversed (1853) 9 Exch 102. reversal affirmed (1856 5 Ht. Gas 675

See Nicholas 4 Telane L Rev 946 at 966-972.

2 () 1856) 5 HL Cam 675 at 651-4-82.
1852) 7 Exch 205. 8cr also tic somewhat analogous case o Scot	 C6i1Lsom [03 2
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The henehciarv ot a life insurance policy , which had lapsed OWing to the
non-payment ot the p remium, paid to the insurers a renewal premium
which was sufficient to revive the polic y . The parties, however. were
ignoraiir. that the assured had died before the pa'nient was made.

The beneticiarv fa i led to recover the amount due under the policy . since
We premium was paid and accepted upon an implied undersianditigon both

sides that the parry insured was then alive. Both parties were labouring under a
mistake, and conseuent1v the transaction was altogether void.a

It is true that the presence of a mistake was mentioned in thejudg-rneist, but
t was the special charat:terof that inisrake—the erroneous assumption of the

assured's continued existence—that enabled the court to pronounce the
con tract 'oid.

In Gallowoy v Galloway" a separation deed between a man arid woman was
declared a nullity, because it was made on the mistaken and common
assumption that the y were in fact married to each other. The supposition
upon which the parties had proceeded was that the subject matter of We
contract, the marriage, was in existence.

Equirvwas approaching the problem of re.s extraoarL in much the same way
and at the same time as the common law. [none case where A had bought a
remainder in fee expectant upon an estate tail and had given a bond for the
money, both parties being ignorant that We-entail had been barred and the
remainder destro yed, Richards CB said:

If contracting parties have treated while tinder .i mistake, that will he 5ufficient
ground for the interference of a Court ut E uirv: hut n this case there is much
more. Suppose! sell an estate innocently, which at the time is actually swept away
by a flood, without m y knowledge of the fact: am Ito he allowed to receive £5,000
and intei-csm, because the corivevaoce is executed, anti a bond given for that sum
as the purchase money, when, in point of fact. I had not an inch of that land, so
sold, to sell?''

The Chief Baron ordered th refunding of all interest paid and the cancellation
and re-deliver-v of the bond.

The principle applicable to the res exUncta has been extended, at an y ratein eauin, CO the analc>gotis case ol'what ma y be cailed the ressua. ie if.Aagrees
LU 1JUY or take a lease from B ol property which both parties believe to belong
to B hut which in lacr belongs to A. The climitract is of necessity a nullity, since
B has nothing to sell or conve y. As Knight Bruce U said in uric of the cases:
'It would he contrary to all the rules of etiuirv and common law to ' j ve effect
to such an agreement. ' This is so however only when the ret sua comprisesthe whole of the land sold or let.

lfwe pause here fort moment, itseemns clear that the reason v.hva Contract
relating to a Tea extznctaor to a restuacanriot be recognised is notso much the
fact of the common mistake as the absence of an y contractual subject triatter.

15 Ibid at '-10, per Williams J . As Bvlesj pointed our at 545. the premium could have beenrecovered as having been paid and received under a mistake of fact.
16 (1914) 30 TLR 531: followed in Low v Hai-ragin 1917' S'S Tt.R 381.17 Hitchcock ti	 118M 4 Price 135 at 141.
IS Siatr asi v Bingham 1 1748) I Ves Sen 126; C,,ehran	 Willis 1863) 1 Ch App 58.19 Debtrth,n u Sawörtde (1901) 2 Ch 98 at 109. per Byrne J.
20 Cwhron,' v M14s 1 1865) I Ch App 58 at 63.
I	 B1110 11 .1anzn N9681 I All ER 1157, F19681 1 \VLR 504.
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ha contr,ict min-be discharged by subsequent unpossIilit of pc-rlorni;tiiue
then a Imizon its s'ers genesis is precluded by a wesent inipossildhiv. In the
case both of the ri's sue and the TC\ ('.v;t'ic!ci,

the pa rmcs III it 	 to effCLAki;t I c a trari sit: r of wni'rhip: SU(Ii a transfer IS

iJut)( IS, il)1C the 51 ir , 111S' 1011 iS ?In ri'aii	 1,11th.:.

A different \ icw of rca exltnciewas taken aV the I ugh Court o] Aus aIia I a .\IcJic

V Can no,	 a!1i. .1;.,eia CImn s,w,: upon the following facts.

The ( ',oitimission nvitnd tendi'is 'for (ii: niticiia'c of on oil tanke' Ivitig
onjott i'maund Reef, which is app) telv 100 titles nesrt) of Satra rat'
The plaititiffsuhmiued a tendet which was accepted. In fact tI)nt C \cns 11(1

tanker lv;ng an ywhere near the latitude ir longttude stated i'uv the
Coitu III issnn asia no place known a ci:iiIrai Reef. ho: the ph:intiffdid
not discover this until lie had ii1cm red er isiderable expeiice in fminj ow
a sal"a2c expr'daucn. Though net fiiuduIritt. the 1' )hJ\'('4tS of the
Commission were cicai'lv careless at id had no adequate reason for I 'elievt n:
that the tanker existed.

The High Court ofAusraiia awarded d;nnages tx the plaintiff on the ground
tha' the Commission had iiriohicidv warranted the existence of the tanker.

The tirsi question that arises is whether tnis decision though it c.ertainl\
mert.s the needs of justice. can be supported on the ground ST;lted b y the
court. The criticism has been made that it corill c ts with the principle
derived from a line of cases, of which CoutunerrIJa,c!si' is the most itnpoi'tan
that there can be no con tract about a non-existent subject matter. The court
met this argument by den ying that Couturier v Ha.stic established an y such
principle. It is true thatin that case the plaintiff was the seller, and therelore
there was rio need to rel y on the concept of rca extincta or on the doctrine o
mistake to reach the conclusion hat a seller who fails to deliver the goods
cannot recover the price. The piantif1 could have recovered the price only
bvshowirt that the contracrwa.s r 1 an ordtnar ccintract of sale of goods, but
the sale either of the shipping documents or of the chance that the goods
still existed-This hcfaiied to do. It does notnecessariivlollowthatthe buyer
could not have sued for non-delivery.

On the other han6 it would seem that the legislature accepted the
conventional view of CO2j:uriert. Ha ytu'when it enacted diat.

Where there is a contract for the sal" of s pecific goods and the goorn without
the knowledge of the seller have perished at the time when the contract is made.
the contract is void

Is has. indeed, been arued that this section enacts no rig'id rule, but onlvarule
of construction 'which can he excluded by evidence of a conu'arvintent1on. 7 but
there are noworcisin the section to 5110w that is can be displaced in thiswav. Even
ifit be assumed that the section la ys down a rigid rule of law, it is still possible
to suggest that is is not a ' omplete statement of the common law, and that its
scope must therefore be li:tiited to good.swhich. in its own words. 'have perished

Ch 20. belou
Beii T Ltvri bro, Lid 119321 AC 161 at 236, pe7 Lord Atkin.
()951 i 54 CLR 3	 Cosi':, 65 1.QR 31, 1 : Fiemin 15 MLR 22v.
F 255. above
Sak of (.'iod ' Act ](47"
Anvar,	 LQR 34
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at the time when the contract was made. On this assumption. ,kRaescase is
outside the language of the section. It seems, however, to be i manifest
neiegance to distinguishgoods which were once inesse but have since perished,

and goods which have never existed at all; though the inelegance is not
altogether surprisingin astatutoir provision which in terms applies onl y to part
of a problem. But at least the section, on its literal interpretation, contains
nothing to preventacourt from holding that it applies onl y to 'perished goods'.
It is still open to argument that in all other cases it is a question of construction
whether (a) the contract is void, or (b) the seller has contracted that the goods
aje in existence, or (C) the buyer has bought achaitce.? On the whole, however,
it would seem more likel y that an English court would regard section b of the

Actof Goods ct a a correct statement of the common law and hold that a
contract for the sale of non-existent goods is void.

The second question i s whether the decision in .\'tcRae's case can he
supported on other grounds according to the law as administered in England.

In a previous edition of this book, it was suggested that the plaintiff could
recover on acoLlaterl contract,' The defendants, when they invited tenders
front the public, promised that the ship existed, and in reliance on that
promise the plaintiff offered to bu y it. In effect, what the defendants said in
their adverusement to the public was: 'En return for any offer you may make
'.' promise that the tan kerexists.'The difficult y with this suggestion, however,
is that the consideration for a collateral contract is usuall y the entering into
the main contract. If the main contract is void, it might he ruled that the
conside anon is illusor y . As against this, however, a collateral contract was
discovered in Strong-man (1945) Ltd v Sincock,° where the riian contract was
illegal and therefore void.

There are two further grounds upon which the plaintiff mi g ht succeed. le
might he able to maintain an action for damages either under the
Misrepresentation Act 1967, or under the doctrine laid down by the House
of Lords in Hedle' By rne c Co Ltdi; Heller&I'artners Ltd. These two possibilities
are canvassed at a later stage in this book.°

If the problems that have arisen in practice were confined to cases of res
extzncta and res vua, it would he superfluous to sutest the existence of an
inde pe Imle:lt doctnii ic ofcnnumwt mistake. it would h urinccessaiv to attribute
the failure of the contract to the mktake per.ce. 1'Iir' supposed contract would
he a nullity in English, as it was in Roman law, sirnpl' because there was nothing
to contractabout. It has, however, been suggested that these noes of lea extinita
and res sua ate only examples of a wider class based upon a wirier principle—
that, wlunever the parties ate both mistaken about some fundamental fact,
their mistake will be fatal to the existence of the contract. If this view is
supported by authority, then it must he admitted that the common law
recognises an urlepericlenit doctrine of cointnion mistake.

Somejiidicial sta(emntenLs certainl y incline to this view. For instance, Lord
Wright, at Cr remarking that itt general the test of intention in tine formation
Of Contracts is objective, said:

.',1cia, v Commonwealth flpouls Commission 1951) 84 CLR :177
.'\t,vsh 73 LQR 340: Atvah and 1tcnnuu 24 MLR 121: .ind Ativeh 2 Ottawa L Rev 337,
where he relies heavil y on deductions from the decision in Financings Ltd v .ctimson

19621 3 All ER 386, (19621 I WI.k 1184.
10 For collateral contrai', see pp 6972, .ihi,ve.
11 [1 055) 2 QB 325, 1 93) 3 AU ER 9 1 ): p 442. below.
2 P	 .;u5-:°,
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But proot ot mistake affirmatively excludes Intention. It is, however, essential that
the mistake relied on should he of such a nature that it can be properl y described
as a mistake in respect-of the underl ying assumption of the contract or transaction
or as being fundamental or basic.

This statement, however, was made obiter, and it is necessary to see if it is
supported by actual authontv.

The problem was exhaustivel y discussed by the House of Lords in Bell

Lever Bros Ltd," where the facts were these:

Lever Brothers, who had a controlling interest in the Niger CompanY,
appointed Bell managing director of the latter compan y for five years at an
annual salary of £8.00() After three years the services of Bell became
redundant owing to the amalgamation of the Niger Compan y with a third
company. and Lever Brothers agreed to pa y him £30,000 as compensatun
for the loss of his employment. After they had paid this mone y, they
discovered for the first time that Bell had committed several breaches of
duty during his directorship which would have justified his dismissal
withoutcompensation. They therefore sued for the recovety of30,000 on
the ground inter alia o common mistake, but failed.

The facts did not raise a case of unilateral mistake, for the jur y found that Bells
mind was not directed to his breaches of duty at the time when he made the
compensation agreement. According to the argument of Lever Brothers, that
agrecmentwas based upon the underlying and fundamental as.sumpuon that the
parti eswerebargainingaboutaseivtce conractwh: h couldotil y be terminated
with compensation; but the truth, unknown to both of them at the urnc, was that.
the contract might in fact have been terminated without compensation. The
parties were dealing with a terminable contract, but they thought that they were
dealing with one that was non-terminable. Was this sufficient to annul the
contract? The Law Lords assumed that some species of common mistake is
capable of makng a contract void. The difficulty, however, is to ascertain fromi
their speeches what the character of the mistake must be in order to have this
rtulliingetTect. The language of their Lordships is open to two imlteipretatlOils.

First, there are certain passages which suggest that a contract is void if the
parties have proceeded oil false and fundamental assumption, irrespective
ofthe character of the fact assumed to be true. Lord Warringtou, forexamiiplc.
referred to tltejutlginent of Wright j ill the court below in these wOiUS:

The learnedjridge thus describes the mistake invoked in this case as sufficient to
justify a Court in saviug that there was no true consent—natnelv. Some mistake
or misapprehension as to some facts ... which by the common intention of the
parties, whether expressed or more generally implied, constitute the underlying
assumption without which the parties would not have made the contract they
did'. That a mistake of this nature common to both parties is, if proved, sufficient
to render a contract void is, I think, established law.t5

Lord Warrington then cited Strickland v Turner" and Scott i' Coulson" ill
support of the proposition.

13 .',()TWICh Union Fire fnsiironrecooe(s lit e' Price 19341 AC 155 at 463
14 119321 AC. 161.
15 Ibid at 206.
16 P 255. above.
17 [1903) 2 Ch 249: where a contract for the sale of a life polic y was made under the

mitaken belief shared b y both parties that the assured was alive. The contract was set
aside by tht7 court.
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Lord Thankerton was more precise and cautious in describing the
expression underl y ing assumption, but his description was wide enough
to embrace cases other than the n071-existence of the subject mailer. Ht-
said:

In mvopinion it can onlyproperlvrejate tnsoincthingwhiclj both [parties] must
nc-cessaj-dv have accepted in their minds as an essential and integral element of
The subject-matter."

1-Ic. too. illus' ated the proposition by Strickland i i Turnerand Scout' CouLtoiiwitl;
the additiol- of Couturier z' Hastu:.

Lord Atkin, alter referring to the cases of r,.s extincta, continued as follows:
Mistake as to quahn of the thing contracted for raises more difficult questions.
in such a case a mistake will not affect assent unless it is the mistake of both parties,
and is as to the existence of sonic qualitvwhich makes the thing without the quality
essenuahl different from the thing as it was hclievrd to be.

The second possible interpretation of the speeches, oratleast of the decision,
i that the Oil ivfalse assumption sufficientl y fur:danienLai to rank as operative
mistake is the assumption that the very subject matter of the contract is in
existence. Thus Lord Atkin. having expressed himself, as we have just sen,
in wide terms, offered in a later; 'assage a more restricted viewofthe case. The
test, he now declared, was mereiv this:

'c the state of the new facts destroy the identity of the subject-matter as it was
in tie original slate of facts?"

It will also be recalled that Lord Warrington and Lord Th:nkerton, in
illustratingwhat they had in mind by a fundamental assumption sufficient, if
untrue, to nullify a contract, cited only the decisions concirned wih re'sextincta.

How then is Bell z' Lever Bros Lid to he interpreted? Despite the wide
language of the speeches, the decision, it is ibniitted, is no auihoritvfor anv
general doctrine of common mistake, and the second of the two posihIe
i n terpretations is to be preferred. This submission is supported by the
significant fact thaL by a majority of three to two, the House of Lords held that
the circumstances of the case itseLf disclosed no operative mistake. If. however.
a false and fundamentai assumption by the two parties eicludes consent, and
if art assumption hears this charactcrwhen. to quote Lord Atkin, 'the new state
of facts makes the contract something differ em in kind from the contract in
the original state of facts', I or again when 'it relates to the existence of some
qualire which makes the thing without the quality essentialv different from
the thing as it was believed to be'. how can it reasonably be denied that the
lest was satisfied in Bell z, Li& if not satisfied there, it is difficult tosee how it car. ever be satisfied. The contemplated subject matter of the
bargain was a service contract of great value to Bell, the actual subject matter
was worthless. it was extravagantl y different in kindfrom what the parties

I S [19321 AC 162
19 Ibid at 211
20 Ibci at 22 7 .

Ib,c at 22C
Ibic at 211.
The decmon of
soih Ilpo' th,

at 235

the Prl%l Council jr, Sheik, bro, Lc r Othsnr [1957 AC 136, turnedlI)Ier1)rt5tInn of the- I ndian Contract Ac 18
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originall y contemplated, unless the words 'in kind' are to he construed in the
narrowest sense.'

This submission is fortified bvlrtter decisions. Solle v Butcher.' for instance,
shows that, in the view of the Court of Appeal, a common mistake. rhough
clearly fundamettal, does not as a general principle nullif y a contract at

common law, and it therefore favours the narrow interpretation of Bell y Lr.c'e'r

Bros Ltd. The facts were these:

A had agreed to let a flat to X at a yearly rental of £250. Both parties had acted
on the assur;ption that the flat, having been so drastically reconstructed
as to be virtually a new flat, was no longer con trolled by the Rent Restriction
Acts. They were mistaken in this respect. The maximum permissible rent
was therefore only £140, for after the e:iecution of the lease it was too late
for A to serve the statutory notice under which the sum might have been
increased to about £250. The tenant, X, aftec being in possession for some
two years, sought to recover the rent he had overpaid.

Presuming that the mistake was one of fact, not of I aw,' this was surely a case
where the parties had wrongly assumed a fact of fundamental unportance. To
recall Lod Thanke . -on's statement in Bell y LeverBros Ltd, 7 their assumption
rc.ated 'to somthing which both must necessarily have accepted in their
minds as in essential and integral element of the subject matter'. There are
few things more essential in modern conditions than the applicabilit y or non-
applicability of the Rent Restriction Acts. A controlled flat car 	 a rent of

£140 is an essentially different thing from a flat that con i matIs the highest
rent procurable in the open market. If, therifore. l'. i i Lever Bros Ltd is
interpri ed as deciding that a contract based oil false and fundamental
assuriptiofl commc, i to th p ties is void, the tenant in SolIev Butchershould
have been entitle, at common law to recover the overpaid rent and, indeed,
had h. so claim;--d, the whole rent paid, as being money p;1u.', without
consideration. Yet it was held that the contract wa notvoid rib initto. The same
conclusion was reached by GoffJ in Grist v Bailey.'

Another significant pointer in the same directioi is Leaf y International

Galleries,' where the plaintiff bought from the defendant-s a picture which they
U . ith inistaheuly believed had been painted by Constable. Thus the picture
withou this quality....as csscti';illy different from what the par es believed it
to be. The pht tiff rested his claim for ic recovery of the purchase price nor
upon mistake but upon misri-preselltatiun. and the Court of Appeal, as a

Of course on facts such as BU v [_ever Bros Ltd there will oftcri be some remedy. The
defendants could have been compelled to account for any profit ;hey had made by their
breach of duty no doubt these profits were significantly less than the very generous

severance payments which the defendant-s received). The majorit y view was that Bell

WAS nor tinder a duty to report his own breaches of duty: in the similar case of 5,'hron

Co'pn ii Roehem [1984] Ch 112. [19831 2 All ER 707 it was held that each of a number
of dishonest senior employees was iindc - a duty to report breaches of Itity be other
employees engaged in a conspiracy 53 defraud the employer. See also !-mnrcal Ltd

(mt1and [1954] lRl.R 288.
L19501 1 KB 671, [19191 2 All ER [107.
Jenkins LJ took the view that it was a mistake of law and therefore to be disregarcled
see as to this p 724, below.

19321 AC 161 at 235; p 259, above.
19671 Ch 5:32, 19661 2 All Ert 575; p 265, below.

[1950] 2 KB M. [1951)1 1 All ER 693.
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whole, agreed that it could not have been based upon mistake. The mistake.
though 'in one sense essential or fundamental'," did not avoid the contract.

The views expressed in Solle z' B utcheran d Leaf v international Galleries were
repeated in two later cases.

In Harmon and Jones Ltd V Bunieu and Lancaster Ltd.

The buyers agreed in writing to buy from the sellers 100 bales of Calcutta
kapok. Sree brand', equal to standard sample. The seller delivered goods
which in all respects answered this description and which were equal to
sample. It appeared, however, that.both parties had made the contract in
the belief that 'Calcutta kapok. Sree brand was pure kapok and consisted
of tree cotton, though the truth was that it contained a mixture of bush
cotton and was comrnercia]lv a quite different and inferior category ofgoods.

The buyers contended that this common mistake made the contract void, but
the contention was rejected by Pilcherj.

When goods. whether specific or unascertained, are sold under a known trade
description without misrepresentanon. innocent or guilu. and without breach
ofwarranrs', the fact that both parties are unaware that goods of that known trade
decripuon lack any particular qual ity is. ut niv view. completely irrelevant: theparties are bound by their contract, and there is no room for the doctrine tha
the contract can be treated as a nullity on the ground Of muLuaP mistake, ever
though the mistake from the point of view of the purchaser mav.turn out to he
of a fundamcnj.al character.

In FredenckE Ro London) Lid v William JLPimJrir &-CoLtd°

'flc plaintiffs in London received an order from their house in Egvpt for
'Moroccan liorsebeans described here as /eoeroles'. The plaintiffs no
knowing what 'fevcroles' were. enquired of the defendants, who said that
the word was am ere  synon ym for horsebeans,wlljcl) they were in a position
10 Suppl\ The plaintiffs thereupon made an oral contract with the
defendants for the purchase of 'horsebean and the contract, in these
terms, was later put into writing. The defendants delivered the horsebeans
to the plain tiffs, who in turn sold and delivered them to an Eg yptian firm.
When the" reached Egypt, the Egyptian bu yers found that though
lorsebeaj is, thevwere not 'fevero]es and claimed damages as on a breach
ofwai-i-ant.	 -

The plaintiffs wished in turn to claim damages from the defendants, but were
faced :ih the initial difficulty that their written contract spoke onl y of
'Jiorsebeans' and these had been dul y supplied. They therefore asked fo
rectification of the contract so as to make it read 'feveroles', and intended, if

]0 ibid at and Sc 10, in HarIiiigtoi and Le;nsier Enter r,se Ltd t' C sretn' Hi,,'Fir, Art Lit! I fiuic I All ER '37. j 19901 3 WI .R t S -heir both parties wronClv believedthe sub,t-ct inai ii'' ci [lit contract i&, be a nainun in (.nnl'ieie Slimier a Geiinir\presS,oI),,. fl, was ii! fSCt a su'onver case liar, L'-e[since u,c bu yer paid a genulniSI time: pin a hei ras the huier in Leaf doe' not appear to have paid a genuine
Ill-Icr.

i [1953 1 I QV. 646. 1Y6S1 1 All ER 903. See also Duimon4 t'Bntuh Colunthza T6oi'oigiioirdB,eede,.	 1-irti and ci (1965 52 DLR (2d H6 and c' .oiighlo,i z O'f.alig-iiar
flue,: pe)-th-. [1('90 S All ER c'

21 in f3CL' disclosed nitat in this chapre; is denominated common misiar13 [1055 2 Q  15 ( 1 , 1955 2 All F.R 3'
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successful. to claim damages for the defendants ailure to SUpp{V this

m ysterious article. Here it is to he observed that one of the arguments raised
by the defendants counsel was that die coil tract was void for mistake. That the
parties made their contract under the influence of a common mistake was
clear: they thought the 'feveroles wasjust another name for horsebeans'. But
die Court ofAppeal refused to hold the contract void. Lord Den fling U asked:

What is the effect tit law of this common mistake on the contract between the
plaintiffs and defe:dants ... I am clearly of opinion that the contract was not a
nullity . It is true that-both parties were under a mistake and that the niistake was
of a fundamental character with regard no the subject-matter. The goods
contracted for—horseheans—were essentiall y different from what the y were
believed to he—' feveroles'. Nevertheless. the parties to all outward appearances
were agreed. They had agreed with quite sufl3cient certainty on a contract for
the sale of goods by descriptwn. namel y , horsebearis. Once the y had done that,
nothing in their minds could make the contract a nullity from the begtnising,
though it might, to be sure, be a ground in some circumstances for setung the
contract aside in equity.

So in successive editions of this work the authors and the present editor have
argued thatatcommon lawthercwas no doctrineofcommon mistake a.ssuch
and that a contract would he void, only if there was nothing to contract about.
either heause the subject matter does not exist at the time of the agreement
orbecause the object ota purported sale a1re.dv belongs to the bu yer. This view,
however, was rejected hvSrcvnJ in .4 asoeiatedjapaneseBank (Tnternatiorzoi) ltd
Credit dtNard.° In this case a high class frauclster,Jack Bennett., approached the
plaintiff hank with a scheme to raise money by the salr and lease back of
precision engineering machines The bank agreed to bu y the machines from
Bennett 1 ' r a little over El million and to lease them back to him. The plaintiff
hank insisted the transaction he guaranteed and the defendant bank became
the guarantor. In fact the machines- did not exist and vtr Bennett having
obtained £1 million disappeared without keeping up the pa-,merits on the
lease. The plaintiff sought to enforce the guarantee against the defendant.
neither bank having bothered to verify the existence of the machines. Steyn j
held that the action failed. 1-EIS principal grouiidof ctectsion was that. as a matter
of construction of the guaran tee. it-was either :iti express or implied condition
that the machines existed. .Alternativelv, andof much more interest for present
purposes, he would have been prepared to hold that the contract olgisarantee
was void forcommon mnisnakc.Atfirstsighithis mightlook like a case of resextincta
ince the machines did notexist but, (if course, the subject matter of the contract

of guarantee was not the machines but Bennett's obligations to the phutitiff
hank. Those obligations certainly existed since Bennett knew very well that the
machines chjmiotexistandthere was, therefore, no common mistake a,s between '
the phi tit iifs and Bennett. It is clear ihat both the plaintiftand the defendant
batik believed that the machines existed and that thnv would not have entered
into the transactofl if they had not beeu deceived as to this. On the other hand,
even if there is a doctrine of common mistake, as Stevnj certainly tholLght, it
must be narrower than this since parties often enter into undoubtedl y binding
transactionswhich thevwould not have entered into tfthev had known the true
state of the facts. In the present case, the parties presumabl y would not have

14 r1951 2 QB 450 at 459-460. On this. ee pp 264-267. he4w

I .0181 3 AU EL-i 11 02.	 .989j I WILt 255: TreinI 1134 I,QR'i)l Cii twright I l9t)

l.(?.1L1_! 3(10: Carter 3 fUl. 37. ."minh 1111 FuR 00
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entered into the transaction if it had been the case dat the rnachnes were of
little value and they had realised this, but that would surely on no view be a case
of operative common mis :ake)

2 AGREEMENTS IN RESPECT OF WHICH EQUITY WJJ.L GIVE RELIEF

The fa -,that  a contract founded on common mistake is nota complete n i illirvdoes not necessri1)' mean that English law refuses all relief to the parties. In
fulfilment of the principles of equity, the court interferes in two respects.

First it will, ifit thinks fit, set aside the contract on such terms as arejust
whether it is void at con): on law or not.

Secondly, it rectifies a written contract or deed that does not accurately
record the agreement made by the parties.

a Agreements that maybe set aside
Iii general, as we have seen, equity follows the law in the case of the resextinctaand the res sna and regards the contract as a nu]]itv. It either refuses specific
performance or cu the contract aside n(-,withstanding that it has been
executed)' But in exercising this jun-diction, the court in its desire to do full
justice may impose terms upo either party.

Thus, in CoopervPhibb

X agreed to take a lexse of a fis)ery from Y, although, unknown to both
parties, it already be1oged toX himself. X filed a petition in Chanceryfor
delivery up of the agreement and for such relief 'as the nrture of the case
would admit of and to the court might seem fit'.

The House of Lords set the agreement aside, hut only on the terms that Y
sliiujd have a lien on the fishery for such money as he hri expended on its
improvement. Lord Westbui-v stated the principle in these words:

If parties Conti-act under a mutual [sic). mistake nd misapprehension as to their
relative and respective rights, the result is that the agreement is liable to be setaside as having proceded upon a common mistake."

This principle is clearly wide enough to embrace any contract based on a
common and material mistake, even though there is no question of a re.sextzncja or a ressua, Such, indeed, is the effect ofthe authoritjes.a
Banking Co Ltd v J-Ieniy Lister & S on Ltd affords an illustration:

16 It should also be noted that the learned judge thought that in order for the doctrine
of common mistake to operate the parn . rel ying on it must show that his mistake wasteasonablv based.

17 Go/se'- r CLrn (1$43 7 beav 188. GothrorLe t' Willis (1865) 1 Ch App 58.
18 (1867) LR 2 HL 149: followed in Jones v Clifford (1876) 5 ChD 779; Allcord t' Wa4kr[1896	 Ch 569.
19 Gooper i Phsbb (1867) LR 2 flL 149 at 170. in the t'xi sentence, however, he said thatthe agreement 'cannot stand. It was pointed out in Bell v Leuerliros Lzd that in the passagecited in the text the word 'void' should he substituted for 'liable tobe Set as'e': [19. li1 KB 557 at 585. per Scrunon U and 591. per Lawrence U: t152] AC at 21k, per LordAtkin. There is perhaps some logical difficulty in seeing bow a court of euit's could setaside 00 terms a contract which was alread y void ;u common lass What exactl y the courtwas doing in C..tvipr- i' Phthot is helpfutis consideted b' Matthesss 105 LQR 599.20 Even such an earls s,iter as Story had no doubt on the matter, see his book on Equ.inparas 140. 141

1895 2 Ch 275
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In 1389 L;ster had mortgaged his mills and the fixtures therein Loa hank-
In 1890 he converted himself into a limited compan y which in 1892 went
into liquidation. The bank. as mortgagees. claimed to be entitled as against
the li q uidator to 33 looms in the mills. The question was whether thevwere
fixtures within the terms of the mortgage deed. The agents or the bank and
of the liquidator inspected the premises and agreed that the looms were
not attached to the mills and were therefore riot fixtures: and, on that
assumption, they concurred in an order made b y the court for their sale by
the liquidator. It later appeared that the looms were affixed to the mills at
the time when the mortgage was made, and had subsequentl y been
wrongfully separated b y some unauthorised person.

rhe hank now applied to the col.i.t co set aside the order on the ground that
it represented an agreement based on aconimon mistake, and the court did
set it aside. In the words of Ka y U;5

It seems to me that, both on principle and on authority, when once the Court finds
that an agreement has beers come to between parties who were under a common
mistake of a material fact, the Court ma y set it aside, and the Court has ample
jurisdiction to set aside the order founded upon that agreement. Of course, if

third parties interests had intervened and soon. difficulties might arise; but
nothing of that kind occurs here.'

In SolleuBtucher, the oun of Appeal. as we have seen, denied that the contract
was void at law. In the exercise of its equitable jurisdiction, however, it held
that the lease must be set. ide. To set it aside szrnpicuer would have been
inequitable to the tenant since this would require his immediate dispose sston.
and therefore he was put on terms. He was given the choice of surrendering
the lea..:c entirely or ofremaining in possession at the full rent that would have
been perriissible tinder the Acts had the landlord served the statutory notice
upon him within the proper time limit. Denning LJ restated the governing
principle in words closely corresponding to those used by Lord Westbury.

In the later case of Grist v Baik

The plaintiff agreed to buy the defendants house subject to an existing
tenancy. The value of the house with vacant possession was ahout. .250,
but the purchase price was fixed at £850 since both parties believed that
the tenancy was protected by the Rent Acts. This belief was wrong. In fact,
the tenant left without claiming protection.

ibid at 284.
It has been objected by Slade (70 LQR 385 at 405) that an agreement cannot be set
aside in equity for common mistake and that the Huddersfield case is not relevant since
it was a special case where parties were seeking to met aside a consent order But the
judges, especially Vaughan WilliamsJ at 276. and Kay LJ at 284. were at pains to insist
that the order was only the fulfilment of the agreement and that neither on principle
nor on authority could the liability of the agreement to be set aside be affected by its
translation into a consent order. This was later stressed by the Court of Appeal in
Wi1din t' Sanderson [1897] 2 Ch 534. Further, to deny the general proposition that a
contract can be set aside for common mistake is to overlook Scott v (Joithon I 19031 2
Ch 949; and a multitude of Stalementa by Chancery judges.
[1950] 1 KB 671. 1949] 2 All ER 1107. p 261. ,sboye.
[1930] 1 KB at 693. See also critical notes b y ALG 66 LQR 169: and by Auvah and
Bennion, 24 MLR 421 at 440-442.
[19671 Ch 532. [1966] 2 All ER 875. See also Laurence v Lexcoszrl Holdings Lid [19781

2 All ER 810. 119781 1 WLR 1128.
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In an action for specific performance In ought by the plaintiff, the defendant
cuwterclairned that the contract be set aside on the ground of common
mistake.

GoffJ held that, thc igh the mistake did not suffice to nullify the cor.trct at
law, it was materia ' enough to attract the intervention of euirv. In the
circumstances, however, the learned judge felt that it would be improper
merely to refuse a decree of specific performance. Instead, he dismissed the
plaintiff's action, but only on the terms that the defendant would crier into
a fresh contract to sell the house at its appropriate vacant possession pflCe.

In Magee v Pen nine In -s urance Co Ltd, the Court of Appeal followed these
authorities, but imposed no terms upon the mistaken part y. The factswere as
follows:

The plain tiff acqu fed a car on he-piii'chasc terms through a garage and
signed a proposal 1)rm for Its itisujance by the defendants for an amount
not exceeding £600. The form, which was filled in b' the salesman at the
garage con tained several Innocent misrepresentations. The defendants
accepted the proposal and issued a policy which was later renewed for
another caracquired hv the plain tiff. This car -asseriouslvdamaged in an
accide, it. In reply to the plaintiff's claim for £600. the defendants offered
hv wavofcom p romisc topavhim £375. Theplaintiffaccepted this offer,but
the defendants then discovered the existence of the Inisrcpreseiitatjons

In an action brought to recover the £375, the Court of Appeal bva niajot-itv held
that the compromise agreement. though not void at law. was founded on a
common mitake,

It is clear that both parties were mistaken in the sense that, as a result of
the misrepresentations the y considered the plaintiff's rights under the
policy to he more valuable than thevwerein fact. On the other hand there-was
no mistake as to the subject matter of the compromise-Each parts' correctly
understood that the purpose of their agreement was to settle the amount to
which the plaintiffw s entitled. Itwould. therefore, seem that on the authority
of Bell z, Ltd, the compromise was not void at common Lw. But the
rna)ontv of the Court of Appeal held that die mistake under whicli the pal-Des
laboured was sufficien tl' fundamental to enable the agreement to be set aside
in equity. Winn Lj dissented. He found it impossible to distinguish the facts
from those in Bell i'LeverBrosLid.

There is much force in this dissentingjudgment unless it can be said that
in Be/I v '.ever Bros Lid the House of Lords confined their attention to the
doctrines of the common law. This was certainl y not the view of Lord
Blanesburgh who expressed his satisfaction that it had been possible to take
a view of 'equit' and procedure' which shielded the appellants from liahilin
to repay the money received under the compensation agreements. Severa
equity authorities had been cited b' counsel, and Lord Warrington in his
dissenting speech stated that the rules on the matter were identical both at
law and in equitv.' Nevertheless, it would be unfortunate if the courts were

2 QB 50. 1196 2 All ER 91. Harris 32 MLR 688
S Anvan aijd Beiiiioji 24 MLR 421 at 49-442. 8!, LQR 454-456. See also thc discussior,

of rornprornIse of worthless claims, pp 91-9. abovc.
i932 AC at 200.

1(1 thin at 2)0.
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to lack ill(- pu er to griln specific relief ag nst the cons ijuences of a
common mistake iithis is wart .snted bs the requl. s'mcnts ofsuhsi all tial justice.
especia]l where the interest of third pal-lie , arc affected. It is a particular
virtue of such discretion that it enables protection to be given to a stranger,
who bonatricatid for al tic acquires an interest in 'lie subject matter from one
of the orgina1 parties. Lquitr will nut in tct-ft'rc in (Ideal his interest, if lit'
acquires it before its Intervention is sought. At cominoti law, on -the uthry
hand, ifa contract is declared void, a third part\, however honest and whatever
money he has paid. obtain., no right. it will thus he rr'adiv understood that

court niavhc anxious to keep a case outside the sco p e of the common law and
to deal,with it in equirl-. It remains for the house of lot ds to resolve the
dilemma.

: RerIftcaiton a:ziin ; -u ac,r7eenn'vt

Eqtutv. in the exercise ofits exclusive jitrisdicto in. has satisfactoril y dealt with
caseswhcrc, though the consent is undoubted and real. it has b y mistake been
inaccuratel y expressed in a later iitStrlitneti t. Suppose Unit A orally agrcvs to
sell a house. cxc1utve cii 11.5 adjoin)ri6 vat. to B. ('>wiit to a mistake cite later
formal and written ttlslrument ill c]udes the yard .i pn of the property to be
sold, and, what is worse, the subsequent convcyailsc actuall y cc,nscvs tile vat d
to B. 4 Can A have the written agreem.'nt and tue dcccl rectified, or will he be
successfull y met bi tli c plea that what has been written and signc-d must sla t id

it it]av be answered at once that in cases of this type. where itis proved tha:
owing to a mistake the written contract does not substantiall y represent the
real inn titian cii the parties, the court has jurisdiction, not only to rectify the
written agreement, but, also to order specific performance of it as rectified.'

The vssence of rectification is to bring the document which was expressed and
it- tended to h in pu suance of a prior agreement into harmon' with that prior
agreement.1'

It is, however, not the contract itself which is rectified, but the incort ect
manner in whtch the common intention ofthe parties has been express' 'din
a later document.

What von have got to find out is what intend, was communicated b y one side
to the other and with what common intention and common agreement they
made their baigain

J J'rsfu'fa Bank Co LW i - Henri Lister & So,. lid []ttftSJ 2 Ch 273 at 285.286
12 Cund) -, 2 Lind-say ( 187$: 3 App ,as 459; p 277. below.
I 3 See alsc, the insu-uc-iis'e uogmeni of the High Coon of Australia in S,,a,sono v

0956 96 CLR 1,&G. clii High Court. without dens'ioc the equitable , uricairior, tooka narrow rica of when it should be exercised. In tiilliarr.S,csiaU ph v Cam ridgr,shrr Cour.zi
Council (1994] 3 All ER 922, Lvani LI certainty assumed his' there was an equitable rule
wirier in scope than the common taa' rule though nejuier rule was applied in the case.Whatever the wtdtn of iii c'ouitahll docu-me it does no, extend to relieving S
against a bad haratn Clarsn Lie it National Proi'e,tt institution 1200(1] 2 AJI ER 265

14 Crad&,cs b.,oi Ltd s Hurt: [1923J 2 Ch 136 See also Lnzt,d .Stssfrs t Moto- Yrucks Lid
11924 AC 196.

,. 1f (-nzfrd3ia,, c . Motrr Tni Lid (1924 AC 196. Sistfdcs LDC ' Bradford Cosp (19361 Ch 375at 394-395 The junidicuon is discreuonarv but it is not a ground for refusint to exercise
Inc dtscretton thdt the application is to correct an error which would otherwte lead to thi
pasncdlt1 of more Las than neces,can Rr Siocoek.' Will 7nus (1979' 1 All ER 35$

1"- Love/ one C,tricn,u, Lie 1 14 1 11911	 - LT 85. per Co,rns-Hard'- MR
Jbid x 9. e, Bucklei Li
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It has long been settled that oral evidence is admissible to prove that the
intention of the parties expressed in the antecedent agreement. whether
written or not, does not represent their true intention. Thus, rectification
forms an exception, but ajustifiable exception, to the cardina l principle that
parol evidence cannot be received to contradict or to var y a written agreement.
The basis of that principle is that the writing affords better evidence of the
intention of the parties than any parol proof can supply; but to allow it to
operate in a case of genuine m is?ake would, as Story has said,

be to allow an act originating in innocence to operate ultimately as a fraud, v
enabling the party who receives the benefit of the misLtke to resist the claim s fit
u.tice tinder the shelter of a rule framed to promote It. In a practical view, there

would be as touch mischief done by refusing relief in such cases, as there would be
introduced by allowing parol evidence in all cases to vary writtn contracts)'

Aquestion that has long agitated the courts and upon which conflicting dicta
are to be found is whether the common intention of the parti s must have
crystallised into a legally enforceable contract prior to the written document
whose rectification is sought. The controversy was not resolved until the
decision of the Court ofAppeal injoscelyne vNissen 5 where the facts were these:

The plaintiff, who shared. house with the defendant, his daughter, proposed
to her thatshe should take over his car-hire business. At an early stage in the
ensuing conversations, it was made clear that if the proposal were accepted,
she should pay all the household expenses, including the electricity, gas
and coal hills due in respect of the part of the house occupied b y her father.
This oral bargain no doubt disclosed the common intention of the parties,
but it could not be described as a finally binding contract. The discussün
culminated in a written contract which, on its true construction, placed no
Liability upon the daughter to pay the household expenses. After honouring
the bargain for  time, she ultimately refused to pay the electricity, gas and
coal bills, though she continued to take the profits of the business.

In an action brought by  the father, it was ordered that the witten document
he rectified so as specifically to include the daughters liability for these bills.
Her argument that the liability had not been imposed upon her by an
antecedent contract was rejected. The court endorsed the view ofSimondsJ
expressed in Crane v Hegeman-Harris Co Inc.' that

it is sufficient to find a common con tinning intention in regard to a particular
provision or aspect of the agreement. If one finds that, in regard to a particular
point, the parties were in agreement up to the moment when the y executed their
formal instrument, and the formal instrument does not conform with that
common agreement, then this court has jurisdiction to rectify, although it may
be that there was, until the formal instrument was executed, no concluded and
binding contract between the parties.'

18 Story Equity Jurisprudence a 155.
19 [19701 2 QB 86. Baker 86 LQR 303; Bromley 87 LQR 532:
20 119711 1 WLR 1390n at 1391, adopting the view of Clauson J in ShipLey UDC v Bradford

Co" [1936] Ch 375. Crane v Hegeman-Harru Co Inc was decided in 1939 and reported
in [1939] 1 All ER 662, but this report omits several pages of the judgement.

I 119391 I All ER at 664. For inconsistent dicta, see Mackenzie v Coulson (1869) LR 8 Eq
368 at 375. per James V-C: Faraday v ra.wh Union 11916) 86 LJ Ch 436 at 438, per
Younger J; Lovell and Christmas Led v Will (1911) 104 UT 85 at 88, per Cozens-Hardy
M1 W Higgins Led u Vore)uinipeon Corpa [1927] I Ch 128 at 136. per Romer J; FTederick
E Rose v Win H Piin Led [1953] 2 QB 150 at 461, per Denning I.J.
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An antecedent agreement, fur instance, is rectifiable notwithstanding that it
is unenforceable because ofits failure to comply with SOThC st.atutorv provision
requiring it to be in writing or to be supported hvwritten evidence .' Thus, the
result is that ' you don otneed a prior con tract, hut a prior common intention'.

The burden ofprovingthis common and Continuing intention lies UOfl the
part\' who claims that the written contract should bc rectifled As regards the
standard of proof required, all that can he said is that the claim will fail unless
the common intention upon which it is based is proved b y convincingevidencc.
It is not necessary that the evidence should he 'irrefragable' as Lord Thurlow
once suggested, or that it should settle the question 'be yond all reasonable
doubt' as is demanded b' the crtnii nil IaW.4 If the netotiatioiis leadi up to
the execution of the written instrument were vague ;. d inconclusve, so that
it is impossible to ascertain what the parties reall y meant, then the writing
represents the onl y agreement that has b.'en concluded. and there is no
antecedent and common intcntiun upon winch notification can he based.'

Moreover, it must be shown that the alleged common intention, though
once undoubtedly reached. continued unchanged down to the time when the
instrument was reached. Proof that the partiesvarirtl theiroriginal inte.tion
and that the Instrument represents what they finally agreed is fatal to a suit for
rectification,'

FiaIl, it must be emphasised that the issue relates not to e individual
i	

n
nten on of 	 parties, but to their common intention. If the defendant can
satiti
	

u	 t]

sfy the court that he understood the :greemcnt to be ">activ what was
stated ;ri the written instrument, rectification will he excludd, 1 There are
some old cases in which a mistake by one part y has by itself been relied o by
the court tojustifv offering the other party the choice between submittin' tc
rectification or having the whole con lrac rescinded but these were overrtt:cd
by the Court of "ppea1 in Rwerla.iepropertus Ltd vPauU Ainistake by one party,
which is known to the other party, will suffice tojustifv rectification however,
at least where the knowledge of the other parts' is tantamount to sharp practice.
Even the need for sharp practice was denied in Thomas bates & Son Ltd v
Wvndha-m 's (Lingerie) Ltd' provided that it would be inequitable to allow nc
parts' to take advantage ofthc other's mistake. It was said to be essential that
the one parts's mistake is known to the other in Ag'ip SpA t' Navzgazione Alta
Palm SA' but this was denied b's' the Court of Appeal in Commission (oi .'e1Vew
Towns v Cooper (GB ) Ltd' ; where Stuart-Smith U said:

I would hold that where A intends B to be mistaken as to the construction of the
agreement., so cunducts himself that he diverts B's attention from discovering the

2 United States t' Maio- Truck Lid 1 19241 AC 196. A decision dealing with the now repealed4 of the Sate of Goods Act 1893.
S Tucker v Bennett (1887) 38 ChD I at 9. per Cotton U.
4 Joscrrne t' Noser. [1970] 2 QE 86 at 98. per cur7ant. For Lord Thurtow's remark, seeSodburn, t In.4wuzs '1784 I Bro CC 33t' at 34. Thamas Bate & Sen Ltd t' 1t'ndham(Z_zngene LLc [l91, .AIJ ER 107, [1981) 1 WLR 305.
5 C B P,arc Ltd Swnerhcster Ltd [1983] CLY 451.
6 Marquess of Bre4a4bar,, s Marquess o f Gisandos (1837) 2 Mn & Cr 711 Irectificanon of

a rnamagc ettiement,
LI,crd i ,Sianb'tzr% 19711 2 All ER 267, [19711 1 WLR 535

8	 [1975] Cr, 135, ]1974 2 All ER 65€..
9 11981; 1 MI ER 1077. 11981; 1 WLR 505
IC [1984	 Lloyd s Rep 355
11 [1995) 2 All Eh 929 at 946.
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mistake by making talse and misleading statements, and B in fact makes the ver,'
mistake that A intends, then notwithstanding that A does not actuall y know. but
merely suspects that B is mistaken, and it cannot he shown that the mistake was,,

induced by any rsusrepresentauon, rectification may be granted. A's conduct is
unconscionable and he cannot insist on performance in accordance to the strict
letter of the contract; that is sufficient for rescission. But it may au not be unjust
or if tequitable to insist that the contract be performed accurding to B's tuiderstandirig.

- where that was the meaning that A intended that 8 should put upon It.

Of course if the document is unilateral, as in a voluntary settlement, it is the
riten Lion ut the senior which is important: Re Butlin s SettLnient Trust.

B WHERE AN APPARENT AG REEM ENT IS ,LLEGED TO BE
VITIATED BY MUTUAL OR UNII.TER&L M [STAKE

The second cat.egori of case is where to outward appearances a contract has
been concluded, but one of the parties alleges that his mind was affected by
a fundamental mistake of fact and that he never intended to make that precise
contract. 1-lere, unlike the case of common mistake, the question of consent
is directly raised. It is alleged that despite appearances there is no genuine
agreement since there is no corresponding offer and acceptance. X. who
admittedly accepted Y's offer to sell certain pearls, now alleges that be
thought.that he was being offered real pearls, not imitation as in fact they are.

Before considering the manner in which the law deals with such an
allegation it is necessary to emphasise that at common law onl y fun lansental
mistake is material. ['his principle was stated by Blackburnj in a passage that
has always been regarded as an authoritative statement of the law. A mistake
is wholly immaterial at common law unless it results in a coin 1lete difference
iii substance between what the mistaken part y bargained for and what in fact
he will obtain if the contract is fulfilled: as for example where the buyer
intends to buy real pearls and the seller intends to sell imitation pearls.
Translated into the familiar rubric of offer and acceptance, this means that the
only type of mistake which is ever capable of excluding offe ran d acceptance
is one that prevents the mistaken parry from appreciating the fundamental
characterof the offeror the acceptance. The formation ofagreetnent depends
upon the coriesponderice of offer and acceptance. and if the offer is made in
one sense but accepleil iii another. as iii the example of the real and ilmntation
pearls, there is at least ground For arguing that there is no consent and
therefore no genuine agreement. The Mistaken party can at an y rate say—for
what it is worth—that he personally did not intend to make the contractwhich
he appears to have made.

Bitt once it is admitted that he accepted and intended to accept the precise
offer made to him, he obviously cannot den y the ecistence of the resulting
agreement merely by proving that his acceptance was due to a mistake. The
evidence may show, for instance, that in a contract for the sale of land the
purchaser intended to purchase that land front thatveudor at that price, but that
his reason for doing so was his mistaken idea that the land was rich in minerals.
In other words. he would not have concluded the bargain ha(l he appreciated the

12 1 L97i l Ch 251. [L97i) 2 All ER 155.
L3 Kenned y o Panarnn k,o-tjt ."Iati Co t8O7 IR 2 QI 5O at 587.
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true position. Nevertheless, there was no fundamental mistake. He understood
the true character of the offer, he intended to accept the exact terms proposed
by the vendor and therefore it is rain for him to den y the existence of a common
intention. This is so even though his inflated view of the value of the land was
known to thesendor. In this case, equitable rehefmav conceivably be available to
him but he may not plead that the contract is a nullity. No doubt the motive or
reason that persuaded him to conclude the agreement was utterly false, but an
agreement in tenuonallv made does not cease to bean agreement merel y because
it has been actuated bv a mistaken motive. This truism was copiousl y illustrated
bv Lord Atkin in the following passage.

A h l.ivs Bs horse: he thinks the horse is sound and he pays the price ofa
sound horse: he would certainly not have bought the horse ifhe had known
as the fact is that the horse is unsound. If B has made no representation as
to soundness and has not contracted that the hot se is sound. A is bound
and cannot i ecover back the price ... A agrees to take on lease or to buy horn
B an unfurnished dwelling house. The house is in fact uninhabitable. A
would never have entered into the bargain ifhe had known the fact. A has
no remedy , and the position is the same whether B knew the facts or not,
so long ache made no representation or gave nowarranji A buys a roadside
garage business from B abutting on a public thoroughfare: unknown to A
but known to B. it has alread y been decideci to construct a  b ypass road which
will divert suhstanuallv the whole of the traffic from passing .As garage.
Again A h;is no remedy. All these cases involve hardship on A and benefl
to B. as most people would sa y . unjustly. They can be supported on the
ground that it as of paramount importance that contracts should he
observed. and that if parties honestl y cotnplv with the essenuals of the
formation ofconi.racts—te, a.'ree in the same term on the same s1.thfrc(-motj,,,,,,.
thye ar bound, and must rely on the stipulations of the contract for
p rotect;on from the effect of facts unknown to themY

It should also be emphasised that the burden of persuading the Court to disturb
what tooutwarciapPearancestsabinding contt'actfalh on the partvwho alleges
the mistake. Moreover, the burden is not light, for the result of holding that
there is no contract ma y seriously pretuciice a third paitvwho has in good faith
made a bargairt relating to the sub1ect matter of the apparent agrecnwnt.

I EFFECT OF MUTUAL AND UNILATERAL MISTAKE AT
COMMON LAW

c Mutual mistakc
Let usfirst examine the case ofinutual mistake, where each part y is mistaker
as to the other's intention, though neither realises that the rcspectiv

be/i	 i_es "- bro i..is	 1932	 ( t ri;i', 224. p' Lord Aikit:. Thi cac i	 _Snitzi, s i/tie/ic'
LR t3 QI 59, itjusitaie hc,ss difbcttlt ii ma' be to dei id' whc'iher the p:-ties

agreed iii the same' terns on the same subic'rt matter. tn Die kiur t' Chief C(nira . 10'

	

I , 2 Al' 	 43k'. I QE)	 I "LR 57 a cuslumer a p proached a
supermarket CflCCdout bearing a pair of shoes one with a £€9l' price tag and the other

99	 ie The rustoner intended to pai whatever price the Cashier rang ur
bu ririi'e ida;, is hatiucne'd Inc cashier woutd ring up £l.9t/. it was hctd that the
usrome: has run,imiu'd no criminal (it; rice as there was a saud cont.raci

a co y -; "mId rr'ao;- c' the sano was in S crv car-
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p romises have been misunderstood. This situation would arise, for instance,
if B were to offer to sell his Ford Sierra car to A and A were to accept in the
belief that the offer related to a Ford Granada. In such a case, no doubt, if
the minds of the parties could be probed, genuine consent would be found
wanting. But, the question is not what the parties had in their minds, but what
reasonable third parties would infer from their words or conduct.

Applying itself to that task, the court has to determine what Austin called
'the sense of the promise '. 14 In other words, it decides whether a sensible
third party would take the agreement to mean what A understood it to mean
or what B understood it to mean, or whether indeed any meaning can he
attributed to it at all. The promisor ma y have made his promise in one sense,
the promisee may have accepted it in another. There may have been mistake
of a fundamental character which caused the one to put a wrong interpretation
upon the promise of the other. But it is for the court to decide what, if an,, is
the interpretation to be put on what the parties have said or done.

In a leading case, BlackburnJ explained the attitude of the law. He said:

If whatever a man's real intention may be. he so conducts himself that a
reasonable man would believe that he was assenting to the terms proposed b y the
other party, and that ' ther party upon that h teL' enters inic the contract with
him, the man thus conducting 'iimself would be equally bound as if he bad
intended to agree to the other party's terms.

Again in another case, Potluck GB said

Ifany person, bya course ofconductorbvac ualexpressions. so  conducts himself
that another may reasonably infer the existence ol'ari a 'eement ... whether the
party intends that he should do so or not, it has the effect that the party using
that language or who has so conducted himself, cannot afterwards gainsay the
reasonable inference to be drawn .corn his words or conduct.

The result is that if, from the whole of the evid'nce, a reasonable man would
infer the existence of a contract in a given sense, the court, notwithstanding
a material mistake, will hold thata contract in that sense is binding upon both
parties. The apparent contract will stand. Two decisions may he cited b y way

of illustrations-
In Wood v Scarth:°

The defendant offered in writing to let a public house to the plaintiff for
it year, and the plaintiff, after an interview with the tkfendaiit's clerk,

acceptcd the offer by letter. The defendant intended that a preirliUrn of
£500 should be payable in addition to the rent and he believed that the
clerk had made this clear to the plaintiff. The latter, however, helievet that
his only Financial obligation was the payment of rent.

It was held at nisi prw.s that the apparent contract muststand. The mistake of
the defendant could not at law gainsay what would obviously be inkred from
the acceptance of his exact offer.

In Scott u Littledal€'.m

16 Lectures an Juruprudence Lect 21. note '39.
17 Smith v Hughes ( 1871 ) LR 6 QB 597 at 607.
18 Garnish v A&ingon (1859) 4 H Sc N 749 at 356.
19 (1858) 1 F & F 29. The fulL fads cannot be appreciated unless the earlier case in equity

between the same parties (1855) 2 K & J 35. LS also considered.
20 (1858) 8 E & 3 815.
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The defersdantssold bvsainple to the piaintiffa hundred cht-si.s of tea then
I ing in bond ' ex i l i c ship 51fr of the Ja,st' I:	 later diii. uvered that they had
submitted a satnpk of a totall y differet	 ca lower in qualit than thatcontained in the chests.

In an action for non-delivei-v of the hundred chests, the common law- court,
dough it conceded that the sellers might ic entitled to partial relief iri equin_
rc used to deciar' the contract void. The sellers had no doubt submitted a
wrongsamp]c liv mistake. but thevwere precluded htheirown conduct from
disputing the natural inference that would he drawti from the facts

Cases may occur, ofcourse , 1 11 w ich it is impossible to:nipuican definite
agreement to the parties. lithe evidence is so conflicting that there is nothing
sufficiently solid from which to infer a contract in am final form without
indulging iii mere spe c ulation. the court tflu:.i of necesstt dec late that no
contract whatsoever has b• en created.

An illustration of this stuation is Scri ten 13105 & Co v HLndIei	 Co:

1 his was an action to recover the price of some Russian tow alleged to have
been sold at an auction by the plaintiffs to the defendants. The auctionci. r
was employed to sell both hemp and tow, and his catalogue specified two
se parate lots, one compnsin 47, the other I 7h bales. The catalogue f3dled
to state that the latter contatued tow, riot hem ii. The same shipping rnatk,
indicating what ship had brought the goods to En gland, was entered
against each lot. Samples ofe..i.'h lot were on view, but the defendants did
not inspect these as they had alread y seen samples of the hemp at the
plaintifissh ,w rooms. The defendants, beiicviit that both lots contained
hemp, successfully bid an extravagant price for the 176 bales of tow
Wnncsses from both sides admitted that in their experience Russian low
and Russian hemp had never been landed from the same e ship unde hit'saut shipping mark.

Here the plaintiffs intended to sell tow. the defendants intended to bui
hemp. 'The plaintiffs were unaware of the intention to bid for hemp . nh. for
though the auctioneer realised that the defendants had shown a lack of
judgment he thought that this mereh- reflected their ignorance of the ni;u-kct
value of tow. Though clearly ijere was no genuine agreement between the
p: ties, the question was whether the judge should presume the existence of
a contract forthe sale of tow. This e declined todo. The sense of the promise
ould not be determined. Owing to the ambieiiitv of the circumstances it

iould not he affirmed with reasonable i.ertituLe which commodin was the
subject of the contract. There was therefore no binding contract,

In the leading case of Ra,fYle.c v Wii'iieihaus the facts Were these:

A agreed to buvand B agreed to sell a consignment ofcotton which was to arrive
'exPe.eriessfro in Bombar'. In actual fact two ships called Per/eu sailed fromBombay.onein October, the other in December. It was held that the bu yer was
not Itahie for rebusaj to accept cotton despatched by die December snip

For procedural reasons the court never decided whether there was a coon-act
or not. All that was actuall y decided was that it was open to the defendant to

f 1913 3 R13 564. C 'Tonzr,hit t Jamc. p 281.	 coinra. ]a1I'v 10 Bractor, L? I tu at110.
(1864 2 H & C 90t . Se Simc.'tn 91 LQP, 24 a! 265. Sinipsor 3 i C4rd01( LR
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show that the contract was amhguous and that he intended the Octobers hip.
If the case had gone to trial it would then have been open to thejurv to hold
either that there was no contract or [0 hold that there was a contract either tor
the October ship or tie December ship. In modern terms this would turn on
whether 7, reasonable man would deduce an agreement from the behaviour
of the parties though in 1864 it might well have been iholtght to turn On
whether the parties actually intended the same ship.

o Unilateral mistake
We must now consider the attitude of common law to unilateral mistake, the
distinguishing feature of which, as we have seen, is that the nistake of X is
known to the other party. V. It must, he stressed that, in this context, a nian is
taken o have known what would have been obvious to a reasonable person in
the light of the surrounding circumstances. Thus in Hartogv Colin andS/ue1ds

An offer was accepted to sell certain Argentine hareskins at  certain price
per pound. The preliminary negotiations, however, had proceeded.on the
clear understanding that the skins would be sold at so much per piece, not
per pound, and at the trial expert evidence proved the existence of a trade
custom to fix the price by reference to a piece. The v ilue of a piece was
approximately one-third of that of a pound.

It was held that the buyer must be taken to have known the mistake made by
the sellers in the formulation of their offer.

The majority of cases in which the question of unilateral mistake has arisen
have been cases ofinistaken identity, and theirexamirtation will serve to show
the w;ty in which the courts approach the problem.'

Suppose that A, pretending to be X, makes an offer to B which B accepts
in the belief that A is in fact X. In subsequent proceedings arising out of this
transaction, B alleges that he would have withheld his acceptance had he not
mistaken A's identity. If this allegation is proved an'l if B's intention was
known to A at the time of the accepiailce, there is,as a matter of pure logic.
no correspondence between offer and acceptance and therefore there should
be no con ii act. Nevertheless, outward appearances cannot be neglected. and
the prima facie presumption applicable to this type of case is that, despite the
mistake, a contract has been concluded hetwen the parties. The onus of
rebutting this presumption lies upon the party who pleads riiistztke.

To discharge this burden, he must prove (i) that he in tended to deal with
some person other than the person with whom he has apparentlY made a
contract: (ii) that the latter was aware of this intention; (iii) that a the time
of negotiating the agreement, he regarded the identity of the other contracting
party as a matter of crucial importance: and (iv) that he took reasonable steps
to verify the identity of that party.

(i) The first of these requirements presupposes a confusion between
two distinct entities. If this is not the case there is no operative mistake. Two
cases illustrate this point. In S'owfrr v Po(frr

(19391 3 All ER 566.
See Williams 23 Can Bar Rev 271 30.
te upon the offeree in the h ypothetical case given above but if the otferor is the
mistaken person the onin lies upon him.
[1940] 1 KB 271. For a fuller, see (1939) 4 All ER 478, For a criticism of the
decision, see Goodhart 57 LQR 228.
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In May 1988. the defendant, who was then known as Ann Robinson. was
convicted of permitting disorderl y conduct at a café in Great Swan Alley,
EC. In July of the same year she assumed the name of Ann Potter and
negotiating under that name obtained a lease of Mrs Sowler's premises in
Coleman St, EC. The agentwho had conducted the negotiations on behalf
of Mrs Sowlerstated in evidence that he remembered the conviction of Ann
Robinson. Therefore'. said the trialjudge. 'he thought when he entered
into this contract with the defendant tht he was entering into a contract
with some person other than the Mrs Ann Robinson who had been
convicted.'

On this interpretation of the facts Tuckerj held the lease to be void elm initio,
since the plaintiff was mistaken with regard to the identit y of the tenant.

It may be questioned, with respect, whether this decision was correct. At
the time when the agent concluded the bargain, the possibility that the
defendant might he Ann Robinson was not within his contemplation. and
the rcfore he could scarcely deny that he intended to grant the lease to the
person with whom he had dealt. It is no doubt true that he would ne: have
formed this intention had he appreciated what manner of person the tenant
was, l)utonce it was clear that he had that intention in fact the mistaken reason
or motive that induced it was nt enough to nullify the lease. To appl y the
wordsofA LSmith t.J in an earliercase, there was onl y one entity—the woman
known at one moment as Ann Robinson, at another as Ann Potter—and it was
with this ont entity that the landlord intended to contract.' On the other hand
the leas , .- was clearly voidable on the ground of fraudulent misrepresentation,
for in answer to a request for a reference, the defendant submitted the name
of  certain Mr Hopfenkopf, an obvious accomplice in her crafty scheme. Th
gentleman, according to the finding of thejudge, 'deliberatel y wrote what he
knew perfectly well to he untrue fo the purpose of deceiving the plaintiff'.
The lease was therefore voidable and there was no reason to invoke the law of
mistake.'

In King's Norton Metal Co Ltd v Edridge, Merrett & Co Ltd:`

A man named Wallis, for the purpose of cheating, set up in business as
Hallan & Co. He prepared writing paper at the head of which as a faked
ilhistratioii ofa large actoty and a statement that Hallam & Co had depots
at Belfast. Lille and Ghent. Writing on this paper, he ordered amid obtained
goods from the plaintiffs which were later bought from him in good faith
by the defnclants. The plaintiffs had previousl y sold goods to Wallis and
had been paid by a cheque signed 'Hallam & Co. In an action against the
defendants for the value of the goods, the plaintiffs contended that their
apparent contract with Hallam & Co was void, since they mistakenly
believed that such a firm existed, and that therefore the property in the
goods still rcsided in them.

The contention .iled. The plaintiffs, since they could not have relied on the
crediL ofa non-existent person, must have intended to contract with the writer

Ki'içs .Vorn ,\f't(l Co i.: 'i v Edr,.tfprrert ? Co L:d 1897) 14 TLR 98 at 99.

This aspect ol the case is reported onl y in 11939] 4 All ER 478.
Disapproval of the decision was expressed b y the Court of Appeal in Collie v L (1969]

Ch 17 at 33. p er Lord Denning; at 41. per Russell U: at 45. per Salmon U].
10 N 7. .ihovc. See also P"r7er	 Law Fi-i ,ioce Qtieemsland) Pty Ltd 1964) 111 CLR 177
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of the letter, though of course the' woud not have formed this intention had
they known that he was masquerading under an aha.c. The y were unable to
show: hat theymeant to contractwith Ilallam &- Co. not with Wal]is. for there
was nu other entity in question. The contractwas no doubtvoidahle for fraud,
but as it had not been avoided at the time of the sale b y Wallis to the
defendants, the title of the latter :evailed over that of the plaintiffs.

(ii) To sausfv the second requirement, the mistaken party must p, ove
that the other party was aware of the mistake. This requirement seldom causes
difficulty, since in the majorit y of cases the mistake has seen induced b y the
fraud of that party. In Bou1on vJones,' however, the matter was by no means
clear.

Jot s, who had been accustomed to deal with Brocklchurst, sent him a
w::.tcn orderfor 50 feet of leather hose on the very day that Brocdehurst
had transferred his business to his forer an, the plaintiff. The plaintiff
executed the order, butJones accepted and used the goods in the belief
that they had been supplied b y Brocklehurst. He refused to pay the price,
alieg rig that he had intended to coiiti-act with Brocklehurst personall,
since he had a set-off which he wished to enforce against him.

It was held thatJones was not liable for the price, but it is not clear whether
the mistake was regarded by the court as unilateral or mutual. Ifthe court was
convinced that the plaintiff knew of the set-off and therefore that the order
was not intended for him, the conu-actwas clearlyvitiatd by unilateral mistake
and was rightly held void." But ot the facts as a whole it is perhaps more
reasonable to treat the mistake as in i tual. On this interpretation the sense of
the protLtse fell to be determined, and the decision is more di icult to
support. A disinterested spectator, knowing nothing oft he set-off and looking
at the circumstances objectively, would naturally assume the identity of the
supplier to be a matter of indifference to the purcha: er of such an ordinary
commodity as hose piping.

Most of the idenut cases, however, have been obvious examples of unilateral
mistake and in most the mistake has bet-n due to the fraud ofone ofthe parties.
A clear instance is Hardman t' Booth" where the facts were these:

one of the plaintiffs, called at the place of business of Gandell & Co.
This firm consisted of. homas Gandell only, though the business was
managed by a clerk called Edward Ganddl l . X, being fraudulently
persuaded by Edward that the latter was a member of the firm, sold and
delivered goods to the place of business of Gandel] & Co but invoiced
them to 'Edward Ganctel( & Co'. Edward, who carried on a separate
business with one Todd, pledged the goods with the defendant for
advances bonafide made to Gan('.,-Ii & Todd. Th :)laintiffs now sued the
defendant for Conversion.

11 (1857) 2 H & N 564, 27 U Ex Ut. Ti should be noted that the report of thts case given
in Hurisone and Norman is incom plete, and that for a proper understanding of the
udgmen, reference should be made to the other reports. especial) to the Lawjournal.

2 Bramwell B seems to have taker, this %Iew of the facts, for he said: It is an admitted
fact that the defendant supposed he was dealing with Brocklehurst. and the DlaindEf
n'.tsied him b executing the order unknown to hirr. (185	 27 Lj E. a: I

3 U63, 1 H & C 803.
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Here no contract of sale ever came into existence, since X's offer was made
to Thomas onlv, and Edward, though he knew this fact, purported to accept
it for himself. Edward thus cquired no title to the goods capable of transfer
to the innocent defendant, and the latter was liable for conversion.

iii' Controversy is most frequentl y provoked by the need to satisfy the
third of the requirements—that, at the time of negotiat'ng the agreement. the
person labouring under the mistake regarded the identity of the other
contracting party as a matter ofcrucial importance and that this was apparent
from his conduct during the negotiations. The problem arose in an acute form
in the case of Cundy v Lindsay:"

A fraudulent person named Blenkarn, writing from '37 Wood St.
Cheapside', offered to bu y gods from the plairitiffs. and he signed 1115

letter in such a way that his name appeared to be Blenkiron & Co'. The
latter were a respectable firm carivi rig on business at 123 Wood St. Bicrikarri
occupied a room which he called 37 Wood St, but in fact its entrance was
from all street. The pliu i ifts, who were aware of the high
reput.tio[i of Blerikiron & Co. though they neither knew nor troubled to
ascertain the number of the stre where they did business, purported to
accept the offer and despatched the goods to 'Messrs Bleiikiron & Co, 37
Wood St. Cheapside'.These were received by the rogue Blenkaru, and he
in turn sold them to the defencia'. _s, who took them in all good faith. The
plaintiffs now sued the defendants for conversion.

Th.' case is difficult, for the facts admitted of two different inferences.
First, it might be inferred that, just as in Hardman v lJtoth, the plaintiffs

intended to sell to BIendron & Co. but that Blen)arn fraiidu1nt1v assumed
the position of buyer. If this represented the true position, an offer to sell to
Blenkiron & Co was knowingly 'accepted' by Blenkarn and therefore no
contract would ensue.

Secondly , unlike Hardman v Booth, it ii ight he inferred that the plaintiffs,
though deceived b y the fraud of Blenkiun. intended or were. t least .ontent
to sell to the person who traded at 37 Wood St, from	 offerwhich address the oer

to buy had come and to which the goods were sent. If this were die true
position, rlitre was -,I 

contract with Blcnkarit of 37 Wood St, though one that
was voidable against him for his fraud

The-cc d inference was drawn unanimously b y three judges in the

Que us Beach Divi .sion , but the C vt of Appeal atd the House of Lords,
with equal unanimity, preferred the first view.

Such a conclusion prejudices hird narties who later deal in good faith with
the fraudulent person. On the view of rite facts taken by rite House of Lords,
the defendants in CundY v Lind.ia were of course liable, for there had never
been a contract of sale between the plaintiffS and Bletikarn, and Blenkarn
therefore possessed no title which he could pass to a third person. On the
other hand, had the view of the facts taken by the Queens Bench Division
prevailed.while Eh. contract between the plaintiffs and P' Ienkarti would have
been voidable f'o die laners fraud, the defendants would rievertlieless have
been secure, since the y had innocently acquired this voidable title to the
goods before it had in fact been avoided b y the plaintiffs.

14 1878) 3 App Ca I9.
15 (ndy :' Lindsay i 15761 1 QBD 345, per t5htckhwn. Mcllor and 1.ttds JJ.
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The problem whether this third requi ement has been satisfied has
proved even more troublesome where the contract has been made zn/er

praesenieS, not through te post as in Cl/nd) V Lindsay. Three cases concerned
with this aspect of the problem invite comparison: Phillips v Brooks Lid, Thg-ram

v Littl€ and Lewzs v Averay.
The facts of Phillips vBro,ks, Lid were as follows:

A man called North entered the plain tiff's shop and selected p sarIs of the
value of2.550 and aring worth £450. He then wrote out  cheque for £3000
savu as he did so, 'You see who I am I am Sir George Bullough', and t' en
gave an address in Sijames's Square. The plaintiff had heard olBullough
and upon consul Ling adirectory found that he lived at the Idress given. He
then said: 'Would you like to take the articles with you?' North replied: 'You
had betzr have the cheque cleared first, but I should like to take the ring.
as it is ;..y wife's biri 1 iday tomorrow.' The plaintiff let him do so. North
pledged the ring for £350 to the defendant, who had no notice of the fraud.

These facs, as in Cundy v Lindsay, admitted of two possible answers. The
plaintiff either intended to sell the ring to s person pre cut in the shop,
whoever he w's. or he intended to sell to'Bullough and to riobt -v else, if the
first solution was correct. then a contract of sale had been concluded, though
one that was voidable for the fraudulent representation of North that the
means of payment would be furnished bvBullough. 3eingsoidabie, ie. valid
until dis Ifirmed, a good title to the ring would be acquired 1,y the defer dant.
If, however, the second solution was-cor:ect, then the plaintiff's mistake
prevente . i a contract frort. arising. Not even a voidable title would pass to
North, and the def..:ndant could acquii e no right of property wlatsoisver.

Horridge J adopted the fi'st solution. 1-ic drew the inference that the
jeweller, doubtless grtified that he had secured h-:llough as a customer,
intended, come what might, to sell to the person p;-.:sent in the shop. It is
submitted, with respec' that this wrs the correct inference. The jeweller
cculd succeed on1v upon proof that e intended to contract with Bullc.gh
and with nobody else, but in fact the evidence that he tende, ci scarcely
supported this view. Beyond looking up Bullough 's address in a di, ectory, he
had taken no steps to verify his customer's story and it would seem that he
deliberatel y took the risk of the stor' 5 .erng true.

''he -facts in Ingram v LiUl.ë were these:

A swindler, faiseb calling himself Hutchinson, went to the residence of the
plaintiffs and negotiated for the purchase of .heir car. They agreed to sell it
to him for £"17, bu', on hearing his proposal to pa y by cheque called the
bargain off. He therefore told them that he was P G M Hutchinson having
business interests in Gu.ildfordand that he lived atStanstead House, Catcrhr 'n.
Upon hearing this, one ofthe plaintiffs slipped out of the room, consu' ed the
telephone clirectorrat a nearbypost office and verified thatP GM }iuichinson
lived at the Caterhaxn address. Feeling reassured, the plaintiffs, though they

i 11919: 2 KB 24S. The ordv case concerning mistake in ttr Prazsrnw to reach the House
of Lords is Lake t' Smm.on.c [1927) AC 4S7 but that case can be regarded as doing no
more than decide the me-anine of the word customer' in an insurance oohcv. See also
Dennon: i' Sknne- and Callm 1948 2 KB 164. [1948 2 At) ER 29. Citibank bank p1
V brown ShipLri 	 Co Ltd l991: AU ER 690

17 [1961i 1 QB SI. [1960) S Al) ER 332. See Halt [1961: CLJ 8
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had never previously heard of? GM Hutchinson, agreed to sell the car to the
swindler. He later sold it to the defendant who acted in good faith.

These facts raised similar problems to those which confronted Horridgej in
Phillips v Brooks Ltd' but, unlike that learnedjudge, the majority of the Court
of Appeal held that the offer of the plaintiffs to sell the car was to be
interpreted as made solely to P C M Hutchinson and that the swindler was
incapable of accepting it. The plaintiffs therefore succeeded in their claim
ag-aiast. the defendant for the return of the car or alternatively for damages.

The facts of Lewzsv Ave'ra', the most recent decision on the subject, were
these:

A rogue, posing as Richard Greene the well-known aim actor, called upon
the plaintiff and offered to buy his car which was advertised for sale at £450.
Theplaintiffaccepted the offer, and was given a cheque, signed RA Green,
for £450. Afraid that the cheque might be worthless, he resisted a proposal
that the car should be removed at once. The rogue, byway of showing that
he was Richard Greene, produced a special pass of admission to Pinewood
Studios bearing an official stamp. Satisfied with this, the plaintiff handed
over the log book and allowed the car to be taken away. The cheque had
been stolen and was worthless. The rogue, now passing as Lewis, sold the
car to the defendant and handed over the log book to him.

The action of conversion by the plaintiff for the recovery of the car or its value
failed. The Court of Apoeal followed Phillips t' Brooks Ltd, expressed
disagreement with Ingram v Little- and held, that despite his mistake, the
ptaintiffhadconcluded acontract with the rogue. He had. failed to rebut the
primafacie presumption that he had made a conr.ractwith the rogue when he
allowed the car to be taken away. The contract was no doubtvoidable for fraud,
hut. it could noLbe avoided now that the car had come into the hands of an
innocent purchaser for value.

Between these three cases it is not easy to differentiate; and the task has
been complicated by the suggestion now current in judicial and academic
circles, though vigorously rejected by Lord Denning MR. that a distinction
must be drawn between the identity and the attributes of a person. It is said
that a mistake as to attributes, as opposed to identity, will not suffice to enable
the contract to be treated as void ab initio. The distinction reflects, as in a glass
darkly, the views of Aristotle,' but whatever its significance in philosophy it is
not a safe guide through the crude problems of litigation. If A seeks to escape
from his apparent contractwith B, he must satisfy the court that he mistakenly
identified B with X. He will fail unless he showst.hat by his behaviour during
the process of negotiating the contract he made it abundantly clear thatsuch
identification was a matter of crucial importance to him. rhis he will usually
seek to do by showing that his mind was directed to some particular attribute
possessed by X but wanting in B. This attribute will vary with the circumstances.
In one case it may be credit-worthiness or social standing; in another it may
he skill in some vocation. A h ypothetical example of the latter was suggested
by Pearce LJ in Ingram v Little.

18 [19(9] 2 KB 243
19 [1972] 1 QB 198. [1971] 3 All ER 907.
20 Lewis v Ioera (1972] I QB 198 at 206, [1971] 3 All ER 90 at 911.
1 See Bertrand Russell Küt,s, j f Westem Phi1osoph (2nd impreision, 1947) p 185.
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If a man orally commissions a portrait from some unknown artist who had
deliberately passed himself off. whether by disguise or merely bvverbal cosmetics,
as a famous painter, the imposter could not accept the offer. For though the
offer was made to him phvscaflv. it is obviously, as he knows, addressed to the
famous painter. The mistake in identity on such facts is clear and the nature of
the contract makes it obvious that the identity was of vital importance to the
offeror.'

In short, it is submitted that for legal purposes. 'idenut'v' is not opposed to
attributes'. Rather, it is made manifest by them. It is tempting, indeed, to

suggest that a person's-identity is but an amalgam of his various attributes.
(iv) his not enough for the plaintiff to show that he had made known the

importance whici he attached to the identity of the other parry. In all cases.
whether the cont • ct is made iraerpraesentesor inter abs entei, he mustgo further
and establish tha he took all reasonable steps to verify the identity of the
person with whom lie was invited to deal. This, perhaps, is the heart of the
matter. In Phillips vBrooks Ltd and Lewis vAveray the respective plaintiffs failed
because their attempts to test the truth of what they had been told were
inadequate. What is surprising is that the same conclusion was not reached
in Ingram v Little.

It is sometimes said that the distinction between a contract made inter
praesentes and one made inter absentesis one of law. The distinction, however,
is merely one of fact.. It may, no doubt, be more difficult to rebut the prima facie
presumption in favour of the contract where the offer is made to,and accepted
by, the person to whom it is orall y addressed. But the task of the person
labouring under the mistake isdiflereni not in kind, but in degree;H in GunS.'
v-Lindsay the -rogue had ppear.e-d in armed'with forged references
purporting to come from the respectable Blenkiron :& Go the decision-would
.scarcelv have gone against the plaintiffs.

The three cases –PJiillipsvBrooksLtd, Ingram v Littleand Lewis vAvera',—are
substantially indistinguishable .on the facts.' In Lewis v Avera",-, 'the Court of
Appeal applied Phillips 'v Brooks Ltd. They doubted the decision in Ingram
Little and it would now he dangerous to rely tupon it. 'Cun.dy v Lin4sa, as a
'decision of the'Hou.se of Lords, is, at-common law, -unassailable, thouMt is
-rermisst We to regret lie inference which their Lordships drewfromTheacts.
The cases as a whole pose the famiiardilemma: which of two innocent parties
is to bear a loss caused 'by-the fraud 'of a 'third. 'The common law does not
countenance the 'idea of-apportionmenL But 'this idea has alread y been
accepted and applied by the-legislature in the doctrine of frustration. y the
Law Reform (Frustrated Contracts) Act 1943. the courts are given, within
-stated limits, the discretion -to divide the loss between two-innocent parties.'
This example might well be followed in a further statute and applied to cases
of unilateral mistake,5

119611 1 QB 1 at 57.
In Phillips t' Brooks Ltd. the shopkeeper knew of the existence of Sir George Bullough-
in Ingram v Link. the plaintiffs had never heard of Mr P G M Hutchinson. But if this
difference is one of imisortance. it would seem to tell against the plaintiffs and to throw
doubt on the decistor.
Pp 648-655. beàow.
This suggestion was made bs Lawson in Me Ratona1 Strength ofLngkih Lou, (195]
pp 69. 70. Ii Wa.' supported bs Devlin LI in ingrain s' Little but rejected bs the Law
Reform Commuter in its Twelfth Report (Cmnc 2956. 1966.
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2 EFFECT OF MUTUAL AND UNILATFRAL MISTAKE IN EQUITY

a Mutual mistake
Equity follows the law in holding that a mutual mistake does not as a matter
of principle nullify a contract.' In the nature of things, indeed, there is no
room for equitable relief, since the court, after considering the mistake and
every other relevant fact, itself determines the sense of the promise. In
general, therefore, a party is not allowed to obtain rectification o rescission
of a contract or to resist its specific performance on the ground that he
understood it in a sense different from that determined by the court.

The position is illustrated b y the case of Tamplin vJame.s.7

Jameswho had been the highest bidderat an auction sale of a public house.
resisted a suit for specific performance on the ground thai. he had made
a mistake-At the time when he made his bid he believed that a certain field.
which had long been occupied b y the publican, was part of the lot offered
forsale. though in fact it was held under a separate lease from a third party.
There was no inisdescription or ambiguity in the particulars of sale.

On these facts specific performance of the contract in the sense understood
by the auctioneer was decreed. Baggalay Ij said:'

Whcre there has been no misrepresentation and where there is no ambigui w in
the terms of the contract, the defendant canrot be allowed to evade the
performance of it by the simple statement that he has made a mistake. Were such
to be the law, the performance of  contract could seldom be enforced upon an
unwilling party who was also unscrupulous.

Again, where a lessor's agent had agreed to grant a lease for seven or fourteen
years, which the lessor mistakenl y understood to mean a lease deter-minable
at his option at the end of seven years instead of at the tenant's option, it was
held that specific performance must be decreed against the lessor according
to the ordinary and accepted meaning of the words used.9

Nevertheless, the particular remedy of specific performance, since it is
exceptional in nature, is one that lies very much within the discretion of the
courts, and there certainly are cases in which it has not been forced upon a
party who has mistaken the admitted sense of  contract. The remedy will not,
indeed, be withheld 'merely upon a vague idea as to the true effect of the
contract not having been known', but as Bacon VU said iii one case:

It cannot be isputed that Courts of Equity have at all times relieved against honest
mistakes in contracts, when the li:eral effect and the specific performance of them
would be to impose a burden not contemplated. and which it would he against all
reason and justice to fix, upon the person who, without the imputation of fraud,
has inadvertently committed an accidental mistake; and also where not to correct
the mistake would be to give an unconscionable advantage to either party.'t

In the case of mutual mistake, therefore, while equit y generally follows the
law, it may be prepared, if the occasion warrants, to refuse to grant a decree

o Preswn v Lizck 1 18841 27 ChD 497.
7 (1880) 15 CuD 215: followed in Van Praa-h v Evertdge lt02l 2 Ch 266.
3 Tamplin vJames 1880 15 ChD 215 at 217-218.
9 Powell v Smith (172) LR 14 Eq 85.
10 ttsen v Marston (153) 4 Dc GM & C 230, 238. per Turner I.J.
ii Barrow u S'a,U (NSI) 19 ChD 175 at 182
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of specific performance of the contract against the mistaken parts')' it is not
possible. however, to specify the cases in which this remedvwill be withheld.
for the exercise of any discretionarvjurisdiction must inevitablvbe governed
by the particular circumstances of each case. But the guiding principle was
stated by Lord Rornjllv in an instructive case where a freehold estate that was
subject to an existing tenancy had been bought by the defendant at an
auction under the honest, but mistaken, belief that the rent stated in the
particulars of sale referred not to the whole, but onlvto half niche land. Had
he read the particulars carefully he could have discovered the truth.° Lord
Roniillv MR said:

If it appears upon the evidence that there was, in the description of the propern.
a matter on which a person mi g ht bona/rdemake a mistake, and he swears posiuve)v
that hf did make such mistake. and his evidence is not disproved, this court
cannot enforce specific performance against him. If there appear on the
particulars no ground for the mistake, if no man with his senses about him could
have tniapprehen. d the character of the parcels, then I do not think it is
sufficient for the put chaser to swear that he made a mistake or that he did not
understand what he was about.,,-

In the result, the Master of the Rolls dismissed the bill forspecific performance.
In Ptiret v ashalf Bacon VC went further and held that in some

circuthsiinces a plaintiff's uncotomunicated mistake as to the sense of the
con tract might be so serious that the defendant c' ' uld properly be put to his
elction either to submit to rectification or allow rescission of the whole
contract. This case has long been considered of doubtful authority, 16 and
since the decision of the Court ofAppeal in Riverlat€ Properties Ltd vPaul' such
a course can onl y be supported on the ground that 'the defendant knew the
plaintiff's mistake.'

b Unilateral mistake
In the case of unilateral mistake it is clear that if one party to the knowledge
of the other is mistaken as to the fundamental characterofthe offer—if he did
not intend, as the other well knew, to make the apparent contract—the
apparent contract is a nullity and there is no need, indeed no room. foranv
equitable relief. However, although equi p., follows the law in this respect and
admits that the contract is a nullit y , it is prepared to clinch the matter b
formally setting the contract aside or b y refusing a decree for its specific
pei-formance.' in Webster v Ceci4' for instance:

Cecil, who had already refused to sell his land to Webster for £2,000. wrote
a letter to him in which he offered to sell for £1,250, Webserccepted by

12 Compare, for instance, the u-earinent of %4od v Scarih, p 249. above, by a common 1acourt: ()858) 1 F & F 293 and b' the Court of Chancery: ( 1855) 2 K & J 33. For a
discussion of equitable relief. see StoIar 28 MLR 265 at 269-272.

15 Svsanland v Dar3Le-, ()86fl 29 Beav 430.
14 Ibid at 433-434.
15 (1884) 2F ChD 255.
16 Sec May v PIr: 11900) 1 Ch 616 at 623. per Farwell
17 [1975: Ch 133. [1974] 2 Al) ER 656.
18 See pp 267-2711 above.
1 9 Wii4ivig v Sona.etsur, [1S97 2 Ch 534: R Jnternc.jiona/ .Soàets of Auasont .rs and Valuers.

baiiir f.r [1898) 1 Ch 1)0.
20 ()861 31' Brat 62.
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return of post. whereupon Cecil, realising that he had mistakenly written
£1250 for £2,250, immediatel y gave notice to Webster of the error.

This was ope:ative mistake at Ct mmon law. Knowledge of the mistake was
clear]v to be imputed to Webster and in the result Lord Romillv refusd a
decree of specific performance)

A contract mavalso be rectified on the ground of unilateral mistake, if the
plaintiff proves that it was intended to contain a certain term beneficial to
himself, but that the defendant allowed it to he concluded without that term,
knowing that the plaintiff was ignorant of its omission. For instance:

A tender bv the plaintiffs for the erection of a school for the defendants
provided that the work should he completed in 18 nionths.The defendants,
however, prepared a con tract which provided for completion in 30 MOT 101S,

 the plaintiffs executed this contract without noticing the alteration.
Before execution by the defendants, one of their officers discovered that
the plaintiffs were ignorant of the alteration but they took rio steps to
disabuse them. The price for the work would have been highe r  the
tender been based on a period of 30 months .5

On these facts, rectification on the ground of common mistake was ruled out,
since the parties held different views of what was intended to be inserted in
the contract. Nevertheless, the court ordered the contract to he rectified on
the ground of unilateral mistake by the subtitution of the shorter for the
longer pedod.

In the interesting case of Taylor vJohnson' the respondent had granted
the 'appellantan option to bus' a piece of land of approximately ten acres.
In due course the option was exercised and a contract was drawn up. In
both the opdc'n and the contract the purchase price was stated to be
$15000. The respondent gave evidence that she had mistakenl y believed
iha' the purchase price was $15000 per acre. The evidence suggested that
the land was worth $50,000 but that if a proposed rezoning of the iand went

-through. the value would be about $195,000. There was evidence from
-which -the court inferred that the appellant knew of the respondent's
mistake and deliberately set out to make it difficult for the respondent to
discoverihe mistake.The majorit'v of the High Court ofAustralia thought
that on these facts the contract-was valid at common law but was liable to he
set aside in equity . In theit joint judgmentMason AcJ, Murph y and Deane
j said:

A pa.i-rv who has entered into a written contract under a serious mistake about
ILS conients in relation to afunciame:-tal let-rn will be entitled in equin- Loan order
rescind)ng the contract lithe other pat-tv is aware that circumstances exist which
indicate the first party 's entering the contract under some serious mistake or
misapprehension about either the content or subject matter of that term and
deliberately sets out to ensure that the first pat-tv does not become aware of tht
existence of his mistake or misapprehension.

In Garrard v Franked (1862: 30 Eeas 44( and Harm v Prpoereu ()857j LR 5 Eq 1. the
pam aware of Lhr mistake was given the opnon of having the contract set aside or of
submitting to i: with the mistake rectified.

2 A Roberic	 Co Lto v Jeirestersh,ye' Counts Gounci! [1961) Ch 555, (1961) 2 All ER 545.
S See Meg-am 77 LQR 315 See further cases discussed above. p 282
4 (1983 151 CLR 422.	 953 4 F, ALR 265
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3 Documents mistakenly signed

A group of cases must now be considered which have long been treated as
form ing a se parate category at common law and which may be regarded as an
appendix to the general discussion of mistake. These cases occur where a
person is induced b y the false statement' of another, to sign a written
document containing a contract that is fundamentally different in character
from that which he contemplated. The fraudulent person may be :he other
party to the apparent contract but more often he is a stranger. The following
is a typical illustration of the situation:

Lord William Neville produces to Clay some documents entirely covered
with blotting paper except for four blank spaces that have been cur. in it.
He says that the hidden documents concern a private family matter and
that his own signature requires a witness. Thereupon Cla y signs his name
in the blank spaces. The truth is that the documents are promissory notes
to the value of1l,1l3signed b y Clay in favour of Lewis. On the faith of
these notes Lewis advances money to Lord William Neville.'

Such a case as this is affected by mistake in the sense that the first victim of the
fraud, the person who signs the document, appears to have made a contract
or a disposition of property , though his intention was to append his signature
to a transaction of an entirely different character. The category of document
actua[lvsigned is not what he thought it was. But nevertheless can he rel y upon
this fact as a defence if he is later sued upon the apparent contract by the
second victim of the fraud, as for instance by the man who has given value in
good faith for a promissory note?

The rule applicable to such a case has come to be that the mistaken party
will escape liability if he satisfies the court that the signed instrument is
radically different from that which he intended to sign and that his mistake
was not due to his carelessness.

The origin of this rule is to be found in the mediaeval common law relating
to deeds. At least as early as the thirteenth century, a deed was regarded as
being of so solemn a nature that it remained binding upon the obligor until it
had been cancelled and returned to him. It was immaterial that this might cause
injustice. In one case, for instance, in 1313, an absolute deed b y which the
defendant gran ted £100 to the plain tills was accompanied b y a contemporaneous
deed which relieved him of this obligation if he satisfied a certain condition.
The condition was satisfied, but the absolute deed survived, and upon its
production the payment of the £100 was enforced.' The onl y defence open to
the defendant in such circumstances was to plead that the deed as executed was
not his deed in the sense that it did not represent his intention and was not what
he had in mind to do. He did not in truth consent to what he had done. In the
language of the age, scriptusnprediaum non e.stfaaurn suum.

In the course of its development. this plea of non est factum was made
available to a defendant who could not read, whether owing to illiteracy or

S Ka.cham -j Zenab [19601 ,C 316 at 335.
6 Leri'ii v Gin , ((897) 67 LJQB 224.
7 Fifoot History and Sources of the Common Law pp 231-233. 248-249.
8 Fifoot pp 232, 244.246. EsthalIe v Estha1e (1613) YB 6 & 7 Ed 2 Evre of Kent. vol 11(27

Selden Socieiv 21).
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blindness, so as to enable him to escape liability upon proof that the written
terms of the deed did not correspond with its effect as explained to him before
he put his seal to it. In 1582, for instance, in Thoroughgood's Case.'

William Chicken, being in arrears with his rent, tendered to his landlord.
Thoroughgood, a deed by which he was relieved from al] demands
whatsoever' which Thoroughgood had against him. Thus the dispensation
on its face comprised not onl y arrears of rent, but also the right to recover
the land. Thoroughgood was illiterate, but a bystander, affecting to be
helpful, seized the deed and said: The effect of it is this, that you do
release to William Chicken all the arrears of rent that he doth owe you and
no otherwise, and thus you shall have your land back again. After replying.
ii it be no otherwise, I am content,' Thoroughgood sealed the deed.

Chicken subsequently sold the land to an innocent purchaser.

Thorotighgood stied in trespass quare clausumfregir and recovered his land. It
was said by the Court of Common Pleas to he 'the usual course of pleading'
that the defendant was a la yman and without learning, and that he had been
deceived by a distorted recital of the contents of the deed.

The plea, as its language showed, was confined to cases where the defendant
was sued on a deed, and at a time when illiteracy was frequent enough to
demand special protection, itwas unexceptionable. It might have been wiser,
therefore, to have discarded it altogether when society became more
sophisticated: but in the course of the nineteenth centur y thu courts extended
it with little reflection and withoutwarrant to cases of simple contracts, and
abandoned the requirement of illiteracy. Thejust.ificauonfor these extensions
was now said to be want of consent. On .this view the contract was a complete
nulhtv. Thus in 1869, in Foster v Mackinnon." the following passage occurs in
the judgment of a strong court delivered by BvIesJ:

It seems plain, on principle and on authority, that if a blind mars, or a man who
cannot read, or who for some reason (not implying negligence) forbears to read.
has a written contract falsel y read over to him, the reader misreading to such a
degree that the written contract is of a nature alwgether different from the
contract pretended to be read from the paper which the blind or illiterate man
afterwards signs; then, at least ifthere be no negligence, the Signature so obtained
is of no force. And it is invalid not merely on the ground of fraud, where fraud
exists, but on the ground that the mind of the signer did not accompan y the
slgnature; in other words that he never intended to sign. and Therefore in
contemplation oflawnever did sign, the contract t.o which his name isappended

Thus the intention of the mistaken party is the vital factor. In the words of Lord
Wilberforce: 'It is the lack of cor.senl 'hat matters, not the means hvwhich this
result was brought about. ' The document is a nullity just as if a rogue had
forged the signers signature.° But fraud that does not induce lack of consent
merely renders the contract voidable."

9 (1582). Co Rep 9a
10 (1869) LR 4 CF 704. Present. Bovill C[. Bytes. Reeting and Montague SmithjJ. For the

facts, see p 286. belos.
11 Ibid at 711.
12 Saundrn vAngiwBuiIthngSoiets [19711 AC 1004 at 1026. (1970) SAil ER 961 at 972.
13 Ibid affirming. ssiI eons CaUse v Lee [1969] 2 Ch 17 at 30. (1969) 1 All ER 1062 at 106f

CA. per Lord Denning ?4R
14 See. for example. i\orwtch and Peiertoruugh huilduig Socser, i . Steed (o 2) [1993) 1 All

ER 330.
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It will be observed that thejudgment of BvlesJ, which was approved b y the
House of Lords in Saunders vAngliaBuzldingsociety (known in the lower courts
as G3l1ie v Lee), expanded the scope of the plea non esifactum in two respects: it
extended it to unsealed contracts and to the situation where an educated man,
to whom no negligence is attributable, has failed to scrutinise what he has
signed." Nevertheless, the judiciary is now agreed that., if the confidence of
third parties who normall y rely upon the authenticity of sig-natures is not to be
eroded, the plea must be confinedwithin narrow limits. A heav y  of proof
lies upon the party by whom it is invoked. The main difficulty is to define the
deg-ree of difference that must exist between the signed contractand thaewhich
the mistaken party intended to sign before it can be said that the consent of the
signatory was totally lacking. A definitive formula of universal application is
scarcely possible. Everything depends upon the circumstances of each case. It
will he recalled that the court in Fosterv Mackinnon required the written contract
to be of a nature altogether different' from that which the mistaken party
believed it to be. In Saunders v Anglia Building Society the Law Lords suggested
a vane tv of alternative expressions, such as 'radically', fundamentally', 'basically',
totally' or 'essentially' different in character or substance from the contract

intended; but it is doubtful whether these add much tct what was said by Bvles
J . In the comparatively few cases in which the plea has succeeded, the degree
of difference between the intention and the act of the signator y has been wide
enough to satisfy the most exacting of arbiters. The contract, for instance, has.
been held void where the signatory 's intention was directed to a power of
attorney , not to a mortgage:' to a guarantee, not to a bill of exchange; to a
testification to the fraudulent person's signature, not to a promissory note for
£11,! 13;' to a proposal for insurance, not to a guarantee of. the fraudulent
person's overdraft'

The difficulty that confronts a partywho pleads.thara contract signed by
him is altogether different from what was in his mind is well illustrated by
Saunders v Anglia Building Society where the facts were as follows:

The plaintiff, a widow 78 years of age, gave the deeds of her leasehold
house to her nephew in order that he might raise money on it. She made
it a condition that she should remain in occupation of it until she died. She
knew that the defendant, a friend of her nephew, would help him to
arrange a loan.

Adocumentwasprepared bva dishonest managing clerkwhich assigned
the leasehold not byway of gift to the nephew, but by way of sale to the
equally dishonest defendant. Some days later the defendant took ,this
document to the plaintiff and asked her to sign it. She had broken her
glasses and was unable to read, but in reply to her request the defendant

15 [1971] AC 1004,
16 As to the meaning of negligence in this context, see Pp 289-290, below.
17 Bago: v Channan [1907) 2 Ch 222.
18 Foster u Mackinnon (1869) !.R 4 C? 704. But the bill was not to be void if, at a new trial.

the signatory was found to have been negligent; p 289, below.
19 Lewis v Clay (1897' 67 LJQB 224.
20 Carissle and Cumberian4 Banking Co v Bragg 1 KB 489, p 289, below. In Musk/iam

Finance Co v Howard (19631 1 QB 904. (1963) 1 All ER 81, zhe difference between the
intention and the act of the signatory was far less pronounced than in the three cases
cited above.

I	 (1971) AC.. 1004. [1970] 3 All ER 961. Stone 88 LQR 190.
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told her that the document was a deed of gift to her nephew. She therefore
executed it. The defendant who paid no mone y either to the plaintiff or
to het nephew, mortgaged the house to a building societ y for £2000, but
faiheu to paN . the instalments due under the transaction.

The plaintiff, at the instigation of her nephew, sued the defendant and the
building society for a deriration that the assignment was void. She invoked
the doctrine non e.c1factnn. claim intendedthat what she had tended was a gift of
the property to her nephew, not its outright sale to the defendant.

The House ofLords,affirming the decision of the Court of Appeal. rCeCtC(l
this claim. The distinction stressed b y the plaintiff wat no doubt impressive at
first sight, but when considered in the light of the evidence it did not establish
that the assignment to the defendant was totally different in character and
nature from wlittt she had in mind. Three of the Law Lords adopted the view of
Ratcell I_J in th Court of Appeal that the paramount consider.tion was the
ol e.ct of the exrcise'. t According to the evidence, the object of the plaintil

was to enable tije ssignee to raise a loan on the security of the properl' for the
benefit of her n' -Thew--an obiect that ould have been attained under tht
signed document, had the defendant acted in an honest m3nner.5

iquestion that was canvassed hvthe House ofLordsm this casewas whether
the distinction between the character and the contents ofa document 'hich
had g i-aduallv won the recognition of the courts, should be discarded. The
ef ctof this rt istincti nas that ifa 1 artvappreciatedthe characteran r' nature
of the contract that he hid signed, he could not escape liahiht rerelv because
he was mistaken as to its e tails or i ts con ten ts. In Howai.son vWef, 4 for instance:

The defendant held certain property at Edmonton as the tru cc and
nominee of a solicitor ht' whom he was emplo yed as managing clerk. After
obt;'ining new emplovment he executed certain deeds which. in ..nswer
to his request, were described by the solicitor as being just deeds
transferring that property '. In fact one of the deeds was a mortgage b' the
so]icitorto X assecuritvfora loan of1,000. The mcrtgagc was transferred
by X to the plaintiff, who now sued the defendant under the personal
covenant in the deed for the repayment of the sum togetherwith interest.

The defendant pleaded iwn estfaaunt. What he had in mind was an absolute
conveyance to a new nominee, not a conveyance to a ti; rd part under which he
assumed personal obligations. Warrington J. however, held that the mistake
rffccted only the contents of the deed and that there ire the pleaf.iled. 'He was
told that thevwere deeds relating to the property to which they did in fact relate.
His mind was therefore applied to the question ofdealingwith that propert y . The

deeds did deal with that propert y ... He knew he was dcalingwith the class of deed
with which in fact he was dealing, but did not ascertain its contents. ' A Court of

[1969] 2 Ch at 40-41. adopted by Viscount Dilhorne. Lord Wilberforce and Lord
Pearson See ;:so, Merc ' Cile Credit Co Lid t jjr.mbhn [1965] 2 QE 242. [1964 1, 3 A]) ER

592
This approach, however. ignored the overriding condinon that nothing wat ic
interfere with the plaintiffs right to remain in occupation of the house

	

[19071	 Ci 537: alfd [1906" I Cl- I
]1907 Cli a: 54. See also Baco: ;' Chapinait 3907] 2 Ch 222 at 227. per Swinfer.

Eadvj. In affirming the decisior. of Ws.rrington 1 in Howeuor, t Wthl- [1908) 1 Gb 1
the Court of Appeal regarded it a' so ot.vtouslv corsect as not to merit considered
Judgments, and Cozens-Hard' MR remarked that it would be a waste of time if I were
to do more than sa' that I accept and approve of e ' r word of his tudement
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Appeal later expiamed this decision on the ground that the character and class
of document was that of a conve yance of properw. and Webb knew ihis.

In Gallie v Lee. Lord Denting MR rejected this distinction in forcible and
convincing terms.Among other objections he found it irrational; a mistake as
to contents may be no less fundamental or radical than one relating to the
character of a contract. The distinction would mean, for instance, that the plea
of non estfactum will not avail a man who signs a bill of exchange for £10,000
having been told thatit is for £100. since he fuilvappreciates the character of
the document. Wh y should the result he different if he believes the document
to be a billofexchange for £1,000, though in truth it is aguaraIicc, for the same
surti? 1 Salmon L.J agreed that the liability of a signatory should not be allowed
to turn upon 'a relativel y academic distinction, but he was content to retain
it as iffording at least some restraint upon a plea that h:i a become 'a dangerous
ana , I ,- -nuism in modern times'.' In the House ot'Lords, Lord Reid expressed
his dissatisfaction with the distinction,' Lord Wilberforce described it as
'terminologically confusing and in substance ii1ogal',° whil. Viscount
Dilhorne accepted the criticisms of Lord Denning. The inference is that it
has received its quietus. 	 -.

The final question is whether the plea of non estfacturn will he withheld
from a party if the mistake was clue to his wn negligence. In Foslerv Mathinnon,'T
the Court of Common Pleas stated in unambiguous terms that a signatory is
barred hy his negligence from pleading his mistake againstan innocent third
party wha has acted to his loss upon the faith of the t,ocument.

The action before the court was against the defendant, described as 'a
gentleman far advanced in years', as indorser of a bill of echang . It
appeared that et Callow took the bill to him and asked him to sign it,
telling Lim that it was a guarantee. the defendant, in the belief thathe was
signing a guarantee similar to one which he had given before, signed the
bill on the back. He looked only at the back of the paper, but It was in the
ordinary shape of a bill of exchange, and it bore a stamp the impress of
which was visible through the paper. The bill was later negotiated to the
plaittLiff who took ; t without notice of the fraud.

The action was first tried by the Lord ChiefJu.sti .:c •, who told thejury that if the
dcfendaiit signed the paper without knowing that it was a bill and under the
belief that it was a guarantee, and if he was not guilty of any negligence in so
signing the paper. then he wa entitled to their verdict. The jury found that
the ctfendant had not been negligent and returned a verdict in his favour.
On appeal, the Court of Common Pleas endorsed the direction given by the
trialjudge, but ordered afresh trial on the ground that the issue of negligence
had not been full and satisfactorily considered. In the result, therefore, the
right of the defendant to sustain the plea of non estfactnrnwas to depe id upon
whether he was eventually foud to have been guilty of negligence.

6 ,1uikhara Finance Ltd v Howard 119631 11 QB 904 at 912. :19631 i MI ER 81 at 83, or

curia Pm.

7 (19691 2 Ch at 31-32, (1969) 1 MI ER at 1066. See also Salmon LJ at 43-44 and 1078,

repecuve1v.

8 Ibid at 14 and 1078. respectively.
9 (1071( AC at 1017. {1970) 3 All ER 961 at 964.
10 Ibid at 1034-1035 and 971. respectively.

11 [bid at 1022 and 967, rcspecuveiv.

1	 1S69) hR 4 CP 704.
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Unfortunately. this ruling that negligence is material was thrown into
confusion by the decision of  later Court of Appeal in Carlisl.eand Cumberland
Banking Cu v Bragg t oil 	 following faces:

A man cawed Rigg produced a document to Bragg and told him that it was
a copvof a paper concerning an insurance luau which Bragg had si., ned
some days previously and which had since goiwet and blurred in the rain.
Bragg signed without reading the paper. The cocument was ill fact a
continuing guarantee of Riggs current account with the plaintiff bank.
The jut-v found that Bragg had been negligent.

Despite this finding, the Court of Appeal affirmed the decision of Pick-ford
,J and held that Bragg was not estopped b y his negligence from pleading nest
e.c:fwnimsince Poster vMacktn non was inapnflc:ibleill the ittanLcircun)tancc!t.
This departure from the principle ]aid down by BylcsJ in Foster v
was based upon at least two erroneous grounds.

First, the construction put upon ihiejud ment ofBvlesj, was that negligence
is material onlvwhere the s'gned document is a negotiable ii 'trumc"nt. What
in fact the learned judge clearly indicated was tl,at the signer of  negotiable
instrument would h liable, negligence or no negligence: and that negligence
was relevant in relat:on to documents other than negotiablcinstrunicnts: for
example (as in the actual case before him) to a guarantee.

Secondl y , uwas said that, even if negligence were relevant, it wc,,dd not be
material unless the defendant o ed a duty of care to the plainti f f. This
rcasoningwas demolished by the House ofLordsin Saunders i'Ang1iaBildi
.Socirv. Nodoubta duty of care is an essential elenis'nt in a plaintiff's cause of
action when he sues in tort for negligence, but it has no place where a
oefend.antis sued oil contract. In that context it has no technical significance,
and it just means carelessness. In Foster v Mackinnon, for instance, the trial
judge rejected the plea of non e.st Jactum not because the defendant had
violated a duty of care owed to his neighbour, but on the simple ground that
he had failed to act as a reasonable man. In the words of Lord Wilberforce:

In mv opinion. the correct rule, and that which prevailed until Braggcase,is that,
leaving aside negotiable instruments to which special rules ma y apply, a person
who signs a document, and parts with it so that it may come into other hands, has
a responsibilirv, that of the normal mail 	 prudence, to take care what he signs.

I would add that the onus of proof in this matter rests on him, ie to prove that
he acted carefully, and not in the third party t. : ave the contrary . I consider,
therefore, that Carhs1 and Cumberland Banking Co ..ragg ... was wrong, both in
the principle it states and in i4s decision. and that it should no longer be cited for
any purpose)'

The same principles applvwiere a person signs a document, knowing that It
contains blanks which the other party will fill in.1

)5 [1911; 3 KB 49
4 [1971' AC 1004 a' 1021. :1970: 3 Afl ER at 972.975 Similar statements were made by

the other Law Loras. Thus Lord i.emd said 'The plea lof ,n'n cit faciun, cannoc beavatiable Sc' an'one wnc was content to sign without taking the trouble to find out at
least Inc genera! effec: of tIle Document ... I: is fat the persor: who seeks th reijieds
ic snos ins: hc snould hac t: lhd a: fIlIf, and 965-c454. respectt\e)l

15	 fli,c Dounoov pus'	 :97 c QE 5i:, 191f:: S Al: ER to: - Marston [1976
CL:
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1 MisrepresentatiOflL

A JNrR0DUCHON

Misrepresentation straddles many legal boundaries. More than other topics
in the law of contract, it is an amalgam of common law and equity. Equity has,

1 Stoljar Mistake and MisteresfflatIOfl (1968); Spencer Bower. Turner and Handley The

law of Actionable .disrprsenlaUOn (4th edn. 2000): Greig 87 LQR 179.
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for instance, acted to fill Iacunaecreated b y the narrow common law definition
of fraud and to supplement the inadequate common law remedies for
misrepresentation. Again misrepresentation has roots both in contract and in
tort, and it is impossible to give a coherent account of the subject without
discussing both contract and tort together, though the present account will
naturally concentrate on the contractual aspect.

Even within the law of contract, the rules relating to misrepresentation
cannot be viewed in isolation. They are part ofaweb of rules (which includes
also the rules as to terms of a contract' and as to mistake') affecting the nature
and extent of contractual undertakings. Although it is convenient for purposes
of exposition to discuss these topics in isolation, practical problems often
require their simultaneous application.

The basic problem in misrepresentation is the effect of pre-contractual
statements. Suppose thatA agrees to sell a secondhand car to B for £5000 and
in the course of the pre-cont-actual negotiations he states that it is a 1989
model which has run for onl y 20,000 miles. After B has bought the car, he
discovers that these statements are untrue. What remedies, if any, are available?
The initial common law approach to this problem is based on the principle
that promissory statements should be ineffective unless the' form part of the
contract. So the first question to be asked in our hypothetical case is whether
A has not merely stated that the car is  1989 model and has covered onl y 20.000
miles, but has contracted that this is so.4

To approach the matter in this wa y isiogical enough, but the result has not
been sa tisfactorv. Dissatisfaction might properly have been directed either at
the rules determining when astatementis to be treated -as forming part of the
contract s or at the sometimes -strange reluctance 'of the courts to hold
apparently serious undertakings to be terms of the contract.' But in practice,
t has been felt that the solution should take the form of devising remedies,

which do not depend on holding such statements to be terms olithe contract.
Hence arose the concept of a 'mere representation '—a statement of fact

which had induced the representee to enter into the contract but which did
not form part of the contract. The common law came :to give rescission for
fraudulent misrepresentation and to gram damages in the tortious action of
deceit. During the nineteenth century. equit y also developed a general
remedy of rescission forailmisrepresentations inducing con tracts- The right
to rescind, however, was subject to the operation of certain 'bars'. and equity
could not grant financial compensation for consequential loss--except in the
restricted form of an 'indemnity'.

Pp 134-145, above.
Ch 8, above.
This approach can be seen to fit in with the rules about consideration (see eg Roscoric
v Thomas (1842) 3 QE 23(, p 83. above) and indeed with the view that the English
law of contract is concerned with the enforcement of bargains, since ciear(v it is more
expensive to sell warranted cars than unwarranted cars. See Hepple [19701 CIJ 122
al 131-152.
Pp 139-145, above. Both because the rules make result, unpredictable and because
some of them. especiall y the parol evidence rule, hinder decisions that an oral
statement forms part of the contract.
E.g Oscar Chess s- Williams (1957) 1 All ER 325, [1957] 1 WLR 370. Cf Dick .bentM
Productions Ltd vBarold .Smith (Motors) Ltd 1965) 2 All ER 65, (1965 1 I WLR 625, and
Beale v Ta'ior [1967 S All ER 25S, 11967 I WLR 1191
Pr 	 belos.
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Until 163, however, it was held to be a fundamental prinilple that there
couldber damages'forinnocentmis'ecresentation.' Itwas veliblishi
that an action for damages based on a pre-contractual statement mu.5t show
either that the statemntwas fraudulent or thac.it was a term of the contract.
In 1953, itwas decided by the House of Lords in f-IedLyByrne & Co Ltd ziHeUer

'Partners Ltd9 that the principle ' no dzmzes for intentmisrepresentatior'
had. never been fundamental or, at iett, was no longer fundatn.enta 1. In
however, it is impossible to expunge tnr heresies (or outworn orthodoxies)
of the past and all cases decided before 1963 have to be re-examined in thc
light thua shed on them.

The decision of the House of Lords in Hedle'e B'prne & Co Ltd v UdLer s'
Parinrs Ltd" was a decision in tort and its impact on the law of contract was
not easy to assess. Before ths courts had had thne to solve th.i- problems thv.s
created,. Parliament intervened b y passing thc Risrepresenv.dort Act 1967.
This Act did not attempt a radical.restatement of the Law. It made important
changes in the law butatail points itassumes a knowledge of the existing-Law.
This is a dangerous assumption since, in some respects, the pre-Act law wa
far from cr.	 draftsrcian did not avoid the hazasds thus created but
coripouni ul by curious drafting. In thc.resuh.. though. tht.
Miseepresentation Act undoubtedly improves the pOitiOfl of represenECC-L as
a clasJ, it rruues the exposition of the lavrever.i riiorecotnplex.

We s	 cur discussion by-exa unity..- ucr f'.1r	 icev wut if
rea.at b : reor COtaStoil and. c	 dsrin: .c tyt':s o ' murrcr.tits..

	

wii b ioiio'dd b' art a;cc..'oc a S r.t701 17 as	 p .	t.tic
.nct a sr rary or the effe ts of the I is.c res Li r Acz 1fE. Fina'iy

sa:,.tcr t's	 C	 c: i g	ce tc I...." t:::c . x	 i.if.tç' F:
.cLcciosure, and the reladonskiip between misrrpre.erLtatsorL and
csroppsl.

l THE NATURE OF MJSREPRESFNTATION

A representation is a statt men t of fact made by one parts' to the contract (the
representor) to the other (the representee) which, while not forming a term
of the contract, isyetone of the reasons that induces the :prescneee toent:
into the contract. A misre p resentation is simpl y a representation that is
untrue. The representor's state of mind and degree of carefulness are not
relevant to classifying a representation as a misrepresentation but only to
determining the type of misrepresentation, if any."

It has already been observed that while terms of a contract may be' 'a
promissory nature, the concept of a representation is limited to statements of
facts. But precedent has given a sophisticated meaning to the notion of a
statement of fact and it is therefore necessar y to consider in some detail the
meaning of representation and also of inducement.

S Heiihau. Symons & Co u Buckteron 19131 AC 30 at 49, per Lord Moulton. Innocent at
this stage meant iimplv non-fraudulent.

9 [1964] AC 465, 19631 2 All ER 575.
10 Ibid.
11 See pp 301-309. below.
12 See p 292. above.
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I THE MEANING OF REPRESENTATION

A representation means a statement offact not a statement of intention or of
opinion or of law.

A representation, as we have seen, relates to some existing fact or some past
event. Since it contains no element of futunrv it must be distinguished from
a statement of intention. Asi affirmation of the truth of a fact is different from
• promise to do something in the future, and produces different legal
consecuences.° This distinction is of practical importance. If a person alters
his position on the faith of a representation, the mere fact of its falsehood
entities him to certain remedies . t 4 if. on the other hand, he sues upon what
is in truth a promise. he must show That this promise forms part of a valid
contract. The distinction is well illustrated b', Mad4ison vAlderson,° where the
plaintiff, who was prevented bs' the Statute of Frauds from enforcing an oral
promise to devise a house, contended that the promise to make a will in her
favour should be treated as a representation which would operate by way of
estoppel. The contention, however, was dismissed, for:

The doctrine of estoppel by representation is applicable onl y to representations
as to some state of facts alleged to be at the time actually in existence, and not
to promises defutuni.'which. if binding at all, must be binding as contracts:1t

Despite the antithesis, however, between a representation of fact which is
untrue and an unfulfilled promise 10 do something infuturo, it by -no means
follows that a statement ofiniention can never be.arepresentation of fact. It
at least implies thatthe alleged intention does indeed exist, and if this.is,not.
true there isa clear misrepresentauon.of an existing fact. Thestate of mind
is not what it is represented to be, and as FowenLJ observed in Edgingion-v
Fzmaunce

The state of a man's mind is as much a fact as the state of his digestion. It is-true
that it is very difficult to prove what the state of  man's mind at a parucuiar time
is, but ifjt can be ascertained it is as much a fact as anvthingelse. A misrepresentation
as to the state of a man's mind -is, i.therefore .a sstaxejnent of fact. 3

In this case, a company issued a prospectus which invited a loan from the
publicandstated that the nsoney.wou.ld be'emploved in the improvement of
the buildings and the -extension of the business. This was untrue.since the
intention from The first had been to expend-the loan upon the discharge of
certain existing liabilities. ltwas .beid that -the prospectus was :a fraudulent
misrepresentation ofa fact. The.companv hadinotmade a promise-which they
might or might .not be able to fulfil; they had simpiv told -alie. It willbe
perceived that both the requirement that the representation be a statement
offactand its qualification in L4gingion vFrtzmattriceowe much to-an origin in
fraud. It is difficult 'to-misrepresent the State of one's mind other than
dishonestly.

15 beotiu' s' Lord Eburt (1872) 7 Ch App 777 at 804, per Mellish U.
14 Pp 309-324. belos.
15 (1883) 8 App (,as 457; p 243, above.
16 Ibid at 473. The Judgment of Stephen J in the court of first instance ((1879) 5 ExD

2911 should be closels studied
17 (18851 29 ChD 459 at 483, and see Angus s' Clifford [1891] 2 Ch 449 a; 470, per Bowen

U and tile observations of Lord Wilberforce in Brnasr, A'rwa',u board u Ta'thn 1976]
1 All ER 65 at 68. [1976] 1 WLR 11 at 1-,-
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The expression of an opinion properly so called, ie the statement of a
belief based on grounds incapable of actual p:oof, as where the vendor of a
business estimates the prospective profits at so much a year, is not a
re presentation of fact, and, in the absence of fraud, its falsity does not afford
a tide to relief. Thus in Bisset v Wilkinson, the vendor of a holding in New
Zealand. which had not previously been used as a sheep frcn, told a prospective
purchaser that in his judgement the carrying capacity of the land was rwc
thousand sheep. It was held that this was an honest statement of opinion o
the capacity of the farm, not a representation of its actual capacity.

It has never been doubted, however, that an expression of opinion may i.
certain circumstances constitute a representation of fact, as for instance
where it is proved that the opinion was not actually held, or that it ws
expressed upon a matter upon which the speaker was entirely ignorzl nt.

It is often fallaciously assumed that a statement of opinion cannot involve the
statement of a fact. In a case where- the facts are equally- well, known- to both
parties, whatone of them says to the other is frec'i entl y nothing .but am expretsion
of opinion ... But if the facts are not equaLly well known to both. sides, then a
satcrent of opinicn by the one who knows the facts best. involves ve'y often a

-e,'nerit of a mat- 	 fact, for he iinpiicdly stee that ht knows facts which
justify his opinion.

Thus, if it can be prove'i that the zpeaer di. s.h&.d- te s'pinio of that a

thtth-aic.ae	 ss.itb to aow	 fat :.ovz.tho
cn bued there is a msrepressnc.znc.:i cs.fa.zc whick.a zte-:y-

J.n ,rnith v Cn"zd and House Proriy Co'iz avejo d-esc:bed his vope::,' hi
atars Z.

of £'O3 a year (clear of rates, taxes, ins	 nce,,etc) for an u.:ern. o.t
27½year,thusoffering afirsz-clz.ssinvessenz:. is f.stt' Lady C--s.y rent btd
been paid by instalments under pressure and-no pa- o:€ Minsunrner re-i-t
hati been paid. It was held that the des crip don ofFkci'.as 'amozt.desira'cle
tenant' was not a mere expression of opinion. It was an untrue assertion that
nothing had occurred which could be regarded as rendering him an
undesirable tenant.

Again, if what is really an 9pinion is stated as a fact, as for instance where
company promoters, desiring to magnifythe fttture earning capacity of a Thine,
publish the forecasts of experts as if they were positive facts, ; there is a
representation in the true sense of the term.

Somewhat akin to the distinction between opinion and fact is the general
rule that simplex commendaio non- obligat. Eulogistic coin:nendation of the rs
vend4a is the age-old device of the successful salesman. Thus to clexribe la.icl
as uncommonly rich water meadow" or as 'fertile and improvable' , is iiot to
make a representation of fact. This principle has in the past beeis appLied in
a fashion rafter indulgent to salesmen and there is much. to be said for

18 [19271 AC 177.
19 Smith v Land and House F'pen Corpn (1884) 28 ChD 7 at 15, per Bowen U.
20 Brown v Raphael [19581 Ch 636. [1958] 2 All ER 79.
1 (1884) 28 ChD 7.
2 Reese River Silver Mining Co Ltd v Smith (1869) LR 4 HL 64.
3 Scott u Hanson (1829) 1 Russ & M 128.
4 Dimmock v HaikU (1866) 2 Ch App 21.
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applying more demanding standards Certainl y a statement which purports
to be supported by facts and figures, as for instance that umber trees are of
an average size approaching a given number of feet' does not cease to be a
representation of fact merely because it. is expressed in a laudator y vein. The
Trade Descriptions Act 1968 extends the criminal liabilirs for false
descriptions: but. bysection 35, a contract for the suppl y of goods is not Lobe
'unenforceable' b' reason only of a contravention of the Act.

It is clear that a representation of law cannot found an action merely because
it is wrong. But a representation of ]am, is basically a statement of the representor's
opinion as to what the law is and it follows that if the representor does not in fact
hold this opinion he misrepresents his state of mind and liabilitvshould accrue
under the principle in Edgington vFitmaunce.' It might further be argued that.
as with other statements of opinion, there will be cases where the representor
implicitly represents that he has reasonable grounds for his belief, in an' case
it is difficult to distinguish between representations of fact and law. A
representation, for instance, that the drains of a house are sanitarvis obviousl'
a statement of fact. It is equall y obvious that to state an abstract proposition of
law, as for instance that an oral contract ofguarantee is not enforceable by action.
is a representation of law. The distinction, however, becomes intractable when
a statement of fact is coupled, expressly or implicitl y , with a proposition of law.
It is evident that in practice contracts are much more likel y to be induced b'
mixed statements of this kind than b' abstract propositions of law. Suppose that,
as in Sollev Butcher, a man states that a flat is not an old but a new flat and is
therefore outside the Rent Restrictions Act, is this to be regarded as a statement
of factor of law? This particular aspect of the distinction is discussed later."

Can silence constitute misrepresentation?
A representation, whether expressed as a positive assertion offact or inferred
from conduct. normally assumes an active form, but an important question is
whether it can ever be implied from silence. To put the enquiry in another
form: when, if ever. is it the dut y of a contracting partvto disclose facts that are
Within his own knowledge?

The general rule is that mere silence is not misrepresentation.' 'The
failure to disclose a material fact which might influence the mind of a prudent

5 See the observations of Lord Diplock in Eruen Warnznk BV vJ Townend & .Soni (Huh
Ltd 119791 AC 731 at 743, [1979) 2 All ER 927 at 933.

6 Lord Brooke i Rounthwoiie (1846 5 Hare 29
7 (1885) 29 ChD 459. Hudson (1958) SLT 16. A misrepresentation as to foreign law is

a misrepresentation of fact: André & Cu' LA vEts Miclse( Btanr & Fiti (1979] 2 Uovds
Rep 427.

F Beattie 7 Lord E.urs (1872 7 Ch App 777 at 802; Beeth s Fiohwood Estates Ltd [1960
2 All ER 314 at 323. [1960) 1 WLR 549 at 560. It has been held that a common mzsta.kt
of law has no effect. eg where the panics to a contract each believe that the other is
bound to make it, when as a matter of fact neither is so bound: Brursh Homophont' Ltd
i' Kunz and CrystaUa ge Gramophone Record Manu/aaunng Ck Lid (19351 152 LT 589
Winfield 59 LQR 327; this case was based on the view held by English faw fot 150 years
that there was a fundamental difference between a misi.ake of la' and a mistake of fact
This view was rejected bs the Housr of Lords in Ki€snwor: Benson t Lzncon Ctr' Counci:
(1998] 4 All ER 513 And see pp 724-727, belosc.

f	 [1950) 1 KB 671. (194Sfl 2 All ER 1107. p 244. above. See also Laizre,icr v Lexcour,
Hofdxngs Ltd [1978 2 All ER 810. F1978	 WLR 1126.

10 Pp 724-727. beloy
11 I-ox v lslar.iireth (17881 2 Cos Eq Cas 326 at 320 and 321. pe r, Lord Thurlos
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contractor does not give the riht to avoid the contract"' even though it is
obvious that the contractor has z wrong impression thatwou I be removed by
disclosure. Tacit acquiescence in the self-Iecepuon of an .ther creates no
legal liability , unless it is due to active misrepresentation or to misleading
conduct. Thus, to take one important example, there is no general duty of
disclosure in the case of a contract of sale, whether of goods or of land.

There being no fiduciary relation between vendor and purchaser in the
negotiation, the purchaser is not bound to disclose an y fact exclusively within his
knowledge which might reasonabl y be expected to influence the price of the
subject to be sold. Simple reticence does not amount to Legal fraud, however. it
may be viewed by moraiists But a single word, or I I may add a nod or a wink.
or a shake of the head, or a smile from the purchaser intended to induce the
vendor to believe the existence of anon-existing fact, which might influence the
price of the subject to he sold, would be sufficient ground for a Court of Equity
to refuse a decree for a specific performance or the agreement)1

This general rule, of course, is not confined to contracts of sale. In Turner v
Green, ` for instance:

Shortly before two solicitors effected a ompromise on beht I of their
respective clients, the plaind"s solicitor was informed of certain legal
proceedings which made the compromise a prejudicial transaction for the
defendant. He kept the information to himself.

Itwa,s held that the solicitors silence was not sufficient ground forwithholding
a decree of specific performance.

Silence constitules misrepresentation in three cases
There are, however, at least three sets of circumstances in which silence or
non-disclosure affords a ground for relief. These are, firstl y , where the silence
distorts positive representation: secondly, where the contract requires uberrima

d-es thirdly, where a fiduciary relation exists between the contracting parties.
Only the first of these will he discussed at this stage.'

Silence upon some of the relevant factors may obviousl y distort a positive
assertion. A party to a contract may be legall y justified in remaining silent
about some material fact, hut if he ventures to make a representation upon the
matter it must he a full and frank statement, and not such a partial and
fragmentary account that what is withheld makes that which is said absolutely
false. A half truth maw be in fact false because of what it leaves unsaid. and,
although what a man actuall y says maw he true in every detail, he is guilrY of
misrepresentation unless he tells the whole truth. If a vendor of land states

12 Bell t Lever Bros Ltd 119321 AC 161 at 27, per Lord Atkin.
13 Smith v Hughes (187)) LR 6 Q8 597.
14 Walters v Morgan 1861) 3 De GF & J 718 at 723-24. per Lord Campbell.
15 [1895] 2 Ch 205.
16 See pp 329-334, below.
7 Oakes v Turquand and Harding,,1867) LR ' ilL 325 at 42-343 In jaus s Losd D G.orge

&Partners Ltd 119681 2 Al  ER 187 at 190-191, [1968] 1 WLR 625 at 630. Lord Deniting
MR suggested that an estate agent who tendered a contract to a client for signature.
impliedlv represented that it contained the usual orovision for pa y ment, viz on
completion of the sale onl y , and that failure to rest .1 that the contract contained a
provision for payment more favourable to the estate agent might, without more.
amount to a misrepresentation. These remarks were obiter and ',hould be treated with
some recve. Wilkinson 31 \ILR 700.
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that the farms are let, he must not omit the further fact that the tenants have
given notice to quit. if a tradesman accepts a dress for cleaning and asks the
client to sign a document, telling him that it exempts him from liabUirs., for
damage to beads and sequins, though in fact the exemption extends to 'an'
damage howsoever arising', he has conve yed a false impression which amounts
to a misrepresentation.19

Moreover, a parts' who makes a false statement in the belief that it is true
comes under an obligation to disclose the truth should he subsequenth
discover that he was mistaken. Similarl y if he makes a statement which is true
at the time, but which is found to be untrue in the course of the subsequent
negotiations. he is equally under an obligation to disclose the change of
circumstances. This latter issue was raised in Davies v London and Provincial
Marine Insurance Co.

A company ordered the arrest of their agent in the belief that he had
committed a felons' under the Larceny Act 1861. Certain friends of the
agent, in order to prevent his arrest. offered to deposit a sum of mone y as
securitvfor anv deficiency for which he might he liable. While this offerwas
under consideration the company, having been advised by counsel that no
felon y had been committed, withdrew the instructions for arrest. Later in
the same day the offer was renewed and it was accepted by the companY
without disclosing that there could no longer be any question of arrest.

It was held that the contract must be rescinded.

2 THE MEANING OF INDUCEMENT

A representation does not render a contract voidable unless it was intended
to cause and has in fact caused the represen tee to make th contract. It must
have produced a misunderstanding in his mind, and that misunderstanding
must have been one of the reasons which induced him to make the contract.
A false statement, whether innocent or fraudulent, does not per se give rise to
a cause of action.

It follows from this that a misrepresentation is legall y harmless if the
plaintiff:

(a) never knew of its existence: or
(b) did not allow it to affect his judgement: or
(C) was aware of its untruth.

Let us take these hypotheses seriatim.

(a) A plaintiff must always be prepared to prove that an alleged
misrepresentation had an effect upon his mind, a task which he certainh
cannot fulfil if he was never aware that it had been made. Thus in one case a
shareholder who pleaded that he had been induced to acquire shares by a

11' Dimmoc* v liaiSe:: (1866) 2 Gb App 21
19 Curtis v Cernzra/ CLeaning and Leing C [!()51j 1 KB 805. [195] I Al] ER 631. p 180

above. See atso Amei i Miward (ISJSI 8 Taunt 637
20 Davie-1 v London and Pvornnr*a, Mann, In s uran ce C.. (1878 8 ChD 469 a: 475. per Fr'

J With u ORanagan [1936: Ch 575. [1936'A1l ER 727.
I	 (1878) 8 ChD 469. Cf Wai,.	 Vo4hon [1977 2 Al] ER 125. [1977 I WLR 199. criucisec

PhiRips 40 MLR 599 and Ar Trading Detviopment Co t Lopid brvetopmenl9 Lt 1977
3 All ER 785. [1977 .1 1 WLR 444.
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misrepresentation. failed in his action for rescission, since, though false
reports concerning the financial state of the compan y had previousl y been
published, he was unabie to prove that he had read one syllable of the reports
or that an yone had told him of their contents.: Perhaps the most remarkable
case on the subject is Hors fall v Thomas. where the facts were these:

A gun containing a defect was de1iered to a bu yer, and after being fired
for six rounds. flew to pieces. ]Lis not quite clear what exactform the defect
took. for the case was withdrawn from the jury . The bu yer alleged that 'the
breach end of the chamber was all soft and spong, and that a metal plug
had been driven into the breach over this soft part'.' Bramwell B said that
the seller or his workmen 'had done something to the gun which concealed
the defect in it'. But one fact which was quite clear was that the bu yer had
never examined the gur..

To an action brought upon a bill of exchange which the buyer had accepted
bvwavofpavment. it was pleaded that the acceptance had been induced by the
fraud and misrepresentation of the seller. The Court of Exchequer Chamber
uuanimnouslh , held. however, that even if all the allegations of the bu yer could
be proved, his plea could not succeed, for since he had never examined the
gun, the attempt to conceal the defect had produced no effect upon his
mind.

(b) A seuresenree who does not allow the representation to affect his
,judgement. although it was designed to that end, cannot make it aground for
relief. He ma y , for instance, have regarded it as unimportant, as in Smith v
Chadwick!' where;

A prospectus contained a false statement that a certain important person
was on the board of directors, but the plaindfffranklv admitted in cross-
examination that he had been in no degree influenced b y this fact.

He may on the other hand have preferred to rel y upon his own acumen or
business sense or upon an independent report which he specially obtained.
Thus in Attwood v Small:r

A vendor accompanied an oiler to sell a mine with statements as to its earning
capacities which were exaggerated and unreliable. The buyers agreed to accept
the offer if the vendor could verify his statements and they appoin ted experienced
agents to invesugate the matter. The agents, who visited the mine and were given
even'facilirv for forming a judgment. reported that the statements were true, and
ultimatel y the contract was completed.

Re ivonnu,nberlanc and Our/rain Dssinc; banking Cs. ex p Biggr (858) 28 L-T Ci. 5C.
(1B62 1 H & C 9U
Ibid as 94-9
This decision, althou g h a simple illustration of the doctrine that an intention to
mislead must be foliowed hs success iii order to iuib rescission, i s not altogether
sausfactors or, other grounds Bramwell B. in delivering the judgment of the court.
indicated thar themanufacturing seller of an article- is bound Sc disclose an'
defect of which hr is aware rut i this is the ruts.. it is a little difficult to see wh, tfir
fact,' alleged by inc bu yer, presuming them to be true. did not makc is applicabit I:
is douhsiu. however wriether ans such duo is imposed on ule seller: see the remark,'
of (Ackourn Cl in .Smits i' Hughe.c fl8 7,I i LR h QB 59 7, at FIO'. where he dissented fron
Hors/at.	 T6om0
:18841 9 Apr Cas lh' as 194

6C	 Fir, 2t'.,
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It was held by the House of Lords that an action to rescind the contract for
misrepresentation must tail. since the purchasers did not rel y on the vendor's
statements, but tested their accuracy by independent investigations and
declared themselves satisfied with the result.

It is clear, however, that the right to relief would he endangerel if a
defendant were free to evade liability by proof that there were contrlLutorv
causes, other than his misrepresentation, which induced the plaintiff to mak
the contract, and that his representation was not the decisive cause.

Cranworth LJ asked:

Who can say that the untrue statement mt not have been precisel y that which
turned the scale in the mind of the party whom it was addressed?'

The courts, therefore, although denying relief to a plaintiff who entirely
disregards the misrepresentation, have consistentl y held that the
misrepresentation need not be his sole reason for making the contract. If it
was clearly one inducing cause it is immaterial that it was not the only inducing
cause.' In Edgngton v Fitzmaunce, for instance:

The plaintiffwas induced to take debentures in acompanv, partly because
of a rnisstaiernenc in the prospectus and partly because of his own erroneous
belief that cebenture holders would have a charge upon the property of
the compar;v.

Thus he had two inducements, one the false representation, the other his own
mistake, and on this ground it was pleaded, but unsuccessfull y pleaded, that
he was disenutled to rescission.

In addition to having induced the representee to enter the contract, it
is said that the representation must b material." There does not appear to
be any 20th century misrepresentaut i case where the result turns on the
precise meaning to be given to this requirement. , " However, the matter was
very fully considered in the leading House of Lords decision in Pan Atlantic
Co Ltd u Pinetop Insurance Co Lid" In his exhaustive review of the law of
misrepresentation and non disclosure, Lord Mustill said that the basic
principles were the same and that in both misrepresentation and non
disclosure a partvwho seeks to have a contract set aside must show both actual
inducement and materiality , that is, that the subject matter of
misrepresentation or non disclosure related to a matter which would have
influenced the judgement of a reasonable man.4

(C) Knowledge of the untruth of a representation is a complete bar to
relief, since the plaintiff cannot assert that he has been misled by L e

8 Rmnetl u . oi,, ( 1852) 1 Dc GM & G 660 at 708.
9 Approved in Barton v Armstrong [1976) AC 104 at 119. [1975] 2 All ER 465 at 475.
It) 1885) 29 ChD 459.
11 Smith u Cha4wicA (1882) 20 ChD 27 at 44-45. per Jessel MR..
12 But see Mueprtme Pn,rues Ltd u .tdhiU Pro genies Ltd [19901 36 EG 114
13 [1994] 3 All ER 581; Birds and Hird 39 MLA 285.
14 Many lawyers had not seen this as clearly as Lord Musuul. So. in practice. most reported

cases show parties concentrating on actual inducement in misrepresentation cases and
on matenality in noTT disclosure cases. There may be a question whether proof of
materiality raises a msumpuon of actual inducement. In practice this is likely to be
much more important in non.dislosure than in misrepresentation cases. See below
0 350.
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statement, even if the misstatement was made fraudulentl y . In such a case,
the misrepresentation and the concealment go foijust absolutel y nothing.

because it is not dolu.c our dat locttrn contractur.
It must be carefull y noticed. however, that relief will not be withheld on this

ground except upon clear proof that the plaintiff possessed actual and
complete knowledge of the true facts—actual not constructive, complete not
fragmentary. The onus is on the defendant to prove that the plaintiff had
uneouivocal notice of the truth. in particular. the mere fact that a parry has
been afforded an opportunity to investigate and verif y a representation does
not deprive him of his right to resist specific performance or to sue for
rescission. As Lord Dunedin once said

No one is entitled to make a statement which on the face of it conve ys a false
impression and then excuse himself on the ground that the person to whom he
made it had available the means of correction.'

If, for instance,

a prospectus misdescribes the contracts made b y the promoters on behalf
of the company : or

a vendor of land makes a false statement about the contents of a certain
lease: or

a vendor of a law partnership misstates the average earnings of the business
during the last three years.

it is no answer to a suit for relief to sa y that inspection of the contracts or ofthe
lease or of the hills of costs was expressl y invited but was not accepted."

C TYPES OF MISREPRESENTATION

I FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATION

Fraud common parlance, is a somewhat comprehensive word that em braces
a multitude of delinquencies differin g widely in turpitude, but the "es of
conduct that give rise Loan action of deceit at common law have been narrowed
down to rigid limits, in the view of the common law. 'a charge of fraud is such a
terrible thing to bring against a man that it cannot be maintained in an' court
unless it is shown that he had a wicked mind' .' influenced b y this consideration.

15 jrnnings v broughson (1854: 5 Dc GM & C 126, &gbie t' Phosphate Sewage Ca (1875) Lit
10 Q8 49:

16 Mitts, v KsrkpatricA 1850 7 Re]) App 186 at 237. per Lord brougham
17 &ag'avr r hued (1881i 2)) ChE) 1.
li" Jsoczoe r Lora AshOunor, [1914 AC 93 a: 96.
19 The first iwo instances are given b [esset MR in Reapi'ave v Hued. above, at 14: the

last represents the facts in the case uself. See also (J.ev.srai Rn Co of l'eneueLa (I),rectin
e:c i . .kescn (1867) LR 2 HL 90 at 120 It would seem that it would not normah' hi
contributor' negligence ' rels on such statements without checkint then..
Gelau Lc v Rithcirj' iGrou' Lid 11992: I All ER 865 Contributor' negligence is no:
available at all as a defence to deceit. Alliance and Lscesire bus4ing Soci,r, i' Ldgasior
Ln 1199:	 .ii ER 3

211 L, Liry'r,	 Could 18	 Qh 491 at 49". pe' Lord Esner
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the House of Lords h established in the leading case of Derr9 v Peek that an
absence of h nest bell Js essential to constitute fraud. If representor honestly
believes his statement to be true, he cannot be liable in d ceit, no matter how ill-
advised, stupid, credulous or even negligent he ma y have been. Lord Herschel,
indeed, gave a more elaborate definition of fraud in C'ervy v Peek saying that it
means a false statement 'made (1) knowingly, or (2) wthout beliefin its truth,
or (3) recklessly, careless whether it be true or false, but, as the learned judge
himself admitted, the rule is accurately and compoehensively contained in the
short formula that a fraudulent misrepresentation is a false statement which,
when made, the representor did not honestly believe to be true.

The important feature of this decision is the insistence of the House of
Lords that E1--e distinction between negligence and fraud must never be
blurred. Frau .1 is dishonesty, and itis not nece.sarily dishonest, though itmay
be negligent, to express a belief upon gTcuxoz that would not convince a
reasonable man.

The facts of Derry v Peekwtre these:

A company, after submitting 115 plaL'tc cc the Board of Trade, a'pLied for a
special Act of Parliament authox-ising i:co run trains in Plymouth by steam
power. The Actwich was uitirnatelyr ssedprovided that the tras might
be moved by animal power, or, if the :onsent of the Eoard of Trade were
obtained, by steam or mechanical p - icr. The direct xs, believing that this
consent would be cien as a matter of course, since the plans had already
been submitted to r.e £oard ofTe wunout encountering objticn.
thereupon issuec'. z prospectus saying that the company had die rigni to
use steam. power vraztvad	 The resoto.en	 shae-pon t.e
faith of thiss	 .::.e:;.?h	 cacc. ofT.-i.:.e	 h• coLsst, atloi t:Le

company was ult.zaazely wound up.
It was held by the Ese of Lords, reversing the decision f the Court of
Appeal, that an acthrn of deceit against the directors claiming daniages for
fraudulent misrepresentation must fail. Lord Henxhell said:

The prospectus was ... ina.curate. But that is not the question. If they (the
directors I believed, that the consent of the Board of Trade was practically
concluded by the passing of the Act, has the p laintiff made out, which it was for
him to do, that they have been guilty of a fraudulent misrepresentation? I think
not. I cannot hold it proved as to any one of them that he knowingly made a false
statement, or one which he did not believe to be true, or was careless whether
what he stated was true or false. In shor. I think. they honestly believed that what
they asserted was rue.

In testing the honesty of the representors belief, his statement must not be
considered according to its ordinary meaning, but according to its meaning
as understood by him. Carelessness is not dishonesty but, of course, if a man

(1889) 14 App Gas 337: Lobban 112 LQR 287.
Ibid at 374.
Ibid at 379. It should be noted that the decision of the House of Lords was based on
the trial judge's finding that the defendants believed their statements to be true. He
might well have held that they mere', hoped and believed that they would soon
become true. Such a finding would hav' led to judgment for the plaintiffs. See Pollock
S LQR 410 Anson 6 LQR 72.
,4kgrhietm v Dc Mare [1959) AC 79. [1959) 3 All ER 485; Gn,as v Lewis !iiUman Ltd E19701
Ch 445, [1969] 3 All ER 1476; McGrath Motors (Canberra) Pty Ltd v AfPpIebeE (1954) 1110
CLR 656.
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is reckless, a court may well bejusufied in concluding that he could not have
been honest. There may be such an absence of reasonable g-round for his
belief as, in spite of his assertion, to cam conviction to the mind that he had
not really the belief which he alleges. '

Again, if  representor deliberatel y shuts his e^ s to the facts or purposely
abstains from their investigation, his belief is not honest and he is just as liable
as if he had knowingly stated a falsehood.

Motive is irrelevant in an action of deceit. Once it has been proved that the
plaintiff has acted upon a false representation which the defendant did not
believe to be true, liability ensues, although the defendant ma y not have been
actuated by any bad motive. -' The representor is not liable, however, until the
representee has acted on the representation and thereby suffered loss.'

2 NEGLIGENT MISSTATEMENT AT COMMON LW

The plaintiffs in Deny vPeek formulated their claim as an action in the tort
of deceit. But it was assumed at the time, and for sevent y vears afterwards. ° that
the 1-louse of Lords in this case decided that no action would lie for negligent
words, at least where reliance on them produced purely financial loss, as
opposed to physical damage. Allnon-fraudulent misrepresentations sn euid
be classed together as innocent misrepresentations.

There was, however, an important equitable exception in that b y an
application of the general doctrine of consu-uctive fraud which is discussed
below,' an action would lie for negligeni misrepresentation if there was a
fiduciary relationship between the parties. So in I'iiocion v LordAshburzonll this
principle was applied by the House of Lords to negligent advice given b y a
solicitor to his client."

In 1963 the House of Lords delivered its famous judgment in Red1evBwne
& Co Ltd v Belier & Pan ners Lid" in which it held that in some circumstances
an action would lie in tort for negligent misstatement. In this case the
plaintiffs entered into advertising contracts on behalf ofEasipower on terms
underwhtch they would themselves be liable ifEasipower defaulted. Wishing
to check on Easipowers credit, the y asked their bank to inquire of the
defendants, who were Easipower's bankers. Rel ying on the replies, they
continued to place orders and suffered substantial loss when Easipowerwen

5 Derrs v Fcek (1889) 14 App Gas 337 at 369, per Lord Herschell.
6 Ibid at 376, per Lord Herschell.
7 Foster v Choric (1830) 6 Bing 396; affd 7 Bing 105.
8 Bnst v Woolie [1954] AC 333, [1954] 1 All ER 909; Diamond v Bank of London O,W

Montreal Ltd (1979) QB 535, [1979] 1 All ER 561.
9 (1889) 14 App Gas 337
10 Le Lü!vre v Gould (1893] 1 QB 491; Candles v Crone, Christmas& Co [1951] 2 KB 164.

(1951) 1 All ER 426.
11 See pp 386-337, beloss.
12 119141 AC 932. On the difficult question of the relationship between fraud at common

Ias and fraud in cquii. see Srtendan Fraud in Equio pp 12-37
13 Negligent advice given by a solicitor to his client would norma1)s amount to a breach

of an implied term of the contract between them, in Noctorz v Lord Ashi.,urion the
plaintiff did not formulate his claim in contract because of problems of limitation.
Before 1873. a plaintiff could not have recovered damages for a claim of this kind bu
onis speclfIcall\ equitable remedies such as accoun Damages were awarded in Wood..

Martin. Bank. [)959j I QIt 55. [1958] 3 All ER ]6€
14 I964 AC 465. f1463	 Al;ER 575
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into liquidation. The House of Lords held that the plaintiffs' action failed
since the defendants' replies :iad been given 'without responsibility'; but
they also stated that, but forth disclaimer, an action for negligence could e
in such circumstances. Their Lordzhips did not however attempt to ren -te
with precision the circumstances in which such an action would lie. Detailed
consideration of the' resultant problems must be left to works on the law of
torts" but a few observations must be made since it now possible to argue
that a negligent precontractual misrepresentation n .ad'e by one parry to the
contract to the other may give rise to an ac.on for damages in tort.

It is clear that the House € Lords did not simply assimilate negligent
statements to negligent acts. L ilityfor negligent statements depends upon'
the existence of a 'special :cionship' between plaintiff and defendant.
Such a relationship does no necessarily involve direct contact between the
parties. Ir. Hedle'y J3vrne 6,,' Co Ltd u Heller &Partn€rs Ltditself, the advice was
passed through the p laintiff's bank and neither party kne ithe identity of the
ocher. The defendant knew, however, that the information would be passed
to a customer of the inquirinv bank and that it was required so that the
customer could decide whether to extend credit to Easi;ower. Jr would seem
probable that the adviser must knv; in general terms the purpose for' 'tiich
the advice is sought. But where advice is given before entering into a contract
between the person giving advice and the person receiving it, this is not likely
to be a pra'tical difficulty.

It has been s gssccl that the dut7 to tate car cm givng advceis impc>ed
onlyon profe3n('?i men and perhaps oniy on ::o.e profesatourd men whose
profession it isto give advice. Lfsuch a linaitation tns, itwoutdgravelyrestrict
the applic thri o5 this rule to pre-c trtcruz a i.na's. Though uc
possibility was extensively canvassed by the Privy Council in Mutual Life and
Citizens 'Assuran.r,e Co Lid vEvaa, ' later English cases suggest that this difficult
case whatever it decided', is not law in England."

It is important to note that there is nothing in thejudg-ment in Hedley Byrne
& Co Ltd v Heller & Partners Ltd to suggest that liability can attach only to
statements of fact as defined above 3 It can extend beyon' this to other forms
of negligent advice, such as the expression of an opinioii about the law.

Early decisions after 1963 did little to clarify whether, and if so when, the
doctrine in Hedley Byrne & Co Ltd uHelier &PartnersLtdmight bf ised to impose
liability for negligert re-contractuaL statements. It was he I that actions
would not lie in tort .gainst an architect" or a solicitor' for negligent advice
which was in breach otcontracton the theory thatasingle duty cannot give rise

15 There are many articles discussing the effect or the case on the law both of tort and
of contract. These include Honoré 8 JSPTL 2:.4; Stevens 27 MLR 121; Weir [1963]
CLJ 216; Gordon 38 ALJ 39. 79: Coot- 2 NZULR 263.

16 [1971] AC 793, [1971] 1 All ER 151 Rickford 34 MLR 328. The decision should
probabl y be regarded as 'urning prirnarv on what a plaintiff must allege in his pleadings
under the unreformed -w South Wales procedure. Note that of the three Lords who
sat in both Hed1y Byrne f Co v Keller and Munsal Lift v Evati, two were in the minority
in the latter case. In W B Anderson & Sons Ltd v Rhodes (Liverpool) Ltd [1967) 2 All ER
550, liability was im posed in a purely commercial context.

17 See eg Esso Petroleum Co Ltd u Mardon [1976] QB 801. [1976] 2 All ER 5; BaIt', v
Metropolitan Property Realisatsons Ltd [1978] QB 554, [1978) 2 All ER 445.

18 Pp 294298. 'above,
19 Bog,': v Steveiu, Scanlan & Co (1966] 1 QB 197, [1964] 3 All ER 577.
20 Clark zi Kirby-Smith [1964) Ch 506. [1964) 2 All ER 855.
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to actions boil) in contract and tori. This theory was criticised. and was hard
to reconcile with numerous decisions allowing actions by servants against
masters or by passengers against carriers to be brought indifferentl y in
contract or tort.

It appears now to have been abandoned. More recently cases have held that
if a plaintiff can show that all the ingredients of a toruous claim are present,
he is not disentitled from pursuing it because he also has a claim in contract.
The matter was examined in an exceptionall y full and careful judgment by
Oliverj in Midland Bank Trust Co Ltd v Hell, Stubbs and Kemp.'

In this case a father owned a farm, which he let to his son. in 1961 the father
agreed to give the son an option to buy the freehold reversion within the
next ten years. The defendant solicitors acted for both father and son in
the transaction and drew up a formal agreement embodying the terms of
the option. The' omitted however to register it as an estate contract. In
August 1967 the father sold the farm to his wife. In October 1967 the son
attempted to exercise the option and discovered for the first time that the
property had been sold and the option never registered. In due course the
son decided to sue the defendants for professional negligence and issued
a writ in July 1972. On the face of it, there was a clear breach of contract
but equall y this appeared to be well outside the limitation period since the
contract had been broken in 1961 when the option had not been registered.
The plaintiffs sought to overcome this difficulty in two ways. As regards the
claim in contract, they argued that there was a continuing breach until the
father's sale in August 1967, when it became impossible to register.
Alternativel y they argued that there was a claim in tort, arising out of the
solicitors' negligence. A tort action if it existed could not have been
brought before damage had been inflicted, that is by the father's sale to his
wife in 1967, and  so a tort action would be still within the limitation penod.

OliverJ held for the plaintiffs on both grounds.' As regards the claim based
on Red 1ev Byrne & Co Lid v Helier & Partners Ltd he say, no difficulty in this
existing alongside a contractual claim. The key question was whether these
was a 'special relationship' between plaintiff and defendant and not howthat
relationship arose. The rcasoning'of Oliver) was enthusiasticall y approved b
Lord Goff delivering the principal speech in the House of Lords in Henderson
v Merrell Syndicates.'

These cases all concern negligence in the course ofperforniing a contractua]
du to take care, but if tortious and contractual obligations can coexist after the

Poulton 82 LQR 346, and see Reid v Traders General Insurance Co. Dares Motors and Myers
(1963) 41 DLR (2d) 148 at 154, per lisle' J . Svmmons 21 McGill U 79
See eg Matthews v Kuwait Bechtel Corpn [1959) 2 Q8 57, [1959] 2 All ER 345.
(1979) Ch 384, [1978) 3 All ER 571; Stanton 42 MLR 207; Jolowica [1979) cU 54.
He shortly afterwards died and the action was taken over by the plaintiffs as executors
He found this pnr.clpie to be logicall' implicit in Esso PetroLeum Co Ltd i' Mardon 11976
QB 801, 11976 2,U ER 5. See also Bates v Metropolitan Prerry F.eahsatzons Lid f1978
QB 554. [1978] 2 Al] ER 445, citro at a tate stage to OiiverJ but not fui!N considered
by him. Oliver's J judgment was approved bN Lord Donning MR in Photo .Production Lid
o Secuncor 7ran.spors Ltd [19781 3 All ER 146 at 150-151, [1978] 1 WLR 856-862, in a
passage not criticised lt use House of Lords when reversing the Court of Appeal. See
also the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Central Trust Go v Rajuse (]986
31 DLR (4th' 481 (Can SC) Havel, I JCL 43
[1994' 3 All ER 506. [19941 3 WLR 761
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contract is concluded, it woulG seem that they can also coexist before the
contractis concluded- This view is confirmed by &so Petroleum Co Ltd v Mardon.3

In this case the plaintiffs had let a petrol filling statior. to the defendant
for three years. The station was on a newly developed site and during the
negotiations for the lease one L, a dealer sales repr 'ntative employed
by the plaintiff, with over 40 years' experience, had told the defendant that
he thought the potential 'throughput' of the station in the third year
would be of the order of 200,000 131lons, Th., defendant suggested that
100.000 gallons might be a more realistic Fg-ure but his douots were
quelled I v L's expertise and great experience. In- the event the throughput
in the third ye:r was only 86,502 gallons. At this level the station as
uneconomic and the defendant gave up the tenancy. The plaintiffs s ed
for arrears of rent and the.defendant counterclaixned for damages for
negligence.

The Court of Appeal held for the defendant. 9 In making statements about the
station's prospects during the pre-contractual negotiations the ?laintiffs
owed the defendant a duty of care since they had a I :iancial inter st in the
advice they wert giving and knew that the defendant was relying on their
knowledge and'exp 2rtise. Further they were in breach of the. duty of care,
since L's forecast, although honesdr made, failed to take into account the
actual configuration o( the site as developed.

Itdoes not if course followfrom this decision that parties in pre-contxactuat
negotiations aiwa owe each other a duty ofcare, but it appears thatwe can now
confidentlystae t:.:atifid the in redien o nf a duty of care ace present. the ducy
is not excluded by the fact taat the parties are in a pce.contracwat tuadon.

Another int.resdng and çjf 1[rcccna,which hnotyttb'tz before
the English courts, concerns the effeccoia r.egligent pre-.contractualstatemeflt.
whh is not eventually followed by a contract. As a. rule there will be no
qu ;tion' of liability since no- darnage'wifl have resulted but this is not
necessarily so.- Suppose for instance X, -a main contracto who 3preparinga
tender for building anew office  block asked Y, a central he :ing3u6-contraCtor,
for an estimate and that V carelessly quotes a figure which is, too low. Sup ose
further that relying on V's figures, X puts in a tender, which again is too low
and that one morning X receives n the post two letters, one accepting his
tender for the building and the	 er from V revoking his quotation. As a
matter of offer and acceptance, 	 clear that X has made a binding main
contract and has no-contractual a	 a against V. It is arguable, however, that
he now has a tortious action. It it	 that this may be said to be evading the
rules of offer and acceptance.° bu.- 	 thought that this is not so. X's loss does

7 This is how Woods v Martins Bank (1959] l QB 55. [19581 3 All ER 166, should now
be explained. The possibility might have been raised in Dick &ntey Produciion.t v Harold

Smi th (Motors) (19651 2 All ER 65, [19651 I WLR 623, but the case went on other

grounds.
8 [19761 QB 801. [19761 2All ER 5; Scaly [19761 Ctj 221- The Court of Appeal also held

that Esso had giva a contractual warranty that their opinion was carefully formed. See

also Dillingham Construction Pty Ltd t, Downs (1912] 2 NSWLR 49: Sea.Land of the Pacific

Ltd z, Ocean Cement Ltd (1973) 33 DLR (3d) 625; Capital Motors Ltd z Beecham (19751

I NZLR 576; Gran Cela-to L
td t, Richeliff (Grout') Ltd 119921 1 All ER 865.

9 The faci took place before 1967 and there was therefore no claim under the
Misrepn encation Act 1967 See pp 307-309. below.

10 Holman Construction Ltd v Delta Timber Co Ltd (19721 NZLR 1081.
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not follow from V's revocation but from V's carelessnes& in fixing the offer
figure. If thefigure had been carefull y calculated. X. wouldusually have been
able to go out. into the market to engage another cen trabheating contractor
at much the same price but if the figure is too Lowhewi.11 not beable to do this.
So it is not implausible to argue that the situation is one where-Y knew that X
would rely on his figure and would suffer loss if it were: unreliable and that
therefore Vowed X a duty of care.

3 NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION UNDER THE
MISREPRESENTATION ACT 1967

In 1962 the Law Reform Committee in its 10th Report recommended that
damages should be given for negligent misrepresentation. ` This
recommendation was, of course, based on the law as itwas assumed to be before
Hedley Bvi & Co Ltd v Heller& Partners Lt4 and it mavwell he that itwould have
been wise to reconsider it in the light of that decision. Instead it was enacted
by the Misrepresentation Act 1967, 12 section' 2(l) of which provides that:

Where a peson has entered into a contract after a misrepresentation has been
made to him by another party thereto and as a resuit thereof he has suffered loss.
then, if the person making the misrepresentation would be liable to damages in
respect thereof had the misrepresentation been made fraudulently, that person
shall be so liable notwithstanding that the misrepresentation was not made
fraudulently, .less he proves that he had reasonable ground to believe and' did
believe up to the Utor the contract was made that the facts represented were true.

It is clear that the object,) C this subsection is to impose liability in damages for
negligent misrepresentation and to reverse the normal burden of proof by
requiring the represeruor to dispi ve his negligence, but a singularl y oblique
technique was adopted for this put po.s since the draftsman elected no
proceed by reference to the common law i iles on fraud. This has led some
commentators to talk of a 'fiction of fraud'.' 4 Though it would be quixotic to
defend the drafting of the section, it is suggested that there is no such fiction
of fraud' since the section does not say that a negligent m:srepreseritOr shall
be treated for all purposes as if he were fraudulent. No doubt the wording
seeks to incorporate by reference some of the rules relating to fraudbut it does
not follow that it has incorporated all of them.°

Since in an action based on the Act the representor will have to bear the
burden of disproving his negligence, it would seem that a plaintiff will usually
formulate his claim under the Act rather than sue at common law for fraud or
negligence. But in some cases an action at common law may still be preferred.

Firstly , a plaintiff who relies upon the doctrine in Hediey Byrne & Co Ltd

Heller & Ptrtners Ltd, need not establish that a trnsrepresentaliOfl strtcto sensu

has been made.5

11 Grind 1762, par-as 17 and 18.

12 1967, s 7.
13 kuvah and Ti-end 30 MLR 369 at 375: Fairest [19671 CLI 239 at 244-245.

14 Atjvah and rreitcl. those.
15 See the illuminating discussion by Mummery J in Alliance and Leicester Buddinz Societs

t' EdizostoP Lid 1 19941 2 All ER 38 as to the availability of contributor.' negligence as
a defence to claims in deceit and under Misrepresentation Act 1967. s 2f IL The
subsection does not impose liability on an agent who makes .1 misrepresentation.
Reoiute Mantinie inc v Nippon Limm Kwkai 119831 2 All ER 1. [1983! 1 WLR 857.

16 See pp 303-307. above.
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Secondl y , it mavweil be that different rules as to remoteness and measure
of damages appl y to the three forms of action open to the plaintiff.' The
prospect of recovering heavier damages might spur him to assume the greater
burden of proving fraud or negligence.

Thirdly, the statutory action only applies where a person has entered Into
a contract'. if, as will sometimes happen. the effect of the representor's
statements is to make the contract void ab initro for mistake, it would seem that
there would be no action under the statute for there would be no contract. This
max' be illustrated by considering the case of McRae v Commonwealth DtsposaLc

Commisston. it will be remembered that its this case the defendants sold the
plaintiffs a non-existent ship and later argued that thevwere not liable for loss
incurred by the plaintiffs in searchingfor the ship since there was no contract
for lack of subject matter. We have alread y  suggested" that an English court
might prove unwilling to follow the High Court of Australia's view that there
was a contract that the ship existed. If an English court were to hold the
contract'void in such a situation, itwould seem that no action could be brought
under the Act. But the plaintiff could still recover in tort at common law by
proving that the defendant was either fraudulent or negligent in stating that
the ship existed, since it is not a requirement of these actions that the
representee shall have entered into a contract but simply that he shall have
suffered loss in reliance on the statement. Since the defendants in McRae v

CommonweoJ.thDisposal.s Commission were clearly negligent it would seem that
the decision in that case can now best be explained by reliance on HedleyBrne

' Co Ltd v Heiler & Partners Ltd.
The complexities of the interrelationships between these rules are well

ii I ustrated b y Roward Marine and Dredging Co Ltd v  Ogden &Son.s (Excavations)

The defendants were engaged by the Northumbrian Water Authority for
a substantial excavation contract. This involved carr ying the spoil to sea in
seagoing barges and dumping it there. The defendants. although very
experienced at excavation work, had no experience of dumping at sea. In
order to carry out the contract the y needed to charter two seagoing barges
and in order to calculate their tender for the contract the y needed to know
the cost of chartering the barges. One factor in this cost would be the soil
carry ng capacity of the barges. since this would have an important input
on the speed at which the earth could be removed and thereb" on the
length of the contract. Negotiations took place between the defendants
and the plaintiffs, who were the owners of two suitable barges in the course
of which the plaintiffs marine manager stated that the payload was 1600
tonnes. 1 This figure was based on his recollection of the deadweight figure
of 1800 tonnes given by Lloyds Register. Very exceptionally however, the

li See pp 320-325. belo.n.
1 b (1951) 84 GLR 377,
19 Pp 257-258. above.
20 119781 QB 574, [1978) 2 All ER 1134; Sealv [1978] CU 229; Brownaword 41 MLR 735:

Sills 96 LQR 1b.
This Statement was made after the defendant bad tendered for the excavation contract
and had their wader accepted. This would appear very relevant-to the quannim of an
claim since snuch of the .defendants' loss flowed from tendering at the wrong figure
'The decision .of the Court of Appeal was concerned onk with habilin and not with
quantum.
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Lloyds Register was wrong. The true deadweight figure given b y the
barge's German shipping document (which the marine manager had
seen) was 1195 tonnes, giving a payload of 1055 tonnes. In due course the
defendants chartered the barges from the plaintiffs, but the written
contract contained no mention of these figures.

Finding that because of the shortfall in capacity , they were not able to proceed
with the work as quickl y as they had planned. the defendants ceased to pay the
charter hire. The plaintiffs withdrew the barges and sued for outstanding
payments and the defendants counter-claimed for damages both under
Misrepresentation Act 1967, section 2(1) and at common law.

All the ingredients of liability under section 2(1) were present unless the
plaintiffs could prove that the y had reasonable ground to believe... that the
facts represented were true'. There was no doubt that the marine manager had
made the statement honesth'and Lord Denning MR thought itwas reasonable
for him to rely on the Llo yds Register figure. The majority of the Court of
Appeal held that it was not reasonable not to refer to the shipping documents
on such an important matter. The Court was also divided in its views as to
negligence at common law. Lord Denning MR thought that the situation was
not one calling for care in the making of the statemerl t and that in an y event
the marine manager had not been careless. Shaw Lj took the opposite view on
both points and Bridge Lj did not reach a concluded view on either.

The case confirms that the statutor y action has the advantage that there is
no need to establish a duty of care. The maj orityview also suggests, what had
not been clearly perceived before, that is, that the represen tor may nor escape
liability , simply by disproving negligence but must affirmatively prove
reasonable grounds of belief.

4 INNOCENT MISREPRESENTATION

Before 1963, the phrase innocent misrepresentation' was used to describe
all misrepresentations which were not fraudulent. Now that two classes of
negligent misrepresentation have appeared, the appellation innocent
should clearl y be restricted to misrepresentations that are made without fault.

D REMEDIES FOR MISREPRESENTATION

I RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REMEDIES FOR BREACH OF
CONTRACT AND REMEDIES FOR MISREPRESENTATION

As we have alread y seen, classical doctrine drew a firm distinction between
those statements which formed terms of  contract arid those which constituted
mere representations. The practical effect of this distinction has been
diminished by the Misrepresentation Act 1967 but it remains conceptually
ugnificant. Before the Act, however, it was not clear whether the same statement
could simultaneously be both a term of the contract anda mere representation.

They also argued insuccesstullv '-hac the irarements as to pavlo.so were warranties.
Exactl y what this means is far from clear. See the helpful anatsis b y brownsword 41

MLR 735 at 737.
P 292. above.
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In discussing this possibilitvwe must consider two separate types of case. The
first is where a statement is made during pre-contractual negotiations nd the
same statement later appears as a term of the (wnttcn) contract. In this case one
might think that the representee could exercise his remedies for
misrepresentation in respect of the first statement and his remedies for breach
of contract in respect of the second, but there was some authorit y for the vie
that the representation merged with the te:n so that no remedies would be
available for the misrepresen tau on. All doubts on this question are now
resolved by section 1 of the Misrepresentation Act 1967, which provides:

Where a person has entered into a contract after a misrepresentation has been
made to him and—

(a) the misrepresentation has become a term of the contract: ... then, if
otherwise he would be entitled to rescind the contract without alleging fraud,
he shall be so entitled ... notwithstanding the matters mentioned in paragraph
(a) ... [of this section].

This obscurely worded provision means that a inisrepresentee ma y rescind for
a misrepresentation, even though the same undertaking has later become a
term of the contract.

The second type of case arises where it is possible to argue that a statement,
which occurs only once in the history of a transaction maybe classified either
as a term of the contract or as a representation. If it is classified as a
representation, there would be no question of granting the remedies
appropriate to a contractual term and if is classified as a term, there would
be no question of granting the remedies for 'mere representations'. In
practice. the classification has always been made where the plaintiff claims
damages on the ground that the statement is a term of the contract. But in the
converse case where the plaintiff claims rescission for misrepresentation, it
does not appear ever to have been argued that the remedy should be refused
because the statement was properly classified as a term.

A good example is Leaf vInternational GaUertes where the plaintiff bought
a picture from the defendant, which the latter stated incorrectl y to have been

painted by Constable. Clearly this statement might well have been held to be
a term of the contract if the plaintiff had sought damages, but he wished to
return the picture, and therefore sued for rescission for innocent
misrepresentation. Though the Court of Appeal was clearly somewhat
embarrassed at the possibility of a plaintiff being able to rescind for innocent
misrepresentation when the right to reject for breach of condition was lost:
the case was decided on the basis that the defendant's statement was a 'mere'
representation but that the right to rescind was lost bvlapse of rime! In other
cases, also, the same assumption has been allowed to go unchallenged.'
Nevertheless it is suggested that in principle the categories of terms and
representations are muruallvexclusive and that, a plaintiff cannot elect to treat

Penns'vvania Shipping Co T. Compagnte ]Vaiiormlt de Navigaaon 11936 2 All ER 1167. Cl

Gov"gnir Fran çaase -des Che,nsns de Fir Faris-Orleans i' Leeston shipping Co ( 1 919 )	 LI

L Rep 235. Fairest [1957) CL] 239 at 241.242.
]1950] 2 KB 85, (1950) 1 All ER 693; p 261. above.
[19501 2 KB at 91. 11950 I All ER at 695.
See p 315. below.
Eg Long v LJ.crd 119581 2 All ER 402. (1958) 1 MLR 753 See Ativab 22 MLR 76. where
the argument in the text is forcefull y pin. See also \aughtoti v Ototlaghan (Rogrn,

third pathes) [ 1990] 3 All ER 191.
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a term as a representation. If this is so. it would follow that section 1 of the
Misre presentation Act 1967 had no application to such a case, since it is not
one in which a misre p resentation has become a term, but one in which a
statement has always been a term."

-) RESCISSION

It is a fundamental principle that the effect of a misrenresentanon is to make
the con tract voidable and not void." This means that the contract is valid unless
and until t is set aside b y the representee. i On discovering the
mIsrepresentation the representee mavelect to affirm or to rescind the contract.

A contract is affirmed if the representee declares his intention to proceed
with the contract or does some act from which such an intention ma y reasonably
he inferred.'

A contract is rescinded if represen tee makes it clear that he refuses to
be biund by Its provisions. The effect then is that the contract is terminated
ab rnitw as if it had never existed. In the words of Lord Atkinson:

Where one party to a contract expresses bvwor or act in an unequivocal manner
that by reason offrau or essential error of  material kind inducing him to enter
into the contract he has resolved to rescind it. and refuses to he hound hr it, the
expression of his election, ii' justrfied b y the facts, terminates the contract, puts
the parties iii itau quo uinle and restores things, as between them, to the P0a1t1011
in which they stood before the contract was entered into."'

An election, once it has been unequivocall y made, whether in favour ot
affirmation orofrescissioit. is deten-nitied for eve r.° It cannot he revived. [I' the
represcritee elects to rescind the contract, the general rule is that within a
reasonable time he must communicate his decision to the representor, for the
latter is entitled to treat the contractual nexus as continuingunril he is informed
of its termination." This general rule, however, is subject to two exceptions.

Firstly , if the result of the misrepresentation is that possession of property
is delivered to the representor. the recapt.ion of the property by the representee
is itself a communication of the rescission.7

10 The thesis in this section is also important in connection with the provisions ot the
Misrcprc'sencamiiiti Art as co exem p tion ciauses—see pp 326-328. below.

1 1 In exceptional cases, as in that of mistaken dendir a misreoresentee ma y cause a
rnistae 4hich nias entitle the mtsre p resencce c o treat the contract as void. But this
is the result of the mistake and not ot the misrepresentation.

12 .Vewb:cgsn n .ldam 18861 34 C:I-iD 582 at 592.
13 See p 315. below.
14 .Sbia'n .Stearnchzti Co	 lVeswtik Shipping Co Lid 19231 AC 773 at 781. L?rifortunatel'he

word 'rescission' is also often used ii describe the position where a part y elects to treat
a contact as discharged because of a breach of one of the essential terms. But there
the contract is not rendered void ab 'luCia: .S!ussrn p t'011 Die pnen'i land Co 19381 Ch
253 at 260. 119381 I All ER 210 at 215. per Farwell LJ The :arther liability of either
party to perform the outstanding contractual obligations is terminated, hut causes -if
action hat have alread arisen hr virtue of the breach reni,iin remeijiahte hr an action
tor danioges See il I' Ward p 8r'rioil 1967 I QB 534 at 548. 19671 2 All ER 449 at
tSS. per 'i)i p lock U]. it .sould :Iearmv acid 4reaflv to clarit y if the word rescission were
coniiried to the ;resent remed y. This has been emphasised in .1 number of recent
decisions PP '504.606,

5 i:hv Ta 'naoli and ......,hi'itpni Rts Co 1871 LR 7 Excn 26 at 55. s	 trram.
( cr and L'nri 'ertal hna,ir, (: Ltd v Caldil (1965J i QR 525. 19641 I kil ER 290

7 Ibid.
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Secondl'r, if the representor aisapnears so effectivel y that it is impossible

to find him, the requirement of commumcai.ton will he satisfied if the
representee records his intenhioi to rescind the contract dv some over'. .c:

that is reasonable in the circumst;.ces. This was recognised for the first time

in Car a c' ? [Jnivesstrl Finance Co i_id t Caldriel! on the following facts

The defendant sold and delivered a car to X in return for a cheque that
was dishonourud the next da', by which time both. the car and X had
disappeared. The defendant irnrnediatei y notified the police and the

Automobile Association and requested them to find the car While the
search was proceeding, X sold the car to M Ltd motor dealers. who had
notice of X's defective title. Ultimatel y . M Ltd sold the car to the plaintiffs

who bought it in good faith.

It was held that the defendant. h settintz the police and the Automobile
Association in motion, had sufficientl y evinced his intention to rescind the

contract. As soon as he made this clear, the ownership of the car reverted to
him, and therefore the later sale by M Ltd vested no title in the plaintiffs, the
innocent porch asers.

Rescission. even though enforced by a couri. is always the act of the

defrauded party in the sense that it is his election which effectively destroys

the contractual nexus between him and the other partv. It follows that
rescission is effective from the date it is communicatt'rl to the representor and
not from the date of an'judgrnent in subsequent livauon. Nevertheless, the

representee may fortify his position by bringing an action for rescission in
equity. astep that is desirable if the fraudulent parry ignores the cancellation

Of the contract and if there is a possibiliii that innocent third parties ma y act

on the assumption that it still exists.
As we have seen, the effect of rescission is to nullif the contract ab mute.

An essential requirement of this remed y , where the contract has been partly

18 N 16. above.
19 In this case the car was not sold b y the rogue X directly to the innocent purchaser. It

was first sold by him to N Ltd who had notice of his defective tine, and later sold to
the innocent purchaser. in Newtons of liembim Lea 14`ilitam3 [1965] 1 QB 560. 119641
S All ER 532. the facts were similar excep t that there was a direct asic dv the rome to
the innocent buyer, and it was held that the latter acquired a good tide by virtue of

the Factors Act 1889. s P.

This distinction between the effect of a direct and an indirect sale after the contract
between the rogue and the true owner has been rescinded is a reproach to the ias (see
Cornish 27 MLR 472 at 477. The Law Reform Committee, however, has recommended
in its 12th Report that until notice of resc-ission of a contract is communicated to the
other contracting part' lie in the instant example to the rogue i an innocent
purchaser from the latter shall be able to acquire a good title Cmnd 2958 (1966)
If statutory effect is given to this recommendation. toe disuncuon between a direct
and an indirect salt- will virtu.all' dtsapea. for it will u.sualls he im possible for the true
owner to communicate with the rogue before the sale to the innocent purchaser.

It would seem that the exception to the general rwe recognised in GaLaiweli. case
concerning communication of rescission. applies equall y to a case of innocent
misrepresentation, though it is difficult to envisage circumstances in wnicc the
problem would arise, since an innocent person, unlike the rogue in Ga4awelli case.
would have no occasion to abscond [1965] 1 QE at 551-552. per Selicrs LI . Upiohc
Ll left the question open ibid as 555. In MacLeod v Ar 1965 SC 253. the Court o
Session took the opposite view to Car and I.ntversai Finan'r Co Lot v CaiwdL

20 Ahcm ,Stam.chi p Co r lSeswiW Shipping Cc, 1,I923 AC 77 at 781
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orwhollv performed, is therefore the restoration of the parties to their original
positions. In the language of the law, rescitzaio in rnteg'rum is essential.

Common law. unlike equity, provides no action for rescission. But it has
always recognised that a contract is automatically terminated if the representee
elects to rescind rather than to affirm it, provided that the restoration of the
status quo ante is feasible. In this latter respect, however, common law is at a
disadvantage as compared with equitY. The remedial procedure at its command
is not sufficientl y flexible and comprehensive to enable the process of
restoration to be effected according to the exigencies of each particular case.
The court is restricted to saving that there can be no rescission unless the
parties can he restored to the exact positions that the y formerly occupied.!

The courts of equit y , however, soon developed a suit for rescission, and
since their remedial procedure was far moreelastic than thanof the common
law, they were able to take a more realistic view of restituiio in int#.'grurn. III the
words of Lord Blackburn. the court, in the exercise of its equitablejurisdicuon,
can take accountof profits and make allowance for deterioration .And I think

the practice has alwa ys been for a court of equity to give this relief whenever,
lw the exercise of its powers, :t can do what is practicallvjusL though it cannot
restore the parties precisel y to the state they were in before the contract.
Therefore, if satisfied that the misrepresentation has been made, it annuls the
contract and then makes su:h conseuentia1 orders as ma y be necessary in the
particular circumstances to restore as far as Poss i ble the status quo antecf both
parties.

At one time equity followed the common law in limiting relief to cases of
fraudulent misrepresentation hut this was sen to be too harsh anew. The rule
graduall y established was that where a party was induced to enter into a
contract by the innocent misrepresentation oh ' the other part y , he was entitled
:o escape from his obligations by electing to rescind the contract. To render
this election effective, he must make his intention clear by word or act to the
other aartv, or institute a suit for rescission, or plead the misrepresentation
as a defence to a suit for a specific performance.' It was earl y decided that an
innocent misrepresentation was a good ground for refusal of specific
p erformance, but for a considerable period the view prevailed that a greater
degree of utisrepresentation, in fact fraudulent misrepresentation. .'as
necessary to j ustify a suit for rescission.' This illogical distinction was later
abandoned, and it was established b y the middle of the nineteenth centun,
that, whether the misrepresentation was fraudulent or riot, the represetitee
-.cas entitled to rescind the contract, and if it was written to have it delivered
up for cancellation.'

The result of this deeloprnent was that, b y the middle of the nineteenth
century, rescission has become a general rernetiv for misrepresentation
though damages were available only for fraudulent misrepresentation

See p 310, htow,
Diek,r,n	 85.5) ER k F. 1-I8 at 155. Er1,tnr	 New 5 ,lbr!'r, I'/roc p /iaie (7', 1 878)

3 app Gas 1218 at 1275.
3 top Gas at 1278-1	 See also .tnc, : GrawOrd	 r39i 3 1,11i-.R 7 I
Rawlins t' itIckhi,,i 185 A i  :1 Dc C & J :104; Thrr,wce V &,flsn	 572) 5 Ch \p	 S
Ccrdr,i'ru v I-for'.r 1 18 1111 i S \s	 1,

bA ( 1S5i, I Ii ' CF .	 340: Re, Iawrl,øol fIr'uj,'Ii, B,i,r.'c /),jra,ilv c Cam I I 855)
f' 3t,rv 26H. i"mniiiir.' v 3,ii,n 1872j .8 GE	 8; il4VTh	 1a9111 I Ch
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Rescission might often be a comoletel' eftt-ctive reiijedv. hut. thi- oule not
alway s be the case-. II afarrner bought a co' represented. inconecth, to be free
from tuberculin, and it infected the rest of his het d. itwou}d r rnfort him little
to be able to return the co-. E the representation was fraudulent. there was no
problem since all for damages could be brought. ifit were flt fraudulent.
the question arose whether the right to rescind could he n)an)ulated so as
to restore the representee enurelv to the status qu ante. It was held that to do
this in iota would be to give damages: but the court ' drew a subtle distinction
between an award of damages and the grant ofan indemnit y and held that the
representee must he indemnified against obligations incurred as a result of
the representation.

To what obligations. then. does the indemnir relate The answer is rha
the plaintiff roust he indemnified, notagainstab obligations even though tne\
mas' he correcdv described as having arisen tinder, or Out of or as a result o
the contract but onl y against those necessarily created b'V the contract. The
burden must be one that has passed to the representee as a necessary and
inevitable result of the position which-he assumed upon completion of the
con tra ct.

If, for example. A procures the dissolution of his partnership with B and
C on the ground of innocent misrepresentation. he nevertheless remains
personally liable for partnership debts contracted while he was a member of
the fin-n. his position as partner was created b y the contract and it is the
inevitable and automatic result of having occupied this position that he is now
burdened with liabihts'for debts. Hence thevarea proper subject for Indemnit).

The distinction between what is true indemnire and what is equivalent to
damages is neat!'- illustrated by Whittingiuri i Sea1.e-Ha'nr

The plaintiffs, who were breeders of prize poultn, were induced to take-
a lease of certain proper-t-.%  belonging to the defendants by all
represent.auon that the premises were in a thoroughlvsanitars condition.
This representation was not contained in the lease thatwas later executed,
and so was not a term of the con tract. The premises wcre in fact lnsanita,v.
The water suppl y was poisoned. and in consequence the manager of the
poultry farm became seriously ill, and the poultry either died or became
valueless. Moreover the Urban District Council declared that the house
and premises were unfitfor habitation and required the plaintiffs to renew
the drains.

In their action for rescission the plaintiffs, while admitting that owing to the
absence of fraud the y could not recover damages. contended that the y were
entitled to an indemnity against the consequences of having entered into the
contract. These consequences were serious, since the' included the following
losses: value of stock lost. ;E750: loss of profit on sales, £0O: loss of breeding
season, £500: rent and removal of stores. £75: medical expense. £100. It was
held that the claim for the plaintiffs in respect of these losses was in effect a
claim for damages. and that their right to an indemnitvwas limited Sc what the'
had expended upon rates and to the cost of effecung the repairs ordered by

7 Newbiing t ' Adam (1886 1 M ChD 592 at 594 per Bowen LI: the other juoges. Cotton
and Fry LU, gave a wider scope to indemnit y , but it t^ believed that the narrower tee
stated by Bowen U is correcL Such was the view of Farwell J in Vt7zin.:ngtos t' .Sea/.Hcenr
(1990t 82 LT 49.

S (190110 82 LT 49
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t h 1. .c>tii)ci). Thc obligation to pas rates and to ehect the repairs were
obligations which the p laintiffs were required to assume by the contract: hu:
the contrac created no obligation to erect sheds. to appoint at anager or to
stock the prenhises with p oul IT" .

The practical imiorta nr of the distinction between indcmnip anti
damages has been reduced recent developments which have extended the
right to damages. Further. as we shall see.' the Misrcpresenitaton A 1967.

section 2(2 . gives the court a general power to gr.i;-.z damagr' in lieu of
rescission. But there will remain cases in which the re esentee has no
to damages anti in which the court will decide not to use its power to gran
damages. In such cases the distinction will still •c operative.

3 LIMITS TO TI IF RIGHT OF RESCISSION

It is a paradoxical result ofilie ii is,ory oft his branch of tile law that rescission
should be regarded as the second best alternative to damages. In fact. It is in
many ways a much more drastic remed y and it is natural therefore that
restrictions have been placed upon its availahiht. The right to rescind is lost

ii the rcprcsentee has affirmed the contract: (i) i in certain circumstances
by lapse of urne; (iii) if res(ilutio in tnlejrrurn is no longer possible. or tivI if
rescission would deprive a third party of a right in the subject matter of the
contract which he has acquired in good faith and for value. We shall now
consider these limits seriatim and then discuss the changes made hs' the
Misrepresentation Act 1967.

a A/uirn:atnon of the contract
Affirmation is complete and binding when the representee. with full knowledge
ofthefactsand ofihe misrepresenta ion .ei ill erdeclares his in ten tion toproceed
N%ith the contra or does some actfi-otn which such an intention ma y reasonably
be inferred. 1 he Reports nntain many examples ol implicit affirnsauon by
shareholders. A person who applies for and obtains shares upon the faith of a
prospectus containing misrepresentation is enutied to rescind the allotment
and to recover the price paid: but if alter leanimg of the rnisrepresen Lad cn he
attempts to sell the shares or pays money due upon the allotment Ot riains
dkdcnds paid to him, he loses his right of rescission, since these acts show an
intention to treat the contract as subsisting.' t They are acts of ownership over di
shares wholl y inconsistent with an intention to repudiate the allotment.

9 Under Bedl B',r,i	 Co Lid v Jftllr & Partners Ltd and Mtsrepresentauon Act 1967.

10 P 20, below
ii CtL'ugh i London and Narth Western RAt Co (1571) LR 7 Each 26 at 34. Seddon t iorir

Eastern Salt Cc Ltd [1905) 1 Ch 326 at 334: Car and Linivtisa( Finance Co Ltd v C,olawC

[1963' 1 QR 525 at 550. 119641 1 All ER 290 at 293 The difficult, case of Long

[19582 2 All ER 402. 195$' I WLR 753. would seem sc have been aecided on the
ground that the plaintiff's conduct amounted to an affirmation of the contract,: see
especialis ¶19581 1 WLR 761. The ratio d,csdtndu. however. is not clear. see Auvah 22
MLR 76: Odgers [1958) CL) 166 It appears that the represenice must know not onls
Of facts entitling him to rescind 'iii also of his nght no rescind Froman n Lon,ani [19852

Co .5' [1984 S MI ER 703. Affirmation ma y bar the nghi to rescind but leave imac;
art' tight to damages. Pyoducrnon Terhno10 Consultants s' iarrlet: 11988' 1 EGLR 182
25 E(; 121

12 Re Boy and Malt Exchange and Warehouse Cc. ex 1' Briggs (3866P LR 1 Eq 483: Scoi

Centre,' Ri Co o	 7ioZ11eO 1186 LR 9 Ec 266. n
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Lapse oftime
Lapse of time without an y step towards repudiation being taken does not in
itself constitute affirmation, but it may be treated as evidence of affirmation.
and it was said in a leading ease that when the lapse of time is great 'it probably
would in practice be treated as conclusive evidence' otan election to recognise
the contract. Everything depends upon the facts of the case and the nature
of the contract. In particular iris material to consider whether the representor
has altered his position in the reasonable belief that rescission will not be
enforced, or whether third parties have been misled b y the inactivity of the
represen tee.

In principle, lapse or time can on Iv be evidence of affirmation if it comes
after the representee has discovered that he is entitled to rescind. But in Leaf

Intern atronai Gallertes. ' it was held that a contract for the sale of goods could
not he rescinded on the basis of a non-fraudulent misrepresentation when
five years had elapsed between the sale and discover y of the truth. It was said
that ' ii behoves the purchaser either toverifvor, as the case ma y be, to disprove
the representation within a reasonable time, or else stand or fall by .° It may
be doubted whether this reasoning would appl y to a fraudulent representation.

C Restitutio in integrum zmpossthl.e
Part (,, C the consequential relief to which a representee is entitled upon
rescission is the recover-v of an y thing that he may have paid or delivered under
the con tract. It is, however, a necessar y corollary of this right that he should
make a similar restoration ofanivthing obtained by him under the contract.
Other-wise the main object of rescission, which is that the parties should both
oe remitted to their former position, would not be attained. A bu yer, for
instance, who avoided a contract for misrepresentation, would not be able to
recover the price in full while retaining the goods. This would be inequitable
as wil as inconsistent with the object of rescission.

Though :he defendant has been fraudulent, he must not he robbed, nor must
the plaintrffhe unjustly enriched, as he would be ifhe both got back what he had
parted with and kept what he had received in return. The purpose of relief is not
punishment, but compensation."

The rule is. therefore, that rescission cannot be enforced if events which have
occurTedsirid c the contract anti in which the representee has participated make
it impossible to restore the parties substantiall y to their original position. The
repreenitee must he. not onl y willing, hut also able, to make restUutio in ntegrum.

This doctrine linids its rnostcommon application when the things delivered
to the representee under the contract have been radicaih changed in extent
or character b y him or with his consent. Thus if a partnership in which the
rept'esentee was induced to take shares is converted into a limited liability
company, rescission isexcludeci. since the existing shares are whollvdifferent
in nature and status from those onigi all y received. ; ' Rescission is equally

13 Clogs '.. London and .Voih 0 rrni f1s Co 187 1) LR 7 Exch 26 at 35.
14 Lindsas Prrokurn Co v Hurd 1874) LR 5 PC 221 as 2 .10, .5aro,s Refo Twzss 18961 AC

273 as 29!.
15 150 1 2 KB 56, i19501 1 .J1 ER 693.
16 Ibid at 92 and 696. respecuvelv. per Jenkins U.
7 Spence	 'iratirerd [19391 3 .\ll ER 271 at 28-2S9. pr .nrd Wright.

18 Clark u Dickson1858) EB & E 14& 3-stern &2,Ik of Scoithnd u .'t4d4 1567 1 LR I Sc &
Div 145.
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illIpOsSil)k it hie subject mauer the contract is a mine that has beet worked
out' or operated for a substan:nil tirnc. or if u (onipriset ' goods that have
been consurn i'd or altered by ilti buyer.

The rule rquinng i-cstorauo' Is hot. i 'ver. enfor. 'd to the letter I' the
result will be unfair. Thus propc'tv transferred by the defendant may have
deteriorao'd in ilie hands of the - hijutiff. so  that it cannot be restored in its

01-iginal sr , i e. Nvertheles. provided that IH substantial in'nt1tv remains. itS
restc,raUO n ill be 01-delC l-I on die terms that ih plaintiff, 1 civ corn p-nsatioii
for its ciet i oration_ it is considered fairer on enuttable principles that the
defendant should be compelled to acce p t con )ensatlon than to keep the full
profit of his wrongdoing.

d Jniuo 10 third arto:s
The right of the representee to elect whether he will ai iii or di.safflrni a
contract proctut-d b y n i isrepresentalion is subie ct to this limitation, that, if
before he reaches a decision an innocent third part\' acquires for valtit' ar.
interest in the subject matter of the contract, the right cf rescission is

defeated.
The most frequent instance of this limitation is where goods have been

obtained from their owner by fraud. lithe fraud makes the con tract void at
common law on the grounds alreadvdiscusscd ill chapter (-)It no
title passes to the fraudulent person and the latter can pass none to an y third

parry , however innocent this third party may be. If. however, the con ract is
voidable onl y , then the title so obtained by the fraudulent person isvalid until
it been avoided, and any transfer of it made before avoidance to an
innocent third party for valuable consideration cannot he defeated b y the
owner. An apt illustration of the rule is White v Garden where the facts were
these:

Parker bought fifty tons of. on from Garden by persuading him to take -
payment a bill of exchange which had apparentl y been accepted by oi.e
Thomas of Rochester. Parker resold the iron to White. who acted in good
faith. and Garden made delivery in one of his barges at White's %A-ha:.
Garden. upon discovering that the bill of exchange was worthless sitice
there was no such persor. as Thomas of Rochester, seized and removed part
of the iron that was still in the barge.

Garden was held liable in trover. The title to the iron had passed to Parker
under a contract that was tetnporaril\ valid ann. while still undisturbed. had
been passed to an innocent purchaser. It was not a case of operauve mistake.
since Garden intended to contract with Parker. it must be added that a third

19 tigers t' Pike 1842 1  S Cl & Fin 562
20 Aiiwood r Small (1838 6 Cl & Fin 232: Clarke v Dickson. n 18, above.

I Ciarke t' Dickson. (1858 El' & F 1-IS at 15f1 . ocr Crompton J.
Lagunas Nitrair C( , 1 L.avnc' ,5nksoa, 189° 2 Ch 392 at 437. p re Rigb' L.J. adopted

in .Srncr v Craz,jurd 1939 I' Al. £11 27 '  27i- 28€'. Sec also srwbzgging i Adass (188k'

34 C'nD 582: Adam z .vrwbinç (1888. 13 A p D Ca-1 308

3 Cot1gr, 5' London and .oni tisim R Co (1871) LR 7 Each 26 at 35

4 Ck 5 abovc
3 Whiv ,' C,arae, (1851 10 CB 919. ba.ococr v Lawson (18791 4 QBD 394 afTd ()880' 3

QBLS 284 Phallic' s' brook.' Ltd 1 19 1 9 1 2 RE 243: Stevenson	 ewnham (1853 13 CE 283

a: 30	 pt-: Parse E
0	 (1851 10 CE 919.
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party , if he is to acquire an indefeasible tide under a voidable contract, must
not only act banfide, but also give consideration. in one case for instance:

A debtor and his surety persuaded the creditor to accept from the debtor
a transfer of a mortgage which the debtor knew to he imaginary butwhich
the surety believed to be vajjd. Later, at the solicitation of the surety and
in reliance on the transfer which he believed to be genuine, the creditor
released the surety from further obligation.'

It was held that the creditor was entitled to rescind the release and to he
restored to his rights against the suret y, since the latter, though honest, had
Riven no consideration for his release.

Another type of case where the remedy of rescission is affected b y the
existence of third party rights, concerns the winding-up of companies. A
person who is induced to become a shareholder by reason of a false
representation is entitled to rescind the contract as against the company,
which means that he can divest himself of the shares and recover what he has
paid. But this right is lost if its exercise will prejudice the creditors of the
compan y . The established rule is, therefore, that the commencement of
winding-up proceedings completel y bars the right of a shareholder to avoid
the contract under which he obtained his shares.

e Effect of Misrepresentation Act 1967
The law relating to limits to the right of rescission was substantiall y amended
by section 1 of the Misreprese-itation Act 1967 which provides:

Where a person has entered nto a contract after a misrepresentation has been
made to him, and—
a) the misrepresentation has become a term of the contract; or
b the contract has been perrmed:

or both, then, if otherwise he ould he entitled to rescinci the contract without
alleging fraud, he shall be so entitled, subject to the provisions of this Act,
notwithstanding the matters mentioned in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section.

Flie effect of this provision is that the onl y limits to the right of rescission are
now the four already mentioned. The purpose of the section can onl y he
understood by examining the pre-existing law. We have alread y discussed
paragraph (a).'° Paragraph (h) was designed to abolish two previous rules, or
perhaps more accuratel y , one rule and one supposed rule, viz: the rule its
Wilde v Gibson and the rule in SetHon t, ,Vorth Eastern Sail Co Ltd.

In Wiide v Gibson," the House of Lords held that a convevall(:e of land could
not he avoided after completion on the basis of an innocent misrepresentation
by the vendor about a defect in title, viz the existence of  right of wa y. l.or:l
Campbell said that 'where the conve yance has been executed ... a court if
equity will set aside the conve yance univ on 'he ground of actual iraucl'±' It
can he seen that there is much to he said for this rule, since it is the normal
practice of purchasers to emplo y solicitors who carry out a full investigation

u Tmplr i 18591 4 De G & J 429 at 433-443, per Lord Campbell.
.5	 rhid.
) Oikes u Turquand .irzd Harding 1867) LR 2 HL 325.
ii) Pa 309-310, above.
II	 148) I UL Gas 6J5.
i2 [bid at '32-633.
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of title. These considerations would not aptvd SC) strongly ii physical defects

in the propern though the emplovrnem of surve y ors is becoming more
common and would have little weight in the Case of sale of goods or shares or
the performance of other contracts.

Despite these consideratiOnS,J0\'CC in eddori v North-K a5frrn Salt Co

Ltd treating Lord Campbell's statement in Wilde i Gibsoa as one of
general application purported to lay down a rule that 'the court will not
grant rescision of an executed contract for the sale of a chattel or chose
in action on the ground of an innocent m i srepresefltatlOri . This rule was

clearl y based on a misunderstanding of the rationale of Wilde z' Gibson: it

ignored contrary earlier au t horin e and it was not even necessary for the

decision in Seddon 's case itself. since the representee had affirmed the

contract Ye t it succeeded in mudd ying the waters for the next sixt y 'ears.

It was applied in Angel z ' Ja' to an executed lease induced by an innocent
misrepresentation that the drains were not defective and it was restated by
McCardiej in Armstrong vJackson. 17 In three cases in the 1950s ` th e Court

of Appeal had an opportunit y to confirm or overrule Seddon 's case but in

each case the opportunit y was spurned and the decision went on other
grounds, though in the first two of the cases Denning LJ declared that the
rule did not exist.

if the authority of the rule in Seddon 's case was doubted its injustice was
almost universally accepted in its 10th Report the Law Reform Committee
agreed with this verdict and recommended the abolition of the rule in
Seddon 'scase. The Committee thought however tha the rule in %iidev Gibson

should be retained in the interests offirialitv and that it should a p ply both

to defects in title and to physical defects and to sales and long leases of

land.
It will be seen that Parliament has abolished both rules so that it is no

possible for a representee to seek rescission ofanv t ype of contract including
one for the sale of land even though it has been performed. It would seem that
this change has created the possibilir' of considerable hardship to an owner-
occupier who sells his house and uses the purchase mone y to buy another.

Such a veridorwifl normall onl y be able to repay the purchase price b' selling
his new house and rearranging a mortgage on his old house. It is clear that
justice does not always require these heavy burdens to be imposed on an
innocent representor-vendora.nd itis important therefore in considering the
practical effect of section 1 (b of the Act to bear in mind that under section
2(2) the court now has a general power to give damages in lieu of rescission
It would seem that this type of case might well be one where the court would
choose to exercise this power.

13 11905) 1 Ch 321
14 Reporter's headnote. See [1905 I Ch 332-333

S See Hammelmano 55 LQR 90. But cf Howard 26 MLR 272.
If (191I ) KB 666.
17 11(p 17) 2 KB 822 at 825.
18 Soat v BuLch I) 950 ,	 }	 6' 11949 2 M ER 1107; Lear	 JnTaiiOtsa! Ga&,ie.

[1950) 2 KB 86. [1950] 1 All ER 693; Lang v Ld [1958) 2 All ER 402. ]1958] 1 WLR

755'
19 Cnind 1782, paz25 S (0 13 (1962.

20 The committee recommended drawing a line between long and short leases bs using
the test provided by s 54(2i of the La of Property Act 1925.

1 Sec P 315. above
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4 DAMAGES

We have seen that as the law has finall y developed, any misrepresentation -
gives rise to a right in the representee to rescind. The right to damages, on
We other hand, is not universal but depends on showing that there presen tor's
statement is either fraudulent or negligent in the senses set out above.
However the Misrepresentation Act 1967 made a further important change by
conferring on the court a general power to grantdamages in lieu of rescission.
By section 2(2) of the Act it is provided that:

Where a person has entered into a contract after a rnisrepresentauon has been
made to him otherwise than fraudulently, and he would be enntled by reason of
the Misrepresentation to rescind the contract, then, if iris claimed in an y of the
proceedings arising out of the contract that the contract ought to be or has been
rescinded, the court or arbitrator may declare the contract subsisting and award
damages in lieu of rescission, if of the opinion that It would be equitable to do
so, having regard to the nature of the misrepresentation and the loss that would
be caused by it if the contract were upheld, as well as to the loss that rescission
would cause the other party.

Thus, the victim of an innocent misrepresentation may be awarded damages
instead of, but riot in addition to, rescission if the court in its discretion
considers it equitable to do so.

For subsection 2(2) of the Act to operate, the facts must be such that the
representee 'would be ell tided by reason of the misrepresentation, to rescind
the contract'. In previous editions of this work, it was arg-ued that these words
meant that the remed y of rescission must still be available for the plaintiff at
the time of the action and that rfhe had lost the rightof rescission, trinstance
because rest itutio in integ'riim was no longer possible or because an innocent
third party had acquired an interest in the subject matter of the contract then
the exercise of thejudicial discretion to give damages under section 2(2) of
the Actwas at an end. However, this reasoning was rejected hvJacobJ in Thomas
Witter Ltdv TBPlndustrjes Ltd.i In this cise,JacohJ held that it was not necessary
that the right to rescind should be available at the time the court gave
judgment. He thought that judicial discretion would exist if the right to
rescind had ever existed or at the least that the right to rescind existed when
the representee lust sought to rescind. On the facts of the case, it was not
necessary to choose between these alternatives. Jacob J relied on his
interpretation of the legislative history of this part of the Misrepresentation
Act but other interpretations of the Parliamentary discussions do not point so
clearly to his conclusion.,

Under section 2(2) of the Act, rescission and damages are alternatives: but
if the representee has a right to damages because of the representors fraud
or negligence, he may sue for damages either instead of or as well as rescinding.
In these cases rescission and damages are in no sense mutually exclusive
though clearly the amount of damages to which the representee will he

2 See pp 301 .308. above.
3	 19961 2 All ER 573.
4 See Beak ill LQR 385 and His Honour Judge Jack QC to Zanzibar if British .Aerospace

t.ancasfrr House) Ltd [2000] CLC 735. The Court of Appeal appear to have taken 'the
opposite view in Sindull v Cambridgeshire Count', Council 19941 3 All ER 932 which had
not seen reported when Thomas Witter Ltd v TBP !ndusrrei Ltd was decided in 1994
and was not cited to Jacob J. See also The Luc', [19831 1 Llo yds Rep 188.
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entitled will be effected b y whether or not he has successfull y rescinded. In
some cases rescission will repair all the loss the represen tee has suffered but
in other cases he will have suffered consequential loss;

In an y case, whenever the representee seeks damages, it will be necessar'
to decide upon what principles damages are to be assessed. It appears not
improbable that different rules apply to each of the possible heads of claim
and it is therefore necessary to consider them .cenattm. But before doing so a
basic distinction mustbe drawn between damages in contract and damages in
tort. This distinction is important for two reasons. First. the purpose of
damages is different in contract and in tort. in contract the object of damages
is to put the injured part\' as nearl y as ma' be in the position he would have
enioved if the contract had been performed; in tort It is io restore them - jured
partvto the position he occupied before the tortwas committed. This diffeence
in approach will mean that sometimes a greater sum can be obtained in
contract than in tort and sometimes a greater sum in tort than in contract
though in other cases it ma" make no difference.' Secondly , the test of
remoteness of damage in tort is generally foreseeabilitv at the moment of
breach of duty ; in contract it appears that some higher degree ofprobabilit
than is embraced b' the word foresceable' is required and it is clear that the
relevant moment is that of the making of the contract.

We will now consider each of the possible claims for damages in turn.

a Forfra.udulent mésrep resentaf ton
It is clear that the claim for damages for fraudulent misrepresentation is a
claim in tort. So the general governing rule is that the plaintiff should be
restored to the position he would have been in if the representation had not
been made.' It is sometimes deduced from this that a plaintiff in an action fot
deceit cannot recover damages for loss of profit. That this is too simple a vies
is shown b' the decision of the Court of Appeal in East v Mart rer. 5 In this case.
the first defendant owned two ladies hairdressing salons, in 1979 the plaintiff S

bought one of them for £20,000. During the negotiations, the first defendant
said that he did not intend towork at the second salon except in emergencies
and intended to open a salon abroad. in fact. he continued to work at the

5 See e the example of the infected cos'.. p 314. above, in these cases the plaintiff
rescinding the contract and pursuing a claim in sort. A plaintiff cannot norms31" rescind
the contract for initial invalidiry and at the same time seek damages for breach of that
contract. See Aiberv 91 LQR 337

6 Suppose for instance that X buys and pa ys for a set of dining-room chairs represented

incorrectly to be Chippendale and that he is unable to rescind. Then if A is the actual
price. B the value of a genuine set of Chippendale chairs of this type and C the actua.
value of the chairs bought then prima facie the amount recoverable in contract wou)c
be B-C and in tort A-C. Only if A and B are the same will the amount recoverable it-.

tort and contract be the same. if A is greater than B. the plaintiff should ti-v to formulaic
his claim in tort. If B is greater than A he should u-v to formulate it in contract. in either
case theremas also be claims for conseo, uential loss, which will be governed bs' the rules
of remoteness 'stated in the text

7 For fuller discussion of these problems in contract, see pp 65M97 below, and for iot.
see Satmond and Heuston The Las' of Tot-n (20th edo) pp 515-'540. Winfield and

jolowicz TorI (14th edit) pp 147-188 and 632-675: Street The Las' of Tortc (9th edn

pp 249-264
8 McGregor Damages (15th edn) paras 1718-1722. Winfield and loIowWz Tort 04th edn

P 289.
P	 [1991] 2 All ER 733.
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second salon and this was extremely damaging to the business since many of
his customers in the- first salon moved to the second salon. Since the first
defendant had not contracted that he would notworkin the second salon, the
plaintiffs could not recover the profits the-v would have made if the y had not
had to face his competition. However, the Court of Appeal held that if the
plaintiffs had not bought the business at all, they would have invested money
in another hairdressing business which would have been profitable. However,
the appropriate sum to compensate for this loss was based on an assessment
of what profit the plaintiffs would have made in another business, granted
their relative lack of experience, rather than on an assessment of the profits
which the first defendant had been making in the old business. There is
authority moreover for the view that in considering what consequential loss
can be recovered, the test of remoteness is not the normal one offoreseeabilit.
In Do 71e v Olbi (Ironmoizgerr)° the Court of Appeal held that' the defendant is
bound to make reparation for all the actual damages directly flowing from the
fraudulent inducement ... it does not lie in the mouth of the fraudulent
person to say that [the damage] could not reasonably have been foreseen'.

An interesting question arose in Smith New Court Securities Lid v Scrimgecrur

Vickers-.' 'In this case, the plaintiffs had been induced to buy  parcel of shares
in Ferranti at 82.25p per share by a fraudulent misrepresentation made by an
employee of the defendants--At the time of the contract, the shares were
trading in the market at about 78p per share. However, unknown to both
parties and by reason of a wholly unconnected fraud, the shares were grossly
overvalued. Ferranti had been the victims of a major fraud by an A.merican
confidence r.ricksterwho had sold aworthiess business to them. On discovering
the fraud, the plaintiffs mighthave elected to rescind the contract but instead
they chose to dispose of the shares through the market at prices ranging from
49p to SOp per share. If the plaintiffs had elected to rescind, they would have
avoided the whole of the loss but the Court of Appeal held that, in an action
for damages. the plaintiffs could only recover the difference between the
contract price and the market price at the date of the contract, that is
per share, and not the difference between the contract price and what the
shares were actually worth at the date of the contract (in the Court's valuation

10 (1969) 2 QB 158 [1969) 2 All ER 119.
11 Ibid at 167 and 122. respectivel y . The Court of Appeal relied on the discussion in Mavne

and McGregor Damages 12th edn) paras 955-957. Cf the critical discussion b y Treitel
32 MLR 556. At one time it was not clear whether exemplary damages might be
recovered in deceit. .11ajo v Adams [19701[1970] 1 QB 548. [1969] 3 All ER 1404: Denison v

Fawcett (1958) 12 DLR c2d) 537, but there were clear statements that they could not
in Cassell & Co Ltd o Broome (1972] AC 1027. [19721 I All ER 801, per Lord Hailsham
LC at 1076. 828, respectivel y , and per Lord Diplock at 1131. 874. respectivel y. See also

Archer v Brown [1985] QB 401. [19841 2 All ER 267. The topic of exemplar
y damages

was considered by the Law Commission in its Report Aggravated, Exemplary and

Rtstituiwna, Damages (Law Cons No 247) (1997) which recommended the retention
at exemplary damages and indeed some extension of the possibility. The Government
(Hansard (H C Debates) 9 November 1999 Cot 31)2) indicated that it was nght to defer
a decision on further legislation. The whole question should now be reconsidered in
the light of the decision of the House of Lords in Kuddus o Ch

ief Constable

Leicestershire Constabulary (20011 UK}{L 29. [2001] 3 All ER 193 that exemplary
damages might he available for the tort of misfeasance in public office. The reasoning
of at least some of the speeches in this case supports the view that there may he
circumstances in which exemplary damages may be recovered in deceit.

12 [1994) 4 All ER 225.
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44p per share). The House of Lords disagreed and held that the plaintiffs
could recover the whole or their loss.' In the words of Lord Stevn

The legal measure ,.s to compare the position of the plaintiff as it was before the
fraudulent statement was made to him with his position as it became as a result
01 his reliance on the fraudulent statement-!'

For negiigent misstatement at common law
Here again it is clear that the claim is one in tort and so the tortious rules apply.
Furthermore, since the action lies in negligence, there can be no doubt that
any problems of remoteness are to be resolved b y applying the foreseeabilitv
test. In Esso Petroleum Co Lid v Mardom the Court of Appeal applied the same
test to damages for breach of warran tv and for negligence but this was because
he wan-ancvwas that the torecasrwas carefull y made and notthat irwas correct.

In South Aw ra1iaAssetManaemeni Co" v York MontagueLt& a number of
cases were considered in which the claimants had lent mone y to enable
property developers to buy commercial properties at the height of a property
boom. The borrowers were unable to repay the loans when the boom collapsed
and the claimants sought to argue that they had only lent the money relying
on negligent valuations of the property by defendant valuers. In those cases
where negligence was established, the claimants argued that they would not
have entered into the transaction atall but for the negligent valuation and that
they should therefore recover all the loss that the y had suffered. This argument
was accepted by the Court of Appeal but rejected by the House of Lords which
held that the claimants could only recover that part of the loss which foreseeablv
followed from the careless valuation and not that part which flowed from
collapse of the property market."

c Under the Misreiresentation Act 1967
Neither section 2(1) nor section 2(2) of the Misrepresentation Act 1967
contains any statement of the test to be applied in assessing damages under
them. The only dim clue is provided by section 2(3) which states:

Damages may be awarded against a person under subsection (2) of this section
whether or not he is liable to damages under subsection1) therefore, but where
he is so liable any award under the said subsecuors (2) shall be taken into account
in assessing his liability under the said subsection 1).

This perhaps suggests that less may be recovered under section 2(2) than
under section 2(1) and this would not be irrational since the defendant needs
to be atfault for the action to succeed under section 2(1) but not under section
2(2). It still leaves unresolved the tests to be applied.

13 (1996] 1 All ER 769.
14 In CkjAqunaine SARL v Lalx,ne MomaI.s Barrow) Ltd [2000] 3 All ER 493 the claimant

as a result of the defendant s fraud entered into two long term distribution agreements.
The agreements were profitable but not as profitable as theY would have been if the
truth had been revealed at the time the contract was made. The Court of Appeal held
that the claimant could recover damages to compensate for the loss of this extra profit.

15 .19761 QB 801. 1976i 2 All ER 5. Discussed pp 30306, above.
16 [1996] 3 All ER 365
17 It will he seen that this rule is considerably less favourable CO the claimant than :hat

laid down for deceit above p 322.A further complication in these valuauon cases is mat
the valuer may plausibly arg-ue that the claimants tending polic y was pardv to blame
and that this amounts to contributor negligence. See Platform Home Loans Ltd ti &otOfl

Siiiwo is Ltd 19991 1 All ER 833
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It has been suggested' that damages under Section 2(1 should b'
calculated on the same principles as govern she tort of deceit. This suggestion
is based on a theor. that section 2(1 is based on a fiction offraud'. \ ,\e have
alread y suggested that this theory is misconceived. On the other hand the
action created by section 2(1 does look much more like an action in tort thai;
one in contract and it is suggested that the ruies for negligence are the nawral
ones to applv.

However, although it is thought that this approach is correct in principle
the earliest cases to arise were against it. in jarrus s Swans Tours Ltd Lord
Denning MR said: it is not necessary to decide whether they were
representations or warranties: because. since the Misrepresentation Act
1967 there is a remed y in damages for misrepresentation as well as of breach
ofwarranr, and in Wattsz. , Spencel Graham] gave damages for loss of bargain
under section 2(1 .1 of the Misrepresentation Act 1967. In neither case
however does the difference between damages in contract and in tort appear
to have been in the forefront of the argument.

More recentivAcknerJ iii Andre &CüSA vEts Mithe'lBlaii.c &FiLr' considered
the mailer more full y and held that the toruous measure was the correct one to
appl. in Naughton v O'Callaghan (Roger3. third parizesi the plaintiff bought a
thoroughbred yearling colt at the Newmarket sales in September 1981. it was
described in the catalogue at 'Lot 200. A chestnut colt nai'ied Fondu and as
having a sire called Nomaico whose dam was Habanna whose sire in turn was
Habitat. Habitat was establishinga good reputat.ion as a sire of winners and class
horses and Habanna was a good class horse which had won two races. The
plaintiff paid 26.000 guineas for the horse. Some two years later, alter Fondu had
unsuccessfull y taken part in six races, it was discovered that Fondu was not the
son of Ilabanna at all but of Moon Mm. On these facts the plaintiff might
plausibl y have argued that it was a term of the contract that Foridus dam was
Habanna. However, although it was clear by the time of the action that the horse
was worth much less than the 26.000 guineas paid for it in 1981, the evidence
was that in 1981 Fondu would have reached a figure near to 26.000 guineas even
if the pedigree had been correctl y stated in the catalogue. The plaintiff
therefore formulated his claim as one for misrepresentation. On this basis. he
recovered the training fees and the cost of keeping the horse between the date
of the purchase and the date when he discovered its true pedigree.

In the most recent decision of the Court of Appeal in Rorscot Trust Ltd.
Rogerson the Court enthusiasticall y embraced the fiction of fraud and
purported to grant damages based on a deceit measure on the grounds that
the words were clear. Of course, in construing the terms oia statute. words are

16 Atzvah and Treitel 30 MLR 369 at 373-374. But ciTreitel Th Law of Contract 0 Oth edni
pp 335.337

19 P 307. above
20 Taylor 45 MLR 139: Cartwright 11987j Con y 423; Wadslev 54 MLR 698
I	 [19731 Q	 35 [1973] 1 All ER 71. See also C,ostzn' i Andersoi, (19721 223 Estates

Gazette' 1743.
2 Ibid at 237 and 7 respectivels.
3 I 1976 Ch 165, 119751 2 Al) ER 526, criuczsed Baker 91 LQR 307
4 [197) 2 lloyds Rep 166 at 181. AcknerJs judgment was affirmed by the Court o

Appeal [1979) 2 Uovd's Rep 427 but this point was not considered. See also McNali
Y , WeUirad, Inirnaiiono1 [1978' TR.LR 497. Chesn,as, i !nterhomt Ltd 119831 CLY 98

5	 119901 3 All ER 191.
[1991] 1 All ER 294
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_Hear if the interpreter has no doutit even though other people may think the
words bear a different meaning. Of course. an yone who thought the words
were not clearwould want to consider whether itwas sensible to have the same
rule for fraudulent and non frauduientmisre p resentauon or. indeed, whether
the draftsman in 1967 would have been clear about a rule whose principal
.iuthodtvwas a decision ottheCourt ofAppeal in 1969. In fact. in appears vet-v

doubtful whether the decision ot the Court of Appeal would have been
different t: they had applied the negligence rule, since the y held the critical
event N) be reasonabl y toreccabie.

As far as section 2(2) is concerned, it is pertinent to stress that damages
under this subsection are given in lieu of rescission. It seems probable,
therefore. that in the case 01 innocent misre p resentation, the Act does not
disturb the rule that financial relief for consecuenual Loss should he limited
to an indemnity . It is suggested therefore that in assessing Qamages under
section 2(2), the guiding rule is to p roduce, as nearlva,s ma y be, the same effect
as could be ootaineO av :-escission plus ndemnitv and not to recoup
consequential loss which would fail outside this limited relief. Thus on facts
such as those in Whzttiigton v Senie-fla-vne it would seem that.a plaintiff whose
claim to damages rested s.,lelv on secuon 2(2) would not he compensated for
such items as the value of stock lost. This was in substance the view taken by
Jacobi in J'honsa,s WicterLsd a lBPlndnao-tes Lid.' The matter was also discussed
by the Court of Appeal in Wiilwrn 7ndaU plc a Camhndgesiizr.' Counts C&nrncu'
though oiüer since the Court was agreed that there had in fact been no
misrepresentation. The Court were agreed that. :f there had been a
misrepresentation. it would have been an appropriate case to give damages
Ell lieu of rescission since to rescind would have been to transfer back to the
rcprese.ruor not onl y the oss flowing from the subject matter of the
nusrepresentauon i the absence ofa sewer) out also the whole loss causeci by
a quite independent collapse in the prooei rv market. both Hoffmann and
Evans Lj,J agreed that damages under section 2(2) w	 Here different frot
damages under section 2(1 £{offman n I.j said:

Damages tinder section 212 should never exceed the stint which would liase breti

awarded if the represenmauorm had been a warranty . It is not tiecessarv ['or aresent
purposes :n discuss rhc circumstances in which the y may )r iess.

E REVIEW OF EFFECTS OF MISREPRESENTATION ACT 1967

Ourdiscussion has invoivedver,' frequent references to the Misrepresentation
Act 1967 but it is perhaps worthwhile now to attempt to look at the Act as a
whole.

Although there can he little doubt that the general effect of the Act will
he to improve the ii:>t of representees as a class, this has been achieved at the

:11	 ,,ut/n .\,':	 .,tirt )"( q ?I u.s	 n','Lr i(e7m ANwf lbzn,I L,^" rnt	 Id	 991i1 I
All ER 769. p J22. .shoe r,onh Lord Riownr'Wiikmnnson and Lora trcni sent out ' 	he:r

say to •av'hat hcvwt- re CXEJCPsiirig to	 ew ADMLt trw ,:rrrctncss ot Rotsroi.
1 1 0I1t 52 LT tu 5ee p tI 4 i oove.
19°61 .1 s.] ER 't:

10 7 1094)	 Idl ER it
II	 041	 X il ER ':12 t i

1'	 l.:isali	 OIL 'I'eeI	 i \II:.t t w 	 F :w t i	 I ''''	 '1 1
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cost of making an alread y complex branch of the Ias still more complicated.
At least three factors have contribtited to this. The first was the general polic
decision to proceed bx a limited number of statutor y amendments to the
common la TI) is means that th' Act can onl y be understood if the previous
law has been mastered and since the previous law was often far from clear the
Act has been ejected on an uncertain base. Secondl y . theAct was based on the
view of the common law taken by the Law Reform Committee in 1962. which
was overtaken by the decision in Hedie-vBrvne & Co Ltd vHeller & Partners.' This
has meant the creation of uvo different kinds of negligent misrepresentation
with diffetent rules and an uncertain relationship. Thirdl y , these defects in
approach were compounded b y drafting which is frequentl y obscure and
sometimes defective.'

An important example of the type of problem created b y the Act is the
meaning of the phrases after a misrepresentation has been made to him'
(which occur s, three times in sections I and 2) and 'any misrepresentation
made by him' (which occurs in section 3). The Act does not define
'misrepresentation' and the question has been raised whether these words
are apt to extend to situations where the law imposes a dut y of disclosure.'
It would seem reasonabl' clear that the Act extends to those cases where
silence is treated as assertive conduct, as where it distorts a positive assertion
made be the represenior or where the represcn tm fails to reveal that an earlier
statement made by him is no longer true.' 6 It is much more debatable whether
the word 'misrepresentation' is wide enough to cover cases of non-disclosure
stricto such as contracts itherrimaejidim but even here it might be argued
that failure to disclose the existence of a material fact is equivalent to
affirmation of its non-existence. Similar difficulties mai' arise from the failure
to define the mcaning of rescission' in the Act.'

We have already dealt at length with the effects of sections 1 and 2 of the
Act. Both are concerned to improve the representee's remedies for
misrepresentation, section 1 by removing possible limits to the right of
rescission and section 2 bs'widening the possibilitv of obtaining damages.
Apart from section 5. which deals with problems of retrospecttvirv, the other
enacting sections of the Act are sections 3 and 4. Section 4 made some changes
in the Sale of Goods Act designed to render the buyer's right to reject for
breach of condition less liable to defeasance. Section 3 calls for further
discussion.

MISREPRESENTATION AND EXEMPTION CLAUSES

In its original form section 3 provided:

If any agreement (whether made before or after the commencement of this Act
contains a provision which would exclude or restrict-

13 [1964] AC 465, [1963] 2 All ER 575
14 See Auvab and Treijri, above, and the critical remarks of the New Zealand C.onu'act

and Commercial Lass Reforir Committee in their Report on Misreoresentauon and
Preach of Contract (1967:. Sec now Contractual Remedies Act 1979 (New Zealand:

1 Ativan and Trend 30 MLR 369-370: Hudson 85 LQR 524.
6 Pp 297-298. above.

17 See pp 328-334. below
It. Auvah and Treitel 30 MLR 370-371.
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a) any liability to which a parry to a contract may be subject by reason of any
misrepresentation made by him before the contract was made: or

b) any remedy available to another party to the contract by reason of such a
misrepresentation:

that provision shall be of no effect except to the extent if an
y ) that, in any

proceeding arising out of the contract, the court or arbitrator ma y allow reliance
on it as being fair and reasonable in the circumstances of the case.
In 1977. section S of the rifair Contract Terms Act provided for an

amended version. which now reads:

3. If a contract contains a term which would exclude or restnct-
a) any liability to which a party to a contract may be subject by reason of mv

misrepresentation made b y him before the contract was made: or
b any remed y available to another party to the contract by reason of such a

misrepresentation:
that term shall be of no effect except in so far as it satisfies the requirement of
reasonableness as stated in section 11(1) of the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977.
and it is for those claiming that the term satisfies that requirement to show that
it does.

It will he seen that the major change has occurred in the final portion of the
section where the requirement of reasonableness under section 11(1 of the
Unfair ContractTerrns Act 1977 has been substituted for the eider phrasing
adopted in the original. I'his might have, but in fact did not, m: eadifference
in Howard Marine and Dredzing Co Ltd v A Ogden & Sons ( Excavations) Ltd,° the

facts of which have alread y been discussed. In that case the plaintiffs, in

addition to arguing that they were not liable either for negligence at common
law or under sect Dn 2(1) of the Misrepresen ation Act 1967, contended that
their liability was n any case excluded b y a provision in the charterparty that
the charterer's accepta ce of handing over the vessel shalt be conclusive

evidence that the y have e amused the vessel and found her to be in all respects
lit for the intended and contemplated use by the charterers and in every

other way satisfactory to them. The crucial question then was to what extent
was it reasonable to allow reliance on it, and this permitted consideration of
post-contract events; today the question would be w 1 sether su ii term w s
a reasonable term to insert in the contract.

[ci either form the section goes be yond the Law Reform Comnittee's
recommendations which would simpl y have barred the exclusion of liability
fo raudu1ent and negligent rnisreprcscnta on . t The section does not go
we with the rules relating to clauses excluding liabili 	 for brev is of

contractual terms.
Although since 1977, the court may have power to treat such a clause either

as totall y ineffective or as subject to the reasonableness test, it will only do so
where the contract is of a kind which falls within the scope of the Act. , The

Misrepresentation Act however is quite general 
in scopescope so that its provisions

will appl y even to rn srepresentations, which induce a contract, which is itself
outside the scope of the Unfair Contract Terms Act. Furthermore it is often

19 See p 04. abve.
t) 19781 QB 574. ,9781	 All ER 1134.

I	 The Court . f Appeal held Lord Denning MR dissenting) that it was not.

2 Crnnd 1782. palas 3-24.
3	 Pp 171-219, above.
4 See pp 197-199. above.
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argiiahli' whet Fir : a Stati'IIi ell t is prooerlv C issi;ied as a teYIIi 01'a re]')rCSClllalioi:
,ind a s we have sec-ti. there is no cleat cicrisioti a' to whether it is O pen It)

]aiutiff to tr ' 'a a contractual term a., a re p resentation. If ihis is permissible.
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clause whichwould have excluded liahi iitv lot breac ii of contract
A!01 ,41g1 1 e UoO is cirarit aimed both at clauses which exclude liability

and a lose clncl i i'strict rcnicdies. it contains no definition ofits amoil in
either area. Ye: it is well known that the line between clauses excludin g and
dciii Iit hihi I: i very flue and such common commercial occurrence' as
noit-cancehlauon or arbitrauon clauses would seem to fall within the literal.
SCOOC of (bi. These difficulties are well illustrated by Oi 'erbrook Lsi.ai ih:
G1p ar7ni, I'rt,f.ter,xe.c Lid.

The plaintiffs instructed auctioneers to sell a propert y . The particulars of
sale stated that neither the auctioneers it an' person in the employment
(if 11) auctioneers has a n y all to make or give an y representation oi
wariann-'. The defendants, who were the highest bidders at the auction.
alk'gcd that three days before the aurtion. the had asked the auctioneers
quesuons about the development plans of the local authorities, to which

e' had received inaccura: e answers.

BrighunanJ held that even if the defendants could prove these allegations.
the' would constitute no defence. It Wa ' clea r that the defendants had the
particulars of - sale and therefore knew or ougiit to have known that nothing
told them by thr auctioneers could bind the plaintiffs. Section of the
Misrepresentation Act I967 was irrelevantsiri cc the provision in the particulars
of sale did not constitute an exemption clause, but was a limitation on the
apparent authoritvof the auctioneers. This decision appears impeccable ho:
one ma' suspect that if the draftsman had foreseen it. he would have proceeded
differently.'

On the other hand the Court of Appeal in Cremdan Proisrtip.c Ltd tr.\ash
held that what was to he treated as a representation for the purposes of th
section was to be approached in a broad and reasonable was, so that it would
not do to make what would ordinarily be classified as a representation
accompanied by a statement that it was not to be treated as a representation.

F NON-DISCLOSURE

We have alreadN seen that English las'S draws a clear distinction between
misrepresentation and rionitsclosure.' Apart from exceptional cases where
silence amounts to assertive conduct." there is no general dun to disclose
information that would belikelv to a.fiect the other parts s decision to conclude
the contract. To this rule there are two important exceptions.

5 Pp M.P9.310. abost
C A.' in reor.ah3eness sec pp 204-209, above and tt.Lr v bo'/r 1982:	 All ER 634.

(19S j I WLR 495 and South Ito-sr.	 Prep,iir Cr. i' Marto, [1983 CLY 1736. 265
Estates Gazetic 1091:.

7	 [1974: SAI] ER 5]1. [)974	 WLR 133. Coote 11975l CLI 17.
S Cl Consumer Credit Act 1974. s 56(3:.
'	 11977 244 Estates GI4ZCIIC 547
10 P 296. above.
11 Pp 297-29c. above.
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1 CONTRACTS UBERRIMAEF1L)F21

In certain contracts where. from the vervnecessitvof the case, one pam' alone
possesses full knowledge of all the material facts. the law requires him to show
itherrima rides. He must make full disclosure of all the material facts known to
him, otherwise the contract ma y be resctnded It is impracticable to give an
exact list of these contracts, nor can it he said that the extent of the dun' of
disclosure is constant in each case. We will deal somewhat full y with the
contract of insurance and then more brietiv with contracts for the purchase
of shares and with famiv arrangements.

Contracts of insun.nce provide the outstaiidin exam p le. These are
;enerallv sub-divided into two c!asses according as the y are designed to meet
a marine or  non-marine risk, for the law with regard to the former has been
codified b y the Marine lnurance Act 1906. It has been established. however.
since at least the eighte nth century, that every contract of insurance,
irrespective of its subject matter. invcives uberrima fides and requires full
disclosure of such material facts as e known to the assured. As Lord
Mansfield clenionstrated in Carter t' Boehm." insurance is a contract upon
s peculation where the special facts u pon which the contingent chance is to
be computed lie generall y in the knowledge of th assured only , so that good
faith requires that he should not keep back an ything which might influence
the insurer in deciding whether to .cce p t or reject the risk. A fact is material
if it is one that would affect the mind of a prudent insurer even though its
materiality is not appreciated b y the assured.' 5 In the words of lavlevJ:

I think that in all cases of insurance, whether on ships, houses, or lives, the
underwriter should be informed, of every material circumstance within the
knowledge of the assured: and that the proper question is, whether an y parucular
circumstance was in fact material? and not whether the party believed it to be
so. The contrary doctrine would lead to frequent suppression of information,
and it would often be extremel y difficult to shew that the party neglecting ro give
the information thought it material. But if it be held that all material facts must
be disclosed, it will be in the interest of the assured to make a full and fair
disclosure of all the inforinauon within their reach.

The duty of disclosure in the case of marin-2 insurance is prescribed as follows
in the Marine Insurance Act:

Subject to the provisions of this section. the assu, ed must disclose to the insurer.
before the contract is concluded, every material circumstance which is known
to the assured, and the assured is deemed to know every circumstance which, in
the ordinary course of business, ought :o he known by him. if the assured fails
to make such disclosure, the insurer mar avoid the contract. -

Evervcircumstance is material which would influence thejudgment of a prildenE.
insurer in fixing the premium, or determining whether he will take the risk.

12 Where there i s a duiv tu disclose. ion-disclosure makes the contract voidable and no
void. .itarender v Fddia ic 19671 2 Q8 590. [19661 3 All ER 847.

13 Hasson 32 MLR lit5. .kchaiiipong 36 NILQ 329.
14 (17661 Burr 1905 .0 909. Excepciunallv a contract ot guarantee. eq a tidel,tv

guarantee. mar rank .. a conrac: 51 insurance: London Gnerai omnibus L:d u Fiodowai

119121 2 KB 72. Blair 29 MLR 522 .0 324-536.

IS London Sssirr ,iniy :' hansel 179I 11 Ch D 363. Lambert v Co-overative Insurance .Soc,,ti

[1975] 2 Lk,vd's Rep 45.
lB Lindenou ii DeSOorouCh lilIlSi :4 5 & C 956 at 592.
7 Marine Insurance Act 1906. 1 15(1

15	 hid, s 14i 11
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Thus, for example, the assured must inform the underwriter that the ship
is overdue" or has put into an inter-mediate port for repair:' that the insured
goods are to be carried on deck, a place where it is not usual to stack them:
or that the cargo is to be taken on board at a particular port where loading is
a hazardous operation.'

The question in each case is whether the fact would have been material in
influencing the mind of a prudent insurer, not whether loss has resulted from
the undisclosed fact. Thus, where the assured concealed a report that the ship
when last seen was in a position of danger. though as a matter of fact sht
survived on this occasion onlY Lobe captured later b y the Spaniards it was held
that the policy could be avoided for non-disclosure.'

There has been much discussion as to what exactl y is meant bs' influencing
the mind of a prudent insurer Clearh. this test is satisfied if it is shown that
the prudent insurer would have refused the proposal or would onl y have
accepted it at a higher premium or subject to an excess. However, the Court
ofAppeal. in Container Transport international Inc v Oceanus Mutual Linderwntzng
Association (Bermuda) Ltd' went further and held that a fact was material if a
prudent insurer would like to have known it though the evidence showed that
the prudent insurer would in fact have accepted the proposal on standard
terms. This view was much criticised but it was accepted as correct by the
majority of the House ofLords in PanAtlantic insurance Co Ltd vPin,ioisinsurance
Co Ltd.' There was a powerful dissenting judgment by Lord Lloyd with whom
Lord Templeman agreed. The House of Lords went on, however, to say thai
the insurer must show not only that the information not disclosed was material
in this sense, but also that it was in fact so induced to enter into the contract.
This restates what had certainly been lost sight of for the best part of 100 years
in relation both to misrepresentation and to non disclosure: there are two
separate tests of materiality and actual inducement, in practice, decisions on
misrepresentation have concentrated on actual inducement and decisions
on non disclosure on materialin. in practice, once materialit y is established.
the significance of the requirement of inducement will turn largel y upon
whether there is a presumption and, if so. of what strength. that actual
inducement can be deducecf from materialin. This is because the insured will
have little or no information as to what ma y or may not have induced the
insurer, If insurer has actually to give evidence as to inducement, a skilful
cross-examination b' the counsel for the insured may leave the court
unconvinced. If there is a presumption, the insured may be able to avoid
giving evidence and thereby denying the insured the chance of cross

19 Kirin v Smith (1818) 1 B A: Md 672
20 LhiiUr t, Commercial U,uo,i Insurance Co (1865' 12 LT 399
I Hood v West End Mow Car Paiktng Co [1917] 2 KB 38
2 Ron'vw.er v !luichtnsoD (1870) LIZ 5 QB 584
3 Seaman s ' Fonereav (1743i 2 Stra 1183. In its 5th Report, the Law Reform Committee

suggested that it would be practicable to frame a new statutor y definition of 'materia
on the following lines 'For the purposes of an y contract of insurance no fact shall hr
deemed material unless it would have been considered material by a reasonabir
insured: Cmnd 62 (1957). p 7. See now the more comprehensive proposals 10'
reforming contracts in the Law Commissions Report of October 1980 (Law Corn N
104). it now appears likely that there will not be legislation to implement this report

4 [1984] 1 Lloyds Rep 47€
5 [1994] 3 MI ER 581
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examination. In the Pan Atlantic case. Lord Musull thought there was a
presumption but Lord Lloyd did not agree.'

A similar dot-v of disclosure exists in the case of non-marine insurances.
Whether the policy is taken out ofiife. fire. burglar y . fidelity or accidental risk.
it is the duty of the assured to give full information of every material fact: and
it has been held by the Court of Appeal that the definition of'material'
contained in the Marine Insurance Act 1906, namek ever circumstance
'which would influence the judgment of a prudent insurer in fixing the
premium. or determining whether he will take the risk is applicable to all
forms of insurance. It has thus been held in each of the following cases that
the policy was vitiated for non-disclosure;

In a proposal for fire insurance the assured stated that no proposal bs him
had previousk been declined by an y other compan y : in fact. another
company had previously refused to issue a polic y in respect of his motor
vehicle.'

In appl ying for a fire insurance polic y , the proposer omitted to mention
that a fire had broken out next door upon the day of the proposal.'

In a proposal for a policy insuring the repayment of a loan, the proposer
failed to divulge that, owing to the financial debilit y of the borrower, the
interest had been fixed at 40 per cent.11

The duty of disclosure thus imposed b y law is confined to facts which the
assured knows or ought to know. 'The durv, said Fletcher-Moulton L. is a
duty to disclose, and you cannot disclose what you do not knov Thus if the
question—' Have you any disease-'—is put to an applicant for a life assurance
policy , and he answers in the negative, fulls' believing his health to be sound.
the resulting contract cannot be rescinded upon proof that at the time of his
answer he was suffering from malignant cancer. The dun, however, mas be
enlarged by the express terms of the contract, and in fact insurers have taken
extensive, perhaps indeed unfair, advantage of this contractual freedom. in
practice they almost invariabl y require the assured to agree that the accurac
of the information provided bv him shall be a condition of the validity of the
policy. 1 o this end it is common to insert a term in the proposal form providing
that the declarations of the assured shall form the basis of the contract. The
legal effect of this term is that if his answer to a direct question is inaccurate.
or if he fails to disclose some material fact long forgotten or even some fact that
was never within his knowledge, the contract may be avoided despite his
integrity and honesty of purpose. Nas' more, his incorrect statement about a
matter that is nothing more than a matter of opinion is sufficient to avoid the

C. See also Si Paid Fire & Marine Insurance Co (UK) Lid v McConnell Dowell Construaor LW
(1996 1-All ER 96; Birds and Hird 59 MLR 285
Locker and Wool! Lid 	 'esie,, Ausfratsan Insurance Co Lid 11936]I KB 408. As to thc
burden of proof. set' Slatirrv u Mono' [19621 I QB 676. [1962] 1 All ER 525.
Locker and 'lkooIf Ltc i ttestrn Ausiraiaan Insurance Co Lit. above

9 Bufr Turne (1815' 6 Taunt 338
I(' Seaxon v heath 11899) 1 QB 78. Sec also Wootcoit i' Sun Alliance and London insurance

Ltd 119781	 All ER 1253. (1978) 1 WLR 492
11 Joel v Law Union and Crown insurance Co [1908) 2 KB 863 at 884, per Fetcher-Moulton

LI
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policy. Thus, for Instance, one of the commonest questions put to a person who
applies fora life insurance is 'Have you any disease?'. a matter which, even for
a doctor. is often a subject of mere speculation or opinion.

%t the policies issued by man y companies are framed so as to he invalid unless
it: s and many other like iuestions are correcdv—not merely truthfully—
snc'red. though the insurers are well awar: 'at it is impossibL. for anyone to
arrive at -anvthmg more certain than an opinic about them. I wish I could
adequately warn the public against such practices on the part of insurance
offices.'

The courts view this practice with distaste and the y do what they ca to mitigate
its seventy by imposing a strict burden of proof upon insurers.

The above account has talked of disclosure b y the insured. It is natural to
talk in this way since it is usually the insured who wt[ know facts whic would
nave affected the ticigement of the insurer if tIiCV had been disclosed.
However, it is clear that in principle, the duty of disclosure lies equall y on the
insurer. This was one of the important questions which arose in Banque
Financière de la Cite S- v Westgate Insurance Co Ltd. In this case a Mr Ballestero
persuaded syndicates of banks to lend his companies man y millions of Swiss
francs, The loans were secured partl y by gemstones (which later turned out
to he virtually valueless) and partl y by credit insurance policies covering
failure by the borrowing companies to repay the loans. Insurance policies
were issued by the defendant insurers and contained clauses which excluded
liability in the event of fraud. Mr Ballestero disappeared with the mone y and
the plaintiff lenders sought to recover it from the defendant insurers. On the
face of it they could not do so because the policies excluded recovery in the
event of Mr Ballestero's fraud. But the plaintiffs argued that they would not
have entered into the transaction if the defendant insurers had made, as they
should have done, a full disclosure of a material fact. This was that the insurers
knew that the insurance policies had been procured by an employee of the
insurance broker falsely representing that the full amount of the loan was
insured when he only held a cover note valid for 14 days.

these facts raised a series ofissues. The first issue was whether the insurers
were in general under a duty of disclosure to the plaintiffs. All the courts
which considered the question held that the duty of disclosure between
insurer and insured was reciprocal. The next question was whether the
particular information about the dishonest behaviour of the employee of the
insurance broker should have been revealed by the insurers to the insured.
It is clear that the duty is not to reveal all information but to reveal material
niormation. When considenngdisclosure by the insured, it is well established
that the test of materiality relates to what would affect the judgment of a
reasonable insurer either to refuse the polic y or to accept it only on special

12 Ibid at ,455. per Fletcher-Moulton U. See Hasson 34 MLR 29 and the Report of the
Law Commission t Law Corn no 1041 and also the statement of practice ol the British
Insurance Association discussed Birds 40 MLR 77l.

13 Rand hr .n'rrrt Ltd o 1-till [1955] 2 QB 417. 19551 2 All ER 476; hVit y ,Vntw,aiij tfoi0r

md 1,i iilm'na I,cmuma,ire Union Ltd I 19551 I All ER sIlo. For oilier reipecu in which ihi'
.r:mIes are weighted against the insurvd, sCC the 5th Report of the [.3w Refm,run
Committee	 957). Cmnud 62.

14 119901 I QB 665. 119157] 2 All ER 923, per Sievim I (Itanque Kmm.r Ullmann SA v Siam!;

iLk) ln.suran(e C, Lid) [ 1991 2 All ER 952. UA;atfd [1990] 2 All ER 947. [19001 3 WL
364. HI..
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WhiCh is exacli' what thes ended up with iii an y case. in the result. ther dory
the House of Lords dta not have to express a view on how the mate ialitv test
should be expressed. Nor did the y have to consider a third question which

Stevnj and the Court ofAppeal took different views. Tins was as to the unto:
of the remedy which would he available to the plaintiffs. It is well settled that
it) general the remetis for non-disclosure is to SCI the corm-act asid_ . But
would have helped we plaintiff bankers not at 	 the contrar: of
insurance aside ioi rather it would cink have helped them to recover tIter:

	

p rentitums i since setting the contract aside seoulu simi,iv mean that thee "crc 	 -
not rotectrd. There isan obvious lack ofreciprocitiitr practice here beiweer:
I nstiier and insured. Srevr J would have been willing to give the insured a
rcnicdv in damages arising from non-disclosure b y the insurer but the Court
of Appeal rejected this. partuv on the grounds that voidahiiit as tile on I'
remedy was well established by authority and pat-th y on the grounds that a
would be to imoosr a iiabiiirv In damages fot behavi our which might, be total
without fault. since- tne duty of disclosure was strict and riot negigence basec

in take shares 70 (ornfmntes
A contract to take shares in a compans is often made on the faith of the
prospectus isstied be the promoters. It has long been recognised that the
document is a fruitful source of deception, for persons who desire to foist an
undertaking iJpor. the public are not usualis remarkable either for the
accuracy of their representations or for the industrvwith which the-v search for

A! firs: IflSflC : appears to nave beell accepted thai if the tendr had Known 0 4 its
d,shuricsi' or iris insurance broke: 	 emplcn'te thee would not navr gone ihroUgi.
lviii: Lilt' oaO iransaccion	 Sr also bans i .\enc Septic t Hdi,II: Alu.uu. iS a

-5101,07 L. 'na Ltc. TF (,ojC LucJ	 1.510	 All EK	 a, to tb: 1c-a efiec tic
p rornrssc'r warrant gler h' ire insured c:,:	 ship will not crier a high no, ars'.
k,1111011; ref tin
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facts that might usefull y be disclosed. There are a number of statutes which
have provisions affecting liabilit y in this respect" and the Companies Act
1985. section 56. contains a list of matters that ever'.' prospectus must contain.
'He result of the statutory provisions, especiallvwhen taken together with the

exu legal controls operated b y the Stock Exchange, is that a contract to take
shares Hs become closely akin to one which is ubernmaefzde7

Family arrang inents
The express.on family arrangement- .:overs a n. iLtitude of agreements
made between relatives and designed to preserve the harmon y , to protect the
propertY or to save the honour of the famil y .' It compr i ses such diverse
transactions as the following: a esettlenienc of land made between the father
as tenant for life and the son as :enant in tail irt remainder: an agreement to
abide by the terms ofawill that •:as not been properly executed, or to vary the
terms of a valid will: the release of devised property from a condition
subsequently imposed by the testator; or an agreement by a younger legitimate
son to transfer family property to an illegitimate elder son.

Equity , though always anxious to sustain famil y arrangements insists that
there shoull be the fullest disclosure of all material facts known to each party,
even thougo no inquiry about them may have been made. The parties rnus e
on an equal footing.

Thus, in Gcrrdanv Gordon," a division of property, based upon the probability
that the elder son was illegitimate, was set aside nineteen years afterwards
upon proof that the younger son had concealed his knowledge of a private
ceremon y of marriage solemnised between his parents before the birth of his
brother: and in Creenwoodv Greenwood" an agreement to divide the property
of a deceased relative was avoided on the ground that one of the parties failed
to disclose informati it which he alone possessed concerning the am unt of
the estate.

2 CONSTRUCTIVE FRAUD

In cases where the representor had no honest belief in the trot. ofhis statement,
equity has long had a coricurrentjurisdiction with the common law. The court to
which a plaintiff would resort before the Judic: . -ure Act would depend upon
whether the remedy he soughtwas on the one ha. A the recovery of damages for
deceit or on the other rescission and an account of profits. Equity. however, in the
exercise of its exclusive jurisdiction has from early days given a more extended
meaning to the word 'aud' than has 1he cc imon law, and has developed a
doctrine of er,nstniaive aud. Lord aldarie s .d in a leading case:

But in addition to this concurrentjurisdictiou, the Court of Chancer y exercised
an exclusivejurisdiction in cases which, although classified in that Court as cases

16 Conoanies Act 1985, especially ss 56. 57, 66, 67. 68. 69: Prcvcsiion of Fraud
(lnv.strneits) Act1958; Protection of Depositors Act 1963; Financial Services Act
1986; G,wer Modern Coinban Law t4th edn) pp 366-393.

17 There was authority for a duty of disctosur at common law. Ctnrs1 Rtv Co of Y.iiezue&s

jDiretrors A10 t Kjs,:)i f 1867) (.R 2 IlL 99 at IS. Cf 4arsas Reefs Lid t' 1t,ass [18961 AC

273 at S7.
18 See generall y. White arid Tudor s Leading Can's in Equal, vol I. pp 198 11.
19 11821 ) 3 Swan 400.
20 11863) 2 Dc GJ zL Sm 28.
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of fraud. vet did not ncc.'arilv import the eleiiient of dofii ow/us. The Court took
upon iLseif to prevent ;t nan f:om actirie acairisr the dictates of conscience as

defined in the Court, and to grait inhliucuotis in anticipation of in ( iir\ as well
as reiiet where in tun had beeji clone.

It is not unnatural that a pnnctple of urisdtction defined iii such expansive
terms should have been graduall\ app]icd to a wide field of human activities
and to what at first sight appear to be a welter of unrelated items:- bit our
important example pertinent to the present discussion is wnete. owing to the
special relationship between the parnes, a transaction inav be void-hie in
equity for non-disclosure. 'Under certain circumstances vi duty miiav arise to
disclose a maenal fact. and its non-disclosure mae have the same effect as a
representation of its non-existence.' Whenever the relation between the
parties to a contract is of a confidential or fiduciar y nature, the p erson in whc
The confidence is reposed and s, no thus possesses infliener over the oth
cannot hold that other to the contract unless he satisfies th court that it is

advantageous to the other party and that he has disclosed n material facts
within his knowledge.'

Such a confidential relationship is deemed to exist between persons
connected be certain recognised tics, such as arent and child. principal and
agent.' solicitor and client, religious superior and inferior, and trustee and
beneficiary . But the courts have always refused to confine this equitable
Jurisdiction to such familiar relations. The y are prepared to interfere in a
contract wherever one part' deliberatel y arid s'o)uritarilv places himself in
such a position that h becomes his dut y to act fairl y and to have due regard to
the interesLc of the other parry , in a leading case, Lord Chelmsford stated the
general pnnciple in these words:

Wherever two persons stand in such a relation that, while it continues, confidence
I% necessaril y reposed by one, and the influence which naturall y grows out of ilia-,
confidence is tossessed by the other. and this confidence is abused. or the
influence is exerted to obtain an advantage as the expense of the confiding party.
the person so availing himself of his posinor will not be permitted to retain the
advantage. al'hough the transaction could not have been impeached if no such
confidential reiauor: had existed.'

These words were spoken in a case where X, an extravagant undergraduate
much pressed by his Oxford creditors and anxious to extricate himself from
his financial embarrassment, sought the advice of V. Having recommended
the sale of theuridergraduatesStaiiordshire estame.Yofiered to bu y it himself
for.7.000without disclosingthat.. owing to the existence ofsubacent nittierab.
Xs interest was worth at least double that amount. The offerwas accepted and
the conveyance executed. bir, some years later the sale was set aside dv the
court at the iri s i s i enceofX's heir. 's'wasconstructtveh' fraudulent. iti the sense
that he wTongruliv exploited to his own advantage the commanding position
in which he stood.

Nocto?i v Lord Ashburton 1914 Ac: 932 at 952
See Cr the extended meaning of fraud given b' Lord }iardwicke in Lan of ChesterfieLe
r/ansse' (1751 1 2 'ye! Set, 125 a:
Ashburner Prtncipces of Louirt (2nd edn) 285. For a cfassiftcauon of relationships. set
Scai' [1962 CLI 69. f1963 CLI 119.
Mooa v Cox and Ha!: [1917 2 bi 7. at 8a. per Scrution U
Regc: thasung. Ltc v Guthvr 1967	 AC 134n. [(942	 All ER 37S
7air r WiUtamso 51866. 2 Ci. A pr 5 at 61
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G RELATIO NSHIP BETWEEN MISREPRESENTATION AND ESTOPPEL'

It not infrequently happens that A enters into a contract with B on the faith
ota misrepresentation made 1w X. Here, unless Xis the agent or'B. there can
he no question of a remed y against B and since there will normall y he no
contract between A and X.' man y of the remedies discussed in this chapter will
he unobtainable. One cannot rescind a contract that does not exist and actions
under the Misrepresentation Act 1967 only lie where the represen radon , has
been made ... by another party to the contract. X can certainly be sued in tort
f he is fraudulent and in some cases an action niav now lie for negligence
under HedLv Byrne & Co Ltd v Weller & Partners.'

In sonic such cases. assistance ma y be obtained from the doctrine ot
estoppel by representation. This was stated b y Lord Macnaghten as follows:

It is .. a principle of universal application. that if a person makes a false
representation to another and that other acts upon that false representation the
person who has made it shall not aftenvards be allowed to set up that what he said
was false and to assert the real truth in place 'if the falsehood which has so misled
the other.

It would appear that the constituents of a representation for estoppel by
trusrepresencation are the same as for actionable misrepresentation. The
main obstacle to a wide use of this principle is that it is said that estoppel is
isot in Itself  cause ot'action. If this 15 right, it follows that the plaintiff who
wishes to emplo y the principle of estoppel must formulate some independent
cause of action which would have succeeded had the estoppel statement been
true. He may then rely on estoppel to defeata defence which would otherwise
e available to the defendant, since evidence to prove the untruth of the

statement will he inadmissible.
This possibility is neatly illustrated b y Burrows cLock,' The facts were these:

X was entitled to a sum of £288 held oil his behalf b y a trustee. A. He
assigned partof this to Yhvwav otsecuritv. notice of the assignment being
given to A. Ten years later he purported to assign the whole of the E288 to
Z in return for valuable consideration. Before completing this transaction.
Z consulted A. who having forgotten the previous assignment to Y.
represented that X was still entitled to the full stun of f238.

Z later filed a bill against A. who was held liable for so nitich of the trust fund
as had previously been assigned to V. Here Z had an independent cause of
action, for had the representation of the trustee been correct he would have
been entitled to the whole sum of 1288 against the trustee, for the effect of

7	 Spencer Bower and Turner Fhe law r?/litirrri :n Frc pe1 by Rr'prr'rr.niaiiini 3rd cdn. 19771:
fwart on Eoopsei: Aiivah bsass ,i (a,g lr,zcl. Ess.iv	 1: 1wk5m Sl LQR 84. ,'.!)
Unless the ciiirt discovers a collateral' con Lair %1 1[h X.
1964 AC 15	 19631 2 All ER 373.

.(i Sikz.i	 ' n, nIii'i	 ,	 (iY:)] AC 19l'r .0 410. riLing Lord Crarrworth in
3 HI. Cas 155 at 20). 212.

I Venccr Bower it) ii Tori, r ;he [ia ir'laii i	 a F1 1,1 	 by Rr',rrue,i I,ltr,'i i S rd r'd n . 1977. 
pp 29 :1

12 This s crtainI% ihc	 rihodux crt's. see c's,wciallv I.,,,,	 Llout,n, 15911 :1 Cli 52. ':1
'he 'ir'iss.>I Atoah arirl Jackson. :r 7, .ihurt

1 3 . I SI'S) 1)) \'es 470, Sheridan ['out or Fqur(', pp 31-36. (1 i ' ir ,frd )t'rr,,,, flank . I::',?,
1977: I All ER 733
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the assigummi would have been ihut the trustee held the £2SS on behalf ol
7. In fact the trustee held part of tlic f und on trust for V. but he was estopped
from sctttng this up to defeat the claim of Z.

The possibilits of formulating an action for damages for neghgen
misstatement will have reduced hut not removed the importance of this rnorr
devious route to damages. In addition it should he noted that cases may arise
where esioppe] will operate as a defence and here Ot course there will be nc
need to formulate an independent cause of action.

2 Duress and undue influence

Since agreement depends oil it should follow that agreement
obtained by threats or undue persuasion is insufficient. Both common lass
with a limited doctrine of duress and equity with a much wider doctrine of
undue influence have acted in this area. It is clear that in equits the effect of
undue influence is to make the con tract s'oidahle, but it is disputed whether
the effect of duress at common law ts to make the contsact void or voidable. The
question would be important if q uestions of affirmation or third parv rights
were involved but there is no satisfactory modern authorit y . The malorit' of
writers state that duress makes the contract voidable hut this has been
vigorousl y con ti overted. There are a number of modern cases which discuss
whether duress renders a marriage void o voidable and it is sorrieurnes
assumed that the rule is the same for marriage and for contract. But even if
this assumption is correct. it does not provide a clear answer suce the cases
do not agree

s
 and in none of them was it necessar y to decide the quesuot.

Both common law and equity agree that a party cannot be held to a contract
unless he is a free agent, but the contribution made hs common law to this pan
of the subject has been scanty . It is confined to the avoidance of contracts obtained
by duress. a word to which a ven , limited meaning has been attached. Duress a
common law. or what is sometimes called iga1 duress. means acnial siolence o
threat.s of solence to the person. ie threats calculated to produce fear of loss o
life or bodilvharm. t5 It is a part of the law which nowada ys seldom raises an issuc

14 Winder 56 LQR 97 S MLR 97. 4 Corn (NS) 274 Winfield 60 LQR 341.
15 See eg }'olloci Princip/e of Coniraii (I 5th CAT11 r 179. citing the second ruic in

li,?Ielpdaic '- Case (1604 5 Co Rep 119a. 	 ER 25
16 Lanham 29 MLR 615.
17 Paroics t Paro,cir [1958 , I WLR 1280 at 128S
iS See eg Paro,-ir t Paro,cic. above: buck/and e Buck/and [1968] P 296. 1967] 2 All El

300 Marichesier 29 MLR 622. Singi: i .Szngh 1971] 2 All ER 825 at 830. An etaboratr
historical surves' b' Tolstos 27 MLR 385. shows that the ruie was ormginativ that if),,
marriage was void. For marriage the question was resolved b y the Nullity of Marriagt
Act 1971. s 2 c) moo' Matrimonial Causes Act 1973. s I2(ci whereb y the effec:
of duress is to tender the marriage voidable. In DI-'!-' for jVor:hrre Ire/and i' Ls'nii

[1975] 1 All ER 913 at 955. [1975 AC 653 at 695. Lord Simon of Glaisdale stamen
that duress made contracts voidable thou g h this was cleans oh:trr To" whole C:'

this case repass siucfv for its anal ysis of toe o peration 01 duress, See further urn
debate Anrah ¶18 LQR 191, Tiplaciv 99 LQR 195 Ativah 99 LQR 355 As a mailer of
criminal lass Lynch was overruled in P r . Howe 19571 AC 417. 11987] 1 All ER 771.
a case sshich has received a less than ecstatic welcome from commentators. see eg
Miteauc ]1988 CL] Ci

19 Co Litt 253b. For a modern exampie see Fnrdtherg-Seeiri t K/ass 11957 CLV 1482. 101
So! Ic'
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That a contract should be procured b y actual violence is difficult to
conceive, and a more probable means of inducement is a threat of violence.
The rule here is that the threat must be illegal in the sense that it must be a
threat to commit a crime or a tort.a Thus to threaten an imprisonment that
would be unlawful if enforced constitutes duress, but not if the imprisonment
would be lawful.' Again a contract procured b y a threat to prosecute for a crime
that has actuall y been committed,' or to sue for a civil wrong,'. or to put the
member of a trade association on a stop-list,' is not as a general rule voidable
for duress. But it may be void as being contrary to public policy , as for exampte
where it is in effect an agreement tending to pervert the course oijustice.' It
must be established that the threats were a reason for entering into the
contract but it need not he shown that the y were the only or even the main
reason. Once it has been proved that unla.s'ful threats were made, it is for the
threatener to show that they were not a reason for the other party contracting.

For duress to afford aground of relief, it. must be duress of a mans person,
not of his goods .7 In Skeate v Beak 3 for instance, a tenant agreed that if his
landlord would withdraw a distress for l9 [Os in respect of rent, he would pay
£3 7s 6d immediately and the remainder, £16 2s 6d, within one month. To an
action to recover £16 2s öd the tenant pleaded that the distress was wrongful,
since only £3 7s 6d was due, and that the landlord threatened to sell the goods
at once unless agreement was made. This plea was disallowed. But it has been
held that money paid under duress of goods may be recovered. Clearly these
two rules are difficult to reconcile.!'

Equity had concurrent jurisdiction with the courts of common law with
regard to duress, but by an application of its comprehensive doctrine of
constructive fraud." it exercised a separate and wider jurisdiction over
contracts made without free consent. It developed a doctrine of undue
influence. 2 This doctrine is accurately stated by .Ashburner:

In a court of equity if A obtains any benefit from B. whether under a contract
or as a gift, by exerting an influence over B which, in the opinion of the court.
prevents B from exercising an independentjudginent in the matter in question,
B can set aside the contract or recover the gift. Moreover in certain cases the
relation between A and B may be such that A has peculiar opportunities of
exercising influence over B. If under such circumstances A enters into a contract
with B, or receives a gift from B. a court of equity imposes upon A the burden,

20 Cf Ware and Dc Freville Ltd v Motor Trade Association [1921] 3 KB 40.
1 Cummingv ma (1847) 11 QB 112; thffin v Bigndll (1862) 7 H & N 877; Smith v Monteith

1844) 13 M & W 427.
2 Fisher .? Co t, Appodnorzs Co 1 1875) tO Ch App 297
3 Powell v Ho,land (1851) 6 Exch 57.
4 Thorne r, Motor Trade Association [19371 AC 797, [1937) 3 All ER 157.
5 Pp 417-419. below.
S Barton ri Armstrong [19761 AC 104. [1975] 2 All ER 465.
7 .-'stlee u Backhouse (1838) 3 M & W 633 2E 650. per Parke B.
8 (1840) 11 Ad & El 983.
9 Astlev v R.r,noW.s (1731) 2 Stra 915; T D Keegan Ltd v Palmer (1961] 2 Lloyd's Rep 449.

10 Golf and Jones The Law of Restiiutwn Ord cdn) pp 206-222. Beaison 11974 CLJ 97,
shows that the duress of goods doctrine owes its existence to a factual overlap with the
rule that a compromise of a doubtful claim is valid.

ii P 334. above.
[2 See especially White and Tudor Leading Cases in Equity vol 1, pp 203 ff: Hanburv and

v1audsley Modern Equity ( 13th edn. 1989) pp 788.794. Sheridan Fraud in Equity pp 87.

106.
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if he wishes to maintain 
the contract or gift. of proving that in fact, he exerted

no influence for the purpose of ootaining it.

The only rider to make to this statement is that an intention by A to benefit
himself personally is not essenual to justify rescission of a contract. it IS
cnough that in the exercise of his influe ce he has not made me welfare of
B. to the exclusion of all other persons, , us paramount consideration.

Unconscionable bargains
i-iistorrcailv this area of equitY has embraced not onl y the present doctrine of
undue influence and the special rules about disclosure, discussed above.
hut also rules about unconscionable bargains. As is often the case howeve'.
the term unconscionable bargains bears a much narrower meaning in equr v
than in Liv usage. The typical transaction, assumed by the older authorities.
involved an improvident arrangement by an expectant heir to anticipate his

inheritanCe—a situation unlikel y to occur often today with the virtual
disappearance of strict settlements. Though there are old cases tinder this

ih ic which turn on the infirmity of one of the parties," it has been iouhted
whether an English courtwould now set aside a transaction merely because
one of the oarties were poor. ignorant orweaK-intflded. 5 A Northern Itch. id

court did so however in Buckles j irwrn and there are several C.idian

decisions to the same effect.
L'nconscionahilit'' has been much more vigorously dveloped ni the law

ofAustralia) Perhaps the most striking example is Comrne'rdalBaflk oJA uatraira

Ltd vA..rnadio) In this case, \jnadio Builders harlan overdraft account with the
Commercial Bank ofAustralia. Vincenzso Amadio was the managing director
of the companY. Vincerizios parents though neithrr poor nor illiterate, were
relatively old and not very fluent in written English. Their greatl y admired

Viiicenzio whom they thought of as a very successful businessman. in fact. the

company was insolvent and heavil y in debt to the bank. The bank, in co-
operation with Vincenzio. heiped to conceal the companys difficulties from

the public b y selective dishonour fit the company's cheques.. In due course,
the bank proposed to close the companvs account unless security was provided

by way ma mortgage on propertY owned b y Vincenalo s parents. The parents

were persuaded to sign the appropriate papers b y the manager ala visit to their
house. Vincenzio told his parents that the guarantee would he for six mouths

3 .ithburner in Eau 	 nd edni p 299: see also 4 Ucard u Skinner 1987 36 CuD 145 at

181 and 183. per Lindlev U.
14 BuLlock t' Lloyds Bank Lld 19551 Ch 317, 119541 3 All ER 726.

15 Pp 334-335. above.
16 See Sheridan Fraud in EquiN op 125-145. Golf and Jones The Law or ResizlutlO'l t 3rd edm

PP 257-267 The special si.arurorv rules about mone y l endiiw contained in the Moite'

Lenders .\cLs I 900 md 1927 were substantiall y .i strengtheningof equi table doctrine

in a particularl y vuinCrai)lC area. The y iiae now een reptaced and extended lw Inc

Consumer Credit Act 1074. is 137-140.
7 Eg Evmsits v Llewethn 1 7,	 1 Co Eq Cas 333.

18 Treitel Law of Coniraa 3rd edni	 351. Cl 10th acm. op 383.

19 19601 NI 98
2(1 See eg KiiuPp v Bell 19681 67 DLR 2d1 236; i1ars/ill L, (7(171(4(10 J',nn(iiiflh 7(11)1 •)

19681 69 DLR 2d) 260: ',tundiner .' MundinCer 19681 3 DLR :idl :tS. F.nman lii

Anglo_AmrrtCall LR 191.
liner and Hanl,itid. ':rrr: [jiii fl ('iclinlin Chanter I

2	 1)831 151 (CR 147
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onl y and have an upper limit of S50,000. Both these statements were . to his
kiiowh-nge. untrue. The branch manager did tell the parents; that the guarantee
was not limited to six months. The parents received no independent advice
in due course, the compan y went insolvenu owing the bank nearl y £240M0t'
and the bank sought to enforce the mortgage. In the High Court, it was held
that the transaction should be set aside on the grounds that the bank's
behaviour was unconscionable An English court might well have reached the
same conclusion on these facts by the application of the rules of undue
influence.

It) Portman BuildzngSoc,n' c'Dusangh a father borrowed nionex, on mortgage
from th(- claimants so as to fund a loan to his son who was planning to buy a
supermarket. The father was 72, retired, illiterate in English and spoke it
poori. No fraud or undue influence on the part of the son was alleged and
the son was not in financial difficulties at the time of the loan. The father, the
son and the building societ y were all represented by the same solicitor. In due
course, the supermarket failed, the building society sought to enforce the
mortgage and the father argued that the transaction was unconsionable. The
possibility of attacking such a transaction as unconsion able was not excluded
but on the facts the transaction was held not to be unconsionabje.

Economic du.res$
In the past English law, unlike American law, t has not used these fertile
doctrines to deal with the general problem ofinequalitv of bargaining power.
This battle has been fought on other fronts. A prophetic exception however
max' be found in thejudgmeni of Lord DenningMR in I) &( Uiiders Ltd tiRees.
where he held that the plaintiffs consent to acceptance ofpartpavmentin full
satisfaction of  debt 'was no true accord. The debtors wife held the creditor
to ransom. The creditor was in need of money to meet his own commitments
and she knew it. ' This case involved not the creation of a contract through
improper pressure, but its discharge.'

In the eighth edition of this work we suggested that it was possible that one
day a bold court might use this statement as a springboard for a new
development. This prophec'v has been fulfilled, with perhaps surprising
speed, by the judgment of Lord Denning MR in Llo'vds Bank Ltd v Buna

S Sr pp 345. 353, belo.
4 12000: 2 All ER (Comm) 221

Set tnt' masterls survs's bs J P Dawson 45 Michigan L Rev 253.
6 See pp 171-219. above. English law has been In some danger of treating exemption

Clautes as the onis manifestation of unequal bargaining power.
11966;	 Qb 617, 11965 S All ER 837. Discussed p 106. ahovt. See Winder 82 LQk
165: Cornisl, 29 MLR 428.

S ibid at 625 and 841. respecuveh. See also Arrafr p Cszaii Ctw'ILnginersng Lid 11976;1 Lloyd's Rep 98
See Reynolds and Treiiej 7 Malaya 1. Res I at 21-23.

10 [1975] Qb 326. [1974; 3 All ER 757. See also per Lord Diplock jr, Schroed Mu
Publishing Co Ltd p Macauta' [1974' 3 All ER 6)lj at 623. 11974) 1 WLR 1308 at 1315:
CIiftord bavu Managmenz Ltd v WEA Records Lid [1975] i All ER 237. [1975] 1 WLR

- Though thesc' two latter cases concern the application of the restraint of trade
doctrine (pp 449466 11. below) thes contain observations of general application. See
too the dictum of Bnghmian I in Mount(ord i' Scott [1974] 1 Al; ER 245 at 252 no:
reported in fl q751 Ch 258): affd on other grounds 11975) Ch 258, 11975 1 1 All ER
19 'The Court would not permit Ian) educated person to take advantage of tht
illiterars of the other
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The defendant was an elderly tanner, whose home and only asset was a
farmhoute, which had belonged to the famil y for generations. The
defendant, his son and a company of which the son was in control all
banked at the same branch of the plain uff bank. The compan y ran into
difficulties and the defendant guaranteed its overdraft up to £1,300 and
charged his house to the bank for that sum Later he execulel a turther
guarari tee for £5,000 and a further charge for £6,000. As the farmhouse was
worth only £10,000 he was ar vised by his solicitor that that was the most hr
should commit to the sons .usiness. However the cc npany's difficulties
Persisted and in December i969 a newl y appointed assistant manager of
the branch told the son that further steps must be taken. The son said that
his father would help. The assistant manager went to see the father at his
farmhouse taking with him completed forms for a further guarantee and
charge up to a figure of1 1,OC 3. He told the father that the bank could only
continue to support the company if he executed the guarantee and charge
and the father did so- In May 1970 a Receiver was appointed of the company
and the bank took steps to enforce the guarantee and charge.

The C ;urt of Appeal set asio t the guarantee and charge. The father looked
to the .ank for financial advice and placed confidence in it. Since itwas in the
banks interest that the father should execute the new guarantee. the bank
could not discharge the burden of giving independent advice itself. It was
incurabentori the bank therefore to see that the father received independent
a:icr o:i the tranaction and in particular on the aff irs or the compan y . This
they had failed to do.

This reasoning was well within the scope of the traditional staternentn CE

the ooc'rthe and Cairns Lj and Sir Eric Sacs so decided the case. Lcc.
Denning MR, however, conducted a broad review of the existing law and
concluded:

Gathering all together, I would suggest that through all these instances there runs
a single thread. They rest on inequality of bargaining power By virtue ot u. the
English law gives relief to one who, without independent advice, enters into a

con tract upon terms which are very unfair or transfers property for a consideration
which is grossly inadequate when his bargaining power s gnevottslv impaired tv
reason of his own needs or desires, or by his own ignorance or tntirmitv, coupled
with undue influences or pressures brought to hear on him b y or for the benefit
of the other. When I use the word 'undue' I do not mean to suggest that the
principle depends on proof of any wrongdoing. The one who supulates for an
unfair advantage may be moved solely by his own self-interest, unconscious of the
distress he is bringing to the other. I have also avoided an y reference to the will of
the one being dominated' or overcome by the other. One who is in extreme nec
may knowingly consent to a most improvident bargain. solel y to relieve the straits
in which he rinds himself. Again I do not mean to suggest that ever y transaction
is saved by iniependent advice. But the 'absence of it may be fail. With these
expianations. I hope this principle will be found to reconcile the cases,1

This statement was neither approved nor disapproved b y the other members
of the Court and therefore does not technicall y form part of the rat.o deczdendz

of the case. The same could no cioubt be said ot many historic pronouncements

in English law, such as Lord Atkin 's speech in Dana ghue v Stevenson. Although

11 Ibid at 339 and 765. respectively
12 19321 AC 362. See Pollock /aw of Torts 115th ,dni pp t25-1133
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a general reception ofof notions of iiiequalitv of bargaining power into English
ltw would probabl y generatr 2,, need for sub-rule' and ottali0cation. it !
submitted that it would on balance tic a ft-ui rful source for rutul C devchipnieui
of the law.'

It is now clear that in his judgments in 1) (J huilIers Ltd! Beesand Lio'cd
Bank Ltd v IiundLord Denningwas suggesting the introduction into Engiist:
law of itot one but two new doctrines. economic duress and inequalin of
bargaining power. So far the former suggestion has fallen on much more-
fertile ground than the latter. In delivering the advice of the Privy Council in
Pao On t Lan Yin Lonj' Lord Scarrnan observed that there is nothing contrar'
to principle in recognising economic duress as a factut which niav render-
contract voidable, provided always that the basis of such recognition isthat it
must always amount to a coercion of will, which vitiates consent'."

Since the Priv\ Council was quite clear that there had in fact been no
coercion of the will, this statement was not surprisingl y of the most guarded
kind and more weight should perhaps be attached to the judgment ofMocatta
J in North Ocean Shipping Co Ltd v I-Jvuntai Construction Co Lid'

The defendants. a firm of shipbuilders, had agreed to build a tanker for
the plaintiffs, who were shipowners. The price was agreed at US $30.950.000
payable in five instalments. After the plaintiffs had paid the first instalment

e international vai tie of the dollar suffered a sharp decline and the defendants
demanded an increase of 10 per cent in the price and threatened not to
complete the ship if this was not forthcoming. Unknown to the defendants.
this threat was parucularlv powerful as the plaintiffs had made a profitable
contract to charter the ship on completion. Theplaintifis although advised
that we defendants had no legal claim therefore agreed to pa y -the extra
money demanded, and paid the remaining four instaiinents plus 10 per cent
and in due course received delivery of the tanker. Some eight months later,
they claimed repayment of the excess over the originally agreed price. Mocatta
J held" that in principle this was a case of economic duress, since the threat
not to build the ship was both wrongful and highly coercive of the plaintiff'
will but he also held that the plaintiffs had lost their right to set the contract
aside by affirmation. The House of Lords in Universe Tankshz193 of Monrovia z'
inter-national Transport Workers Federation." a difficult labour law case, clearit
assumed that there was a doctrine of economic duress which wouldrender the
contract voidable because one party had entered into it as aresult ofeconomic
pressure which the law regards as iliegiumate

CTA7 Cash and Cam' Ltd v Gallaher Ltd contains an interesting discussion
of the proper limits of economic duress.

13 Cl Seak [1975] CLI 21: Carr 38 MLR463.'Tipadv 46 MLR 61
14 119793 3 All ER 65 at 79, 119791 3 WLR 435 at 451.
11 See also Lord Scarmaris observations in burmab Oil Co Lid i' banA of Engzand [19791

3 All ER 700 ai 729- 730. 119791 3 WLR 722 at 754-755
16 [1979) QB '705, 119781 SAIl ER 1170: Añains 42 MLR 557: Coote 19801 CLI 40. See

also Tar Swoea and The Siootrr I 1976 1 Uovd's Rep. 293.
7 He also held that there was technical consideration for the contract in the provision

b' the defendants of an increased letter of credo to guarantee repa yments of the prier
if the ship w-.t, not completed

IS [1983 I AC 36€, 119821 2 All ER 67. See also 13 & S Gontram and L)esi,t Lid v Vwto
Grev PuhlcaIton3 Ltd [19821 ICR 654. affd [19841 ICR 419. AOa Express Lic r
(1monrr.s and Dastrthuiw,i Lid [1989) QB 833. [1989,1 I All ER 641.

1° [19941 4 All FR 714
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in this case, the defendants were distnbuiorS of cigar ttes and the plaintiffs
ran a cash and carry business from six warehouses in towns in the north of
England. The plaintiffs were accustomed to tuving cigarettes from the
defendants. There was no long running contract and each purchase was
a separate transaction. Further, the defendants from time to rime gave
credit and they had given credit on previous occasions to the plainuffs, but
had never undertaken to do so on a regular basis, so that the y had absolute

discretion to withdraw credit facilities at an y rime.
In November 1986 the manager of one of the plaintiffs warehouses

placed an order for cigarettes with the defendants. UntortunatelV, owing
to a mistake, the cigarettes were delivered to me wrong warenouse. When
the mistake was discovered. itwas agreed that the defendants would mo t

the cigarettes to the right warehouse but, unfortunately , before this was
done, thewhoie of the cigarettes, worth soine1 7.000, were stolen from the
first warehouse. The parties disagreed about the results of this. Each party
thought that the thettwas at we risk of the other party. B y the ume the case
reached the Court of Appeal. it was clear that the plaintiffs were righ t and

that the goods were still at the risk of the defendants while they were in the
wrongwarehouSe awaiting transport to the rightwarehouse. However, this
was not clear in 1986, nor in 1988 when the parties' negotiations for
settlement went a.stage further. Sometime in 1988 or 1989 a representative
of the defendants made it clear to the plaintiffs that if the y did not paY the
£17,000 for the stolen cigarettes all credit facilities would he withdrawn.
The plaintiffs decided that paving for the cigarettes was the lesser of two
eviis and accordingly did so. In the present action, the plaintiffs sought to
get the money back on the grounds that the y had onv paid it as a result of

economic duress.
The Court of Appeal held that the plaintiffs' ciaim failed- Itwas accepted that
the plaintiffs had only paid the money, which was not owing, because of the
threat to remove credit facilities and that this was a threat which was in the
circumstances highly coercive. Th e Court or Appeal. however, thought that

the threat was not in the circumstances improper.
One view-would he that one can make an y threats one likes as long as

carrying them out would he lawt'd. On this view, the only question would be
whether the defendants were entitled to withdraw the credit facilities. There
was no doubt that thevwere and this analysis would have provided a very simple

answer. However, it is important to underline that the Court of Appeal did not
answer the question in this way . They accepted that there could he

circumstances in which a threat r0 do something which one was actually

entitled to do was improperiv coe:clve. The y -hought that the iine between

i mproper and proper threats, where the thre a .vas to do something which
could lawfully he done. was difficult to draw but trial the present case was

clearly on the proper side of the line. The primary reason for this was that. at

the time wien the defenuants made the threat. they thought that the £17,000

was in fact slue to them. In other words. the y were using the threat as a meat s

o getting mone y which the y heheved to hr due to them and not .s. a means

of extorting mone y which the y knew not to he due to them. Accordingl y , the

P laintiffs ' claim failcu.
It is important to note that in the present case he plaint i ffs claimed only

on the groun(i of economic duress. It ,,s conceivable that there is some other
ground no whicti the plaintiffs were entitled to have the mone re p a i d: for

instance. hat tE was money uaicl under a mistake. It imnossibme 	 be sure
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C) this because such a claim wac not Dlcaded and therefore the facts which
could have been relevant r, deciding whether it could succeed were not
examined.

The notion of ine q uality of bargaining power is clearl y much wider since
it dov q not necessarily depend on improper conduct b' the stronger part-%. So
far it nas been approached b' English courts with considerable caution." Ir,
a number of cases where counsel have sought to rely on this the court has
concluded on the facts that there was nothing more than hard but fair
bargaining.

The most important case is J'a.uona/ Westmzns ter Bank pfri,M,.gan? in this
case the Morgan s farnilvhome, which wasownedjointjvbvMrand Mrs Morgar.,
was mortgaged to a buildin g socien. The husband, an optimistic but
unsuccessful businessman. was unable to meet the mortgage repavmen ts and
the building society had started proceedings for possession. The bank were
approached 10 help and agreed to refinance the mortgage. The bank manager
visited the Morgans in their home with the relevant papers. Mrs Morgan made
it clear to the bank manager that she had no confidence in her husbands
business schemes. The bank's standard documents did, in fact, cover bank-
lending to the husband for his business but the bank manager assured Mrs
Morgan that this was not the case. Mrs Morgan signed the documents but later
sought to set the charge aside on the grour . ri of undue influence. She failed
at first instance, succeeded in the Court 01 Appeal and failed in the House
of Lords.

The case presents a number of difficulties. First, it is clear that Mrs
Morgan's signature was obtained by the bank manager's misrepresentation as
to the effect of the documents but no reliance was placed on this because by
the trial no mone y was outstanding on business borrowing bvMrMorgan who
was now dead.' Secondl y the differences'between the Court of Appeal and
the House of Lords seem to rest as much on their anaivsjs of the facts as on their
view of the law. The Court of Appeal had relied not on thejudgment of Lord
Denning MR in Liovd.c Bank Ltd v Bund y but on the judgment of Sir Eric Sachs
in the same case. Lord Scarman in delivering the leading ,judgment in the
House of Lords described the views of Sir Eric Sachs' as good sense and good
law'. For him the decisive consideration was that the transaction carefufts
anal ysed was not disadvantageous to the Morgans since it enabled them to stay
in their home on terms not inferior to those that the y had enoved under theirbuilding society mortgage.

If. as Lord Scarman emphasised, each case turns on a meticulous
examination of its own facts, the decision does not prevent another court on

20 Ii has been much more enthusiasuca]IN received in Canad4 see eg Morrison v Coas'Fxnane,' (1965' 55 DLR (2d 710: BIacR v Wilcox 11976) 70 DL.R (3d) 192; DovssovTizrerSprucesfrLtd (19771 79DLR (3d) 481: Jain'vKreu,sgrr()g78) 95 DLR (3d231; A & K Lwk-A-Caeck Franchises Lw v C.ordtv Lntn'isrLses Lid (198] 119 DLR (3d 440and in Austra1u. see eg Comtnircza/ ban of Ausrali 7 Amads (1983 5 AL 	 35e(Hardinghan 4 Oxford [LS 273
Multiservice Book Binding Lid r Mara.en [1979] Ch 84, 119781 2 MI ER 489; Bwrmah OilC. Ltd T, Bani. o ng(and 0981 unreported (Hannigan (19821 JBL 104; A1ei' Lob(Garage.s) Lia r low! Oil (GB ) Ltd [1985) 1 All ER 303, [1985] 1 WLR 17
(1985) AC 686. (1985) 1 All ER 821
For a case where a mortgagor succeeded on mlsrepresenuuon bin failed on undue
influence. see Cornzsi. 7 , Mu/land Bank pit f1985 S All ER 513
[19751 QB 326 and S4, [1974 3 MI ER 75 7, and 77
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another day from deciding that the stronger party has crossed the line but
it does discourage expansive statements of broad principle in this area- What

we can say is that there is no case in English jaw in which a court has explicitly
found that the parties were in a relationship oE unecluai bargaining power: that

the stronger party unfairly
 took advantage ot ins superior bargaining power

but that nevertheless the contract should stand. It may be asserted with modest
confidence that it will be a long time before such a case appears- If this

correct, one may perhaps ask why Lord Denning' sjudgmerit in Lloyds Bank v

Bund 
excited so much suspicion. One answer would he a characteriStiCa!

English suspicion of broad general principles Another wouid be
misunderstanding- What Lord Denning said might have been significantlY
more acceptable if he -iad rather said that the categories of unfairn ess, are

never closed'. It is not .n essential part of the approacti in the Bundy case that

all existing categories should be swept awa y- An alternative would be to
recognise the continued usefulness of me existing categories but to poslulare

the possibility of a residuary category where the court might intervene even
though what had transpired could not readily be slotted in to an y of the

existing categories-
HistodcallV, courts have divided contracts which ma y ': rescinded' "or

undue influence into two categories: those 	 .n	 is no specia'

relationship between the parties arid tho	 •re a sr- cial relationship

exists. A refinement of this cIasi . 'i was approved by the Rouse of Lot (IC

in Barclays Bank plc zj O'Brien. ri unis ca. he folic tii- classification "as

approved:

Class 1: aciucd undue	 es it is neccszac' 	 uma!'

	

10 ptOVC z9raiaC"'	
oer exerted unaue i1ue[iCC

gneci
	ccmc'aiflaflt to e e.	 rucu[ar t.rnsacU0fl which is imt).i.

Class 2: presumed undueit;lurice. I: these cases me complainant onl y has to

shoW, in the lint instance, that there was a relationship of trust and conddeflce
between the complainant ana the wrongdoer of such a nature that It Is fair to

resume that the wrongdoer abused that relationship in procuring.

complainant to enter into the impugned transaction. In class 2 cases theretOre
there is no need to produce evidence that actual undue influence was exericO
in relation to the particular transaction t oipugned: once a confidential
relationship has been proved. ihe burden then shi fts to the wrongdoer to prOV':

that the coinplain'nt entered into the impugn transaction freel y , for example

by showing that e 
complainant had independent advice. Such a confidential

-elationship can be established in two ways, viz:

Class 
2A. Certair relationships for example olicttor arid client. nedicli

advisor and patient as a matter of law raise the presumption that unduC
influence has been ex -cised-

Class 213. 
Even if thin' -is no relationship falling within class 2A if the complainant

a relationship under which the complainant
proves the de facto existence idence in the wrongdoer the existence ot'snch
general1" reposed trust and coot
relationship raises the preslllnptio n i UndiLC i nfluence. In a class 2B case

therefore, in the absence of evidence d i sproviiig undue i nfluence, the

complainant will succe,'d in 5etting ai de thc :mpuigued t ransaction met el y b'

proof that the complainant reposed trust ,tid contidence in the rongder

S CIF .1 los Fi7ionc Co Ltd ii P,,ldrrr 19 H5 1 2 AU ER 2S,

Resc,sston i5 the uiul l,ui	 Oi l cccssarilV the , Is rrnieth See .',tanri, .,	 'ij7iil

I199I 5 All ER 61
7	 [19931 4 MI ER 417.
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,'ithoui hi.lvinz in prove that the wron cd er eenrd actual iind tic inf -mencr

r otherwisr abused such trust and confidence in relatin ic trr pant til.e

transaction implignea.
In both categories I and 2B. someone who seeks to set the transaction aside
canno t rer, simply on the relationship with the other party hein one where
equity presumes undue influence. The difference is that in categerl I undue
influence is being shown with respect to the particular transaction whereas
in catetror' 2P undtie influence is being deduced from the fact that the
relauoriship. although raising no pi esumpuon of undue influence, can
shown in fact to be one t here one part y was accustomed to giving wa y to th

other. This can perhaps he best understood bN taking as an example a
relationship of husband and wife It is clear that there is no presumption of
undue influence between husband and wife and therefore the relationship
will never fall within categor' A. Howeve; .it is certainl y the case that in some

W, arriages one partner always dues what the other parry wants. if this can he
shown. then we are in ralegon' 2B. Alternativel y , it may be shown that in
relation to the p?rticular transaction one partner has been overborne h the
other. iris eas y to see that in such a situation the disadvantaged party mavwel:

argue in the alternative that the situation is in category 2B. or categor' ].There
is no reason wiv, both allegations might not he successful

NO .ceczal relaL?onSIli/i bet w p,en the cOfliraCti??gfiOrie

Here it roust he affirmativel y proved that one parr in fact exerted influence
over the other and thus procured a contract that would other'vise not havc
been made. The courts have never attempted to define undue influence with
precision. but it has been described as 'some unfair and improper conduct.
some coercion from outside. sone overreachtn. some form ofcneaung and
generall y , though not alwa ys, some personal advantage obtained b y"' the

guilty party . Examples are: coercing the mind of a person ofweai intellect b\
a claim to possess supernatural po\et's: taking advantage of' a lad y who

suffers from religi ous delusions or who is convinced of the tnith of messages
from the dead transmitted through a spiritualistic medium." playing on the
fears of a son concerning the state of his father's health.'

A r"adtitr case on the sctiect is l.iiQfl'	 where the facts were
the sc

A on ra' e in his bank ses ei'al promntssor, notes upon winch he had forged
the endorsement of fits fatrier. At a mecung between the three parties. the
banker n'iadc it reasonably evident that if some arrangement were no:
reached the son would be prosecu1e This impression was conveyed in:
such expressions as: 'We have onl' one course to pursue: we cannot be
parties to compounding a felon y ': This is a serious matter. a case- of
transportation for life.' The effect of these expressions u pon the fatner i'
shown hvhis somewhat despairing words: 'What be] to do? How can I help

S	 Ibid at 42..
9	 Jr (',ri, i'n'' 1 !4iddrwt. 15171 Ci, 515. 197t1	 All ER 31U.

3	 Aharc	 S'nu' i1*7: 36 ChD 143	 1i. per Lindi' Li
ivegisag,i' Jrino I 'p6 2 Gil; 24t

12 Aoilor, e' Re.Th 1764 2 Eder 2

I 3 Lror ,' Home (186S LR 6 Ec 653
ftluniai ixnnno' i,.ic i john ttetiov & .Son' Lid [1937 2 KB 389 11917 2 Al' ER 65

19E6 LR	 Hi. 201'
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mvelf \on ccc the-,e men will have their mime' .' In the result the faille;
areed in wntine in make an er.ntahle mortgage in the bank in considerance

the ;nill:it of ;ht- oruini'r' notes.
Tins agrt ementwas held tube invalid on the ground chat undue pressure had
been exerted. Tue b:iiicrs had clean' expil iited the tea'. soi the haiLer in: tin
safet' of his con. and had thus bninigh; themselves within the cqtiutuhd
pnincipue that, where there is I nequalit y between panics and one of them L\

taking an unfair advantage ot the situation of the other forces an agreenleii'
ul)onu him. the transacinin w311 be set aside.'

i.	 lt7iere a conhidetn.u.ci r iUti07lSi0 extst t)e.rueer the part u's

Here. the equitab l e view is that undue influence must be presumed. for tru
fact that confidence is repOSeO in one part\ either endows him with excepuonai
authonin over the other or imposes upon him the (In tc to give CiislfltCi eSte(;
advice. The p ssihflit' that he n;av put his own interest uppermost u'
obvious that he comes under a dtii in prove that lie has not al,used ins
position. Whether a confidentiai relationship exists or not. the cpicsuor: :
alwa ys the same—was undue influence usco to procure the contract or gift
But the burden of proof is differeno TIB seeks to avoid a contract with A. then
in the absence of an y confidenuai relationship, the entire onus is on B to prose
undue influence, but if he proves the existence of such a relationship. the
onus is on A to prove that undue influence was not used. A must rebut the
presumption of undue pressure.

The special reauonshtps that raise a presumption in favour of undue
influence include those of st ' iiciicur and client." doctor and patient.' trustee

and estv: quelr'u.c: guardian and ward. parent and child. religious advise;

and d i sc lpie:i but do no: include husband and wife: Whether tlies include
parties engaged ti he married does not admit of a simple answer since the
decision of the Co -,. of Appeal in Zimet i' H'ma;.' The ratio decud'ndi of iha;
case isfarfrom cleat hutperhapsa fair interpretation oftnieiudgmcnts is iha:
the presumption wii not arise unless the transaction is patentlY and striking)'
unfavourable to the partvwho seeks its avoidance \Ve will now illustrate the
operation of the prncipie by considering tile case of religious adviser ann

disc i nit.
I; may well be that the origin of the strict law relating to undue influence

is the nosrilirv which the courts have alwa ys shown towards spiritual tvranns.
for as Lindie' LI said in a leading case. 'The influence of one mind,
another is ven subtle. and of afl influences religious influence is the most

I 1bd. a: 21€. per Lord Chelrnsiorc.
Alitvirc i SAin!I 0S7 V Cifl )4 a: 1.

15 See White and Tudor Lzu4zi'r (,a.ce ,,. Lotiio vol 1. pp 232-254
]L J-ia4cIaIi '	Jrar 15401 1 TLK 466: 10 CMG 11970 Ch 574. [197Q I All ER 740

2( EUi'	 barr (1871 7 Co Ap t' 1(-.
it 54. 2 Ve , See. 547

2	 L41,ueailt2o Loan , Lu:	 Euwt '1934' I RE 58)

Pr' i4s- 34	 Oeioi
hant of Mo,urea,	 Siuor '1911 AC ]2( a: 12€ Lomne	 [nvzenc ', and ima:

4 DLR l26 267 bit: wt&irkhous	 bacRhot.ce 1978. 1 Al) ER 115. 1197	 :

24?
1961 ?. All ER 93 7 1961	 MLR 1442 See Megarr, Th LQR 24

)- Tot court did no: apocar U. aurrec wuir. tnt- ctrIctc viev of Mauharn - in Re Lio%d .s bow

Li	 19".	 C 2t"
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dangerous and Lite most powerful, and to counteract it courts of equity have
gone very far." The facts of Ailcard v Skinner, the case horn which these s'o r

are taken. bear this out.

In 1868 the plaintiff, a woman about 5 years of age, was introduced by he
spiritual adviser. one Nihill. to the defendant, who was the lad" supencc

i Protestant institution known as 'The Sisters of the Poor'. :iihi1l was Li t.

spi:'tual director and confessor of this sisterhood. Three years Later the
p'ain tiff became a sister and took the vows of poverty, chastity and obedience.
The vow oi poverty was strict, since it required the absolute surrender for
ever of all individual property. The plaintiff remained a sister for eight
years until 1879 duringwhich time she gave propert y to the value ofabour
£7,000 to the defendant. She left the sirterhood in 1879 by which time all
but £1,671 of the money given had been spent by the defendant upon the
purposes of the insurutoa. The plaintiff took no action until 1885. bL in
that year she sued for the recovery of the £1,671 ca the ground that it ad
been procured by the undue influence of the defendant.

The Court of Appeal found as a fact that no personal pressure had been
exerted on the plainuffaisdno unfair advantage taken c her position, but that
the sole explanation of the gift was her own willing submission to the vow of
poverty. Notwithstanding this, however, die court held that her gifts were in
fact made under a pressure thatshe could not resist and that, so far as they had
nor been spent with her consent on the purposes of the inctuuon, they were
recoverable in prnciple when the pressure was removed by her resignation
from the sisterhood.' Tot only had there been no independent advice, but
there was no opportunity of obtaining it, for one of the rules of t e sisterhood
said: 'Let no Siscer seek advice of any extern without the Supe. or's leave.'

Nevertheless the plaintiff did not recover, for itwas held that her claim was
barred by her Iaches9 and her acquiescence after she had left the sisterhood.
Admittedly the claim was nor one to which die Statutr's of -: imitation applied,
and no doubt the general principle of equit y is that delay alone is not a bar
so relief. Nevertheless it has aiwas: been held thar for a person to remain
inactive for a long period with a ull appreciation of what his rights ar
materially affects the question whether he ought to obtain relief. Moreover in
the present case there was evidence of acquiescence of the plaintiff. She had
been surrounded by advisers for the last five years, she had taken c cc to revoke

a will prviously made in favour of the sisterhood, she had cese'l to he a
Protestant and hadjoined the Church of Rome. and th 'easonable iference
was that having considered the question of claiming reLi,fshe had deer-mined
not to challenge the validity of her ifts.

In contrast with Ailcard v Skinner may be mentioned Morley v Lou ghnan.'°
where an action, brought six months after mc donor's death to rec< ver
£ 140.000 extorted from an epileptic by a Plymouth Brother, was successlu[.

A contract procured by undue influence cannot he rescinded after
affirmation, ex p ress or implied, as is seen from Alicard v Skinner, nor against
persons who acquire rights under it for value and without notice of the facts,

7 .illcard " .ckinne" 1887) 36 ChD 145 at 183.
•1	 [bid at I8
9	 Licnes s the ii calect of a person to :sert his rights.
10 18931 I Ch 73'
11 Bzznfrrt_e	 Brwi 18I) 18 LhD ft.
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but it may be avoided against purchasers for value with notice and also
a2-ainst volunteers. te persons who give no consideration, though the y may be
unaware of the undue influence, in the lofty words of Wiimot QJ:

Whoevet received .. [the giftj. must take it tainted and infected with the undue
influenc ani imposition of the person procuring the gift: his partitioning and
cantontn out amongst his relations and friends, will not p urify the g'ifL and
protect it against the equity of the person imposed upon. Let the hand receiving
it hr ever so chaste, vet if it comes through a corru p t polluted channel, the

bli ganoti of restitution will follow it,
The onus is on the parry in whom confidence is reposed to show that the par
to whom he owed the duty in fact acted voluntaril y , in the sense that he was free
to make an independent and informed estimate of the expediencs of the
contract or other transaction. 4 It has been said in several cases that the only
was' in which the presumption can be rebutted is proof that the person to whorr
the duty of confidence was owed received independent advice before
completion of the contract, and one judge at least has stated that the giving
of advice does not suffice unless it has actuall y been foliowed,' On the other
hand, the Pnvv Council has emphasised that if evidence is given of
circumstances sufficient to show that the contract was the act of a free and
independent mind, the transaction will be valid even though no ex'"rna]
advice was g " "n.

Their Le 	 mu are not prepared to accept the view that independent legal
advice is liv wa y in which the presumption can he rebutted: nor are the'
prepared .. .iirm that independent legal advice, when given, does not rebut th
presumption, unless it be shown that the advice was taken. It is necessar-v for the
donee to prove that the gift was the result of the free exercise of independent
will. The most obvious way to prove this is bs establishing that the gift was made
after the nature and effect of the transaction had been full y explained so the
donor by some independent and qualified person so completely as to satisfy the
Court that the donor was acting inde pendenilvofanv influence from the donee
and with the full appreciation of what he was doing: and in cases where thet e are
no other circumstances this mar be the only means bi which the donee can rebut
the presumption)'

Their Lordships then added. however. .hat facts which indicate that the donor
was a free agent cannot be disregarded 'mere]v because the y do not include
independent advice from a lawyer'.

It is not every fiduciar-v relation that raises the equitable presumption
o undue influence. As Fietcher-Moulton U once observed. fiduciary
relations are man y and various, including even the case of an errand bos

12 Maitland v Jrvnsg (]846'i 15 Sun 437: Lancashire Lean, Ltd r Black [1934] 1 KB 880
15 bnageman v Green (1755 i Wilti, 5 at 65
14 Atcard r S*inn (18871 86 ChI) 145 at 171
15 Powell v Powell [1900 I Ch 245 at 246. per Farwell
16 Inceie ?onah t Shatk Alii- bin 0mw' 11929 AC 127. approved b Lawrence U in

Lancasiur, Loan.c Ltc t Bw 11934: 1 RE 880 a 4I..
7 11929' AC 127 at 135. The case concernee a gift. which in the present conriccuor.

is on the same footing as a contracL An aged and wholly illiterate woman made a gil:of land to her nephew who managed her affairs A lawyer gave her inOrpendeni annhonest advice prio r to the execution of the deed but he did not know that the gil:
included pracucaliv all her property and he did not explain that a will would be a wise'
method of benefiting tnt nephe The gift was set aside Of Re brocklehursi's Estate,
Rali u Roberts [1978] Ch 14. [1978 1 All ER 767
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io is bound to bring back change to his master, and to say that e'.ery kind
Of fiduciary relation justifies the interference of equity is absL. d. The
nature of the liduciar' relation must be such that it justifies the
interference. On the other hand equity has not closed the list of persons
against whom the presumption is raised. There are certain special relationi
where undue influence is invariably presumed. but they do not cover all
the possible cases, for the basis of the doctrine is that the relief stand
upon a general principle, appLying to all the variety of relations in whcn
dominion may be exercised by one person over another'."'

In his speech in National Westminster Bank pie v 3'lorgan [1985] AC 686.
[1985] 1 All ER 821, Lord Scarman not onl y rejected a general doctrine of
inequality of bargaining power but also reformulated the test of undue
influence. The method and terms of this reformulation are puzzling since it
relied principally on a previously little known Indian appeal to the Privy
Council and appeared to require as an element of undue influence, at least
where there is no special relationship between the contracting parties, that
the contract should be manifestly disadvantageous to one party and that one
party  be under the domination of the other. Such a strong formulation
was quite unnecessary for the decision of the Morgan case since in effect the
House of Lords was saying that itwas a perfectly straightforward case of lender
and borrower with no ' special features. It is extremely difficult to find the tests
of manifest disadvantage or domination ir the previous 300 years of histor y of
the undue influence doctrine. 20 In CIBCMortgages oPitt the House of Lords
clearly rejected an y requirement of manifest disadvantage as far as a category
1 case is concerned. Lord Browne-Wilkinson said thatactual undue influence
was aspecies of fraud and that it had never been suggested thatvictirns offr oi

must not prove that the transaction was manifestly disadvantageous.'Lord
Browne-Wilkinson expressed his views about caegory I in words which were
in effect an open invitation to Counsel to reargue the correctness of the
manifest disadvantage requirement in regard to categories 2A and B.1

There have been a series of cases in recent years in which there have been
plausible arguments that undue influence (or fraud or misrepresentation or
duress) have beeti practised in connection with a borrowing transaction but it
has been disputable whether the undue influence should he attributed to the
lender. A useful starting point is Avon Finance Co Ltd u Brdgrr. Here the
defendants were an elderly couple who had bought a house for their retirement

Re Coomber. Coomber t, Csonnb,r [19111 1 Ch 723 at 728-729.
Huguenin v Baseio 11807'l 14 Ves 273 at 286, per Sir S Romtllv. 'irguendo. adopted by

Lord Cottenham: Dent u Bennfti il8391 4 Mv .s Cr 269 at 277. Examples are: Tate

;villiomson 18661 1 Ch App 55; Inche.Vore&i v Shik 11/i, Bin ',)mCr 1929! AC 127;

TuJon v Serni 11952 2 TLR 516.
This is ,:learlv stated in the decision of the Court or Appeal in GoldswonAtly v Bnce1

19871 (1 37S, [19871 1 All ER 853. The Court of Appeal thoug't that it was not

necessaiv foi the party to whom the irust and confidence is reposed to dominate the
other party ;at 	 sense in which that word is generall y understood'.

199	 4 5.11 ER 133.
The same night he said of common law duress. See &;len v ir20s:rorig 19761 AC 104.

3,irrüns Bank v Coieman [20001 1 411 ER 385 makes it clear that manifest disaels,nc
is still ,s requirement br pesunied undue influence in the High Court and (.iiiri 0
-5.ppenl pending possible reconsideration by the House 'I Lords. It ASO Lotltam.N .1

useful consideration of when a loan to a husband is nianitestl y disadvantagt:uus
wife.

2 .5.11 ER 281 iactualiv derided in I979.
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for £.75 The arrangement' for buying the house had been entirel y in t.he
hands of their son. who was a chartered accountant. in whom the y p laced total
but mispiaced confidence. Tile purchase once was piovioi-ci t a iiioritrageio
£.).00().'b% a loan of 11 .77- , from the defendants and by £.500 provided hN The

son. in order to provide this £2.500. the son had borrowed £3,500 from Avon
Finance on the security of his parents house. in, order to do ihis. he had
obtained his parents signature to the documents tie telling them that thee were
in connection with the building society mortgage of £5,000. The son failed to
keep up his payments to the finance compan y who thereupon sought to enforce
their security against the dekndana. Clearly in this case there was fraud as
between the son and his parents, but (lid this affect the rights of the piainuffs
The Court ofAppe.al held that it did. A number of different reasons were given
in rhejudgments. Perhaps the most important reason is that the plaintiff had
appointed the son as their agent to get his parents to sign the loan documents.
As a result, the son's fraud (and undue influence) were to he attributed to the
finance compan y, in the circumstances. the finance compan y ought at least to
have dealt directl y with the parents and perhaps also to have taken steps to see
that the parents had independent advice. This anal ysis based on asking
whether the lenders had made the person who exercised the undue influence
or fraud, misrepresentation or duress,  theit agent for the purpose of the
transaction. was followed in a whole series of Court oJ Appeal decisions.

This analysis was rejected by the House of Lords in Barcla3.c Bank V ( 'Bnen.

In this case the husband. who was a shareholder in a manufacturing comparn.
wanted to increase the overdraft which the compan y had with tue piaintifl
bank. it was agreed that the overdraft would be increased to 1135,000 reducing
to £120,000 after three weeks. The husband offered as securit y a personal
guarantee to be secured b' a second charge over ti-ic matrimonial home which
was jointiv owned b' himself and his wife. The manager quite properl y gave
instructions for the preparation of the necessary documents and for the
banks staff to explain the documents to both husband and wife and to explain
the need for independent legal advice if there was an' doubt. However, these
instructions were not followed b' the banks staff and both the husband and
the wife signed the documents without reading them. The wife alleged that
the husband had put her unoer undue pressure to sign and that she had
succumbed to that pressure and also that her husband had misrepresented
to her the effect of the legal charge. She said that although she knew she was
signing the mortgage she believed that security was limited to £60,000 and
would only last three weeks. The trial judge had refused to set the transaction
aside but the Court of Appeal unanimously allowed the appeal. Scott L1
thought it was wholl y artificial to enquire whether the husband was the agent
of the bank, since an y such agency was wholl y fictional. On the other hand. he
thought that as a matter of polic y married women who provided securit y for
their husbands debts and others in an analogous position. such as elderl'
parents on whom pressure might be brought to bear b' adult children, would
be treated as a speciall y protected class so that the transaction might he set
aside under general equitable princlpes.

-	 . Kangsriotlh Trust Lid v Bell [1986) 1 All ER 423, 11986) 1 WLR 119 Coldun€11 Ltd V Ga/b,.

[ 1 986 1 QB 1184. 119861 1 All ER 429. Midland Bank
'
k v Shelthard [1988) All ER 17.

Ban' of boroaa Shah ll98Sl 3 All ER 24 hank of Cretin and Commerce international .SA

,4000m 1199	 I Qb 927. 11992 4 All ER 955. [19891 2 WLR 75'

119931 4 All ER 417
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The House of Lords agreed with Scott LJ that the analysis in terms of aencv
was . -tificial and misleading. Lord Browne-Wilkinson rejected the notion that
there was a special equity in favour of wives. He thought that the key to the
problem was the doctrine of notice so that:

where a wife has agreed to stand surety for her husband's debts as a result of
undue influence or misrepresentaucn, the creditor will take sutject to the wife's
equity to set aside the transaction if the circumstances are such as to out the
creditor on enquiry as to the circumstances in which she agreed to sta' d surety.

In applying this principle, it is clearly relevant that the surety is the spouse
of the debtor, since husbands and wives behave in financial matters in ways
which are differentfrom those which parties acting at arms length would do.
A lender who finds a wife standing surety to a husband's business borrowing
should therefore have very much in mind the serious possibility that the wife
has been misled or over persuaded and ought to take reasonable steps to
satisfy himself that the wife's agreement has been properly obtained. If he
does not do so, he can be treated as having constructive notice of the wife's
rights.

A second decision of the House of Lords in C!BC Mortgages v Pitt needs
to be read together with Barciciys Bank v O'Brien. The two cases were heard by
the same five Lords of Appeal and in each case the single reasoned speech
was that of Lord Browne-Wilkinson. Nevertheless, the facts are significantly
different and some important additional isiue iot addressed in O'Brien are
considered.

Mr and Mrs Pitt owned in I93€ the family hcme in Willesclen which was
then valued at sere £2'IO,0C). subj•e tc a b'L .ig ocity mortgage for
£16,700. In 1986 Mr Pitt told Mrs Pitt that he vrid to raise money on the
house to buy shares on the s-ock market. Mrs Pitt was not convinced that
this would be a good idea but she was then subjected by Mr Pitt to what the
trial judge he'd to be actual undue influence, as a result of which she
agreed to the suggestion.

Mr Pitt got in touch with the plaintiffs and told them that he wished to
raise a mortgage on the house for the purpose of buying a holida y home.
He raised a lo-, n for £150,000 for repayment over 19 years. The moneywas
said to be avai able for paying off the existing mortgage and the balance' to
be used to purchase a second property without the applicants resorting to
any additional borrowing'. Clearly, this involved Mr Pitt misleading the
plaintiffs but Mrs Pitt signed all the papers without reading them. The
plaintiffs' solicitors acted for Mr and Mrs Pitt as well as for the plaintiffs in
respect of the transaction. Mrs Pitt signed all the mortgage documents
without reading them, so-one suggested that she should getindependent
advice and she did not do so.

In fact, Mr Pitt not only did not intend to spend the balance of the
mortgage money on a holiday home; he did not intend simply to buyshares
on the Stock Exchange. What he did was to buy shares and then use the
shares as collateral for further loans to buy further shares and so on. He
thereby acquired avast number of shares and very substantial indebtedness.
Apparently, atone stage, he was indeed a paper millionaire but he never
realised any of the gains on the shares. When, in October 1987, the stock

:19931 I All ER 433.
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market crashed, he was left in a hone)essk ex posed position. The banks.
who had advanced money against the shares. sold them. Mr Pittwas unable
to keep up the pa yments due on the chargc- on the family home. At die tune
of trial in jul y 1992. the total sum outstanding on the charge was nearl\
£09.000 which. b this time, was said to be greater than the value of the
house.

The trial judge held that there had been no misrepresentation h' Mr Pitt to
Mrs Pitt: that Mr Pitt had been guilty of actual undue influence: that the
transaction was manifestly disadvantageous to Mrs Pitt and that Mr Pitt had not
acted as ih agent of we plaintiffs. The Court of Ap peal reversed the-judge
decision that the transaction was manifestl y disadvantageous to Mrs Pit:.. As
stated above. we House of Lords held that manifest disadvantage was not a
requirement in a case of actual undue influence.

Mrs Pitt could certainlvsetaside the transaction as against Mr Pitt. However,
of course, the practical question is whether she could set aside the transaction
as against the plaintiffs, in this respect. the House of Lords thought the
.ct uation suhstantta1j different, from O'Brien. For a wife to mortgage her share
of the famil y home in order to underwrite borrowings b y the husband alone
in respect of his business was of itself a sufficiently suspect transaction to
require the lender 10 warn of the desirabilir of independent advice. For a
husband and wife to ointiv borrow monevon the home for aloint purpose like
buying a holiday home was not a transaction which in iLselfin anyway aroused
suspicion. So. someone in the position of Mrs Pitt could onl y overturn the
transaction if the' could show either actual notice or some event putting the
lender on eriquin.

This raises very interesting questions which were not discussed in detail
as to what would be required to put the lendet on equin'. Presumabi. if Mr
Pitt had told we lender of hi! intention to pursue a speculative piogramme
on the Stock Exchange. the risks to the wife would have been sufficientl
obvious to require the lenuer to urge her to take independent advice.
Suppose he had told the lenders what he is alleged to have told Mrs Pin. ttiat
is that he intended to use the mone y to bu y shares. Although Mr Pitt had told
Mrs Pitt that this proposal would lead to an increase in her standard oflivirig.
it is difficult to see how this could in fact have been true since there would oni
have been a net increase in the famil y income if the dividends from the shares
exceeded the sums necessary to service the mortgage. Taking into account the
mortgage interest rates at the time of the transaction. such results could only
have been obtained pv investing in extremely risks shares. Would this he
sufficient to require the bank to suggest the desirability of independent
advice

These two decisions of the House of' Lords have been considered in an
apparently endless flow of Court ofAppeal decisions. The Court has held tha:
where a bank ought to see that the wife" is separatel y advised, it will usuall'
be sufficient for the bank to show that it had seen that advice had been given
and that it need not investigate to see what the advice was.

Of course the person woo ought to be advised is not always a wife but this is b; far the
most common posluor.

9 See Mas,-v i , Midland bank Lift [ 19951 1 Alt ER 929; banct, Exie-nr mit a4cionaie; Many
[1995' 1 All ER 93b; barcLay, batut tft v Thomson (199'' 4 All ER 81; and Rosal banr
of Scotland LiLt v Einag' (,\c. 2) 1 199t1 4 All ER 70
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There ma'; however be cases where it is clear that no competent solicitor
noss ow have advised the transaction, in Credit Lyonnais BanNeder1and

NV u rcn the defendant was employed in a relauveivjuniOr position b y a

tour operating company dominated by a Mr PeL"i, on whotu the dexendant

relied heavily though there was no sexual or emotional relationship between
them. The companvwished to increase its overdraft from £250,000 to £270,000
and the bank required security. The defendant had an equity of some £70,000
in her flat and she was persuaded b y Mr Pelosi to agree to granting a second
charge over the flat to secure all compan y borrowing both past and future. The
Court of Appeal thought the transaction so spectacularly disadvantageous
that it should he struck clown. Millett Usaid that independent advice is
neither alwa ys necessary nor always sufficient'.

jo r997 I k1l ER 144.


